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Dear  

Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) 
 
Thank you for requesting information about the Councils assets. The Council received 
your request on 7 January 2015 and has considered it under the above legislation. 
 
You have requested the following information: 
 

1. A copy of the Local Authority’s asset registers for buildings and land. 
2. What is the total number of art owned by the Local Authority and the estimated 

total value and the number of works currently on display. 
 
Question 1 Response 
 
The information you requested is being withheld as it falls under the exemption in 
Section 22 of the FOIA which relates to information intended for future publication.  
 
The Council intends to publish this information by 5th February 2015 and it is deemed on 
this occasion that the public interest in disclosure is outweighed by the public interest in 
withholding the requested information until that time.  
 
The requested information can be viewed after the 5th February by going to: 
 
www.coventry.gov.uk 
 
Question 2 Response 
 
Please find attached documents detailing the Art work owned by the Council. The 
information you have requested in connection with the total number and value of works 
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of arts and the number of works currently on display has been withheld from disclosure. 
The exemption engaged is Section 12 of the FOIA. 
 
Section 12 of the Act exempts Public Authorities from providing information where the 
estimated cost of compliance with the request exceeds the appropriate limit. Any 
estimate must be made in accordance with the limits set in fees regulations made under 
Section 12 (5) of the Act. 
 
These Fees Regulations allow for a refusal where the cost of compliance, for local 
authorities such as the Council, would exceed £450. 
 
As a guide, staff time to identify and extract this information is charged at a rate of £25 
per hour.  
 
You will see by the volume of artwork listed in the attached documents that we are 
unable to breakdown the lists into the value of what is on display. There would also be 
additional pieces of artwork not included within the attached valuations, generally 
because there will be a value threshold agreed with the company completing the 
valuation. 
 
Since a substantial amount of work will be involved in processing your request as it is 
currently phrased, I am afraid a fee is payable before we can provide you with the 
information.  The fee in this case is £1000 - please see the schedule below explaining 
how this was calculated. If the actual cost turns out to be less than the estimate, the 
balance will be returned to you.  
 

 
DISBURSEMENTS 

CHARGE MADE 

COST OF COMPLYING WITH THE 
REQUEST 

To be charged at a rate of £25 per hour of 
officer time estimated at a minimum of 20 
hours to be spent identifying, retrieving and 
extracting requested information 

PHOTOCOPYING   

POSTAGE AND OTHER FORMS OF 
TRANSMISSION 

 

VAT (IF APPLICABLE)  

TOTAL £1000 

 
Payment can be made using the online payment facility on the Council web site.  
To do this, go to ‘Pay Online’ and select - Freedom of Information request.  Please 
insert your request reference number (20123607) in the 'Account' box.  
 
While the legislation allows the Council 20 working days to respond to your request from 
the date of its receipt, this time limit is suspended until we receive payment. 
 
As soon as we receive your payment we will begin work on your request (please be 
aware that payments take at least three working days from receipt to clear).  
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Alternatively, if you do not want to pay online, please make your cheque payable to 
Coventry City Council and send to the address given below. 
 
If we do not receive your payment by 1 May 2015, we will consider your request closed 
and no further action will be taken by the Council. If you have any other issues relating to 
this request please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
If you can narrow down or perhaps re-focus your request, the Council will re-consider it. 
 
To help you do this you may wish to:  
 

 Look at the latest Freedom of Information responses issued by the Council on our 
disclosure log or browse through the Council's Publication Scheme and see if this 
would help you to identify more precise questions; 

 Have a look at Facts about Coventry  

 Look at the reusable Open Data already published by the Council  
 
If you are unhappy with the outcome or handling of your request you should write to us 
within 40 working days of the date of this letter: 
 
Information Governance 
Council House, Room 21a 
Lower Ground Floor 
Earl Street, Coventry. 
CV1 5RR 
infogov@coventry.gov.uk 
 
If having done that you are still dissatisfied, the Information Commissioner can be 
contacted at: 
 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House 
Water Lane 
Wilmslow 
Cheshire 
SK9 5AF 

http://www.coventry.gov.uk/foieirrequests
http://www.coventry.gov.uk/foieirrequests
http://www.coventry.gov.uk/info/200031/data_protection_and_freedom_of_information/380/publication_scheme
http://www.facts-about-coventry.com/
http://www.coventry.gov.uk/a_to_z/service/824/open_data
mailto:infogov@coventry.gov.uk
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Yours sincerely 

Bernie Robinson 

Business Support Officer  
 
 
Enclosures: 
Bonhams Total Aggregated Values 2007 
Bonhams Visual Arts Valuation Jan 2008 
Inventory Refrerence 
Furniture 
Pictures 
Sculpture 
Metalworks 
Textiles 
Arms and Armour 
Ceramics 
Glassware 
Miscellaneous 
Textile Formal Report 1 
Valuation Formal Report 1 
Valuation Formal Report 3 
 



The Herbert Museum Collections: Bonhams Valuation 2007

Collection Aggregate Values

Visual Arts £17,688,290

Natural History £262,200

Archaeology £667,300

Social History £2,145,180

(Costumes, ribbons, silks £439, 060)

Total £20,762,970



Valuation Sale Item Description

2000

20th Century British School HMS Broadsword Rescuing Survivors from HMS Coventry on 

May 25 1982

2000 A blue and yellow saucer dish

3000 A collection of six Icons

2000 A jar of Guan type, Probably Wanli

10000 Abbott, John White (1763-1851) Warwick Castle from the Avon

3800

Adshead, Mary (1904-1995) British Restaurant, Coventry-Grace at the Sausage Hatch 35.3 x 

25 cm

35000 Allingham, Helen (1848-1926) The Cottage

12000 Anderson,John (1835-1919) A group of six landscapes and seascapes

10000

Atkinson, Terry (born in 1939) PRODUCT. 15-inch Howitzer, made by Coventry Ordnance 

Company in Glasgow

5000 Attributed to Bonnet, Rudolf (1895-1978) Ploughing with water buffalo in Bali

8000 Ayrton, Michael (1921-1975) Portrait of Percy Wyndham Lewis (1882-1957)

11000 Baker, Thomas, 'of Leamington' (1809-1864) Rowsley Mill, Derbyshire 26 x 36.5cm

28000 Baker, Thomas, 'of Leamington' (1809-1864) Warwick Castle from the River 30 x 48cm

12500 Baker,Thomas, 'of Leamington' A group of nine views of Warwickshire

2500 Barker, Thomas, of Bath (1767-1847) Kenilworth Castle

30000 Bates, David (1840-1921) Hearts of Oak 114 x 153cm

6500 Baynton, Henry (Harry) (1862-1926) An Argument (also called 'Friends') 74 x 62cm

3000 Baynton, Henry (Harry) (1862-1926) Summer (in Ancient Rome) 46 x 30cm

14000 Bellany, John (born 1942) Untitled (seated figure) 122 x 92cm

20000 Bellany, John (born 1942) Untitled (woman with fish) 153 x 122cm

8000

Bengali school Bengali Storytellers' Scroll: The Childhood of Krishna  (verso: sketches of 

drapery, head, legs,etc<DUPE?> 415 x 54.8cm

7800 Bentham,Philip(1910-85)

45000 Bevan, Robert Polehill (1865-1925) Brimley Hill, Devon 50.7 x 60.4cm

18000 Blackshaw, Basil (born in 1932) Cottage near Lisburn, County Down 44 x 60cm

3500 Boden, Leonard (1911-99) Portrait of Alfred Herbert 103 x 85 cm

4000 Boden,Neville (1929-96)

30000 Bomberg, David (1890-1957) Drawing ('Man and Woman') 26x 20cm

30000 Bomberg, David (1890-1957) Evening, Cornwall (also called 'Towards St. Ives) 68 x 105cm

3000 Bomberg, David (1890-1957) Head of a Woman, with study for composition

3000 Bomberg, David (1890-1957) Woman's Head 38  x 28 cm

3000 Bomberg, David (1890-1959) Alice Bomberg (crouching) 36 x 27cm

3000

Bomberg, David (1890-1959) Alice Jewellery-making (study for 'Cameo Corner', 1919) 28.6 x 

20.2cm

3000 Bomberg, David (1890-1959) Alice Leaning Down 36.2 x 26.6cm

3000

Bomberg, David (1890-1959) Alice Making Jewellery (study for 'Cameo Corner', 1919) 26.5 x 

20cm

2500 Bomberg, David (1890-1959) Alice Seated 26.9 x 24.6 cm

3000

Bomberg, David (1890-1959) Alice Stringing Beads I (study for 'Cameo Corner', 1919) 26.2 x 

19.5cm

18000 Bomberg, David(1890-1957) Imaginative Composition-Fishing Folk 35 x 50 cm

8000 Bone, Sir Muirhead (1876-1953) Ruins of Coventry Cathedral 130 x 77cm

8000 Boulton, Mr, of Worcester

2000 Bowden, John (born in 1941) Overlay 183.5 x 182.5 cm



17000 Bowling, Frank (born in 1936) Traingone (Mahaicony Abary) 98 x 211cm

10000 Bratby, John (1928-1992) Anne 106.5 x 71.5cm

12000 Bratby, John (1928-1992) Christmas Eve, Christmas Day and Boxing Day 112 x 86.5cm

4000

British school  (possibly  by Alfred Pollentine, working 1861-80) Grand Canal, Venice 81.7 x 

123cm

2000 Brockhurst, Gerald Leslie (1890-1978) Figure Composition

2500 Brockhurst, Gerald Leslie (1890-1978) Genevieve (seated woman)

8000 Brosnan, Shaun Anthony Francis (born in 1961)

3000 Brown, Edwin (working 1840-1884) Chestnut Hunter in landscape 50.5 x 66cm

4500 Brown, Edwin (working 1840-1884) The Binley Oak 100 x 124.5cm

35000 Bunney,Sydney John(1877-1928) A large collection of views of Coventry

30000 Burra, Edward J. (1905-1976) Sailors in a Street Market, Marseilles 51.3 x 40.8cm

60000 Callcott, Augustus Wall, Sir (1779-1844) Cow Boys 127 x 107.5cm

10000 Callow,William (1812-1908) Four Warwickshire views

2000 Carr, Thomas (1909-99) Shangho Tavern 51 x 40.6  cm

2000 Carter, Henry (working 1864-74) Interior of St. Mary's Hall, Coventry 71.5 x 70.5 cm

4000 Chambers, George (1803-1840) A Sea Piece 69 x 106cm

4000 Chapman, George (1908-1993) Miner Returning Home From Work 215.5 x 91.5cm

3500 Chattaway, William H. (born in 1927)

6500 Chattaway, William H. (born in 1927)

2500 Chattaway,Wiliam H.(b. 1927)

8000 Claxton, Marshall (1811-1881) Lady Godiva 61 x 51cm

35000 Clifton, John S. (working 1852-1885) Lady Godiva and Earl Leofric 111 x 84.5cm

30000 Clough, Prunella (1919-1999) Landscape with tank

45000 Clough, Prunella (1919-1999) Target 142.5 x 111.7cm

2500 Cluett,Shelagh (1947-2007)

23000 Cockrill, Maurice (born 1936) Girl with Cat 155 x 124.7cm

7500 Cockrill, Maurice (born 1936) Venus and Mars 81 x 65cm

30000 Coker, Peter Godfrey (Peter Coker) (1926-2005) Forest I (or 'Trees') 122 x 91cm

120000 Collier, John (1850-1934) Godiva 142.2 x 183cm

3000 Collings, Albert Henry (d.1947) Lady Herbert 76 x 64cm

6000 Collings, Albert Henry (d.1947) Sir Alfred Herbert (1866-1957) 127 x 101.5cm

50000 Constable,John (1776-1837) Study of Clouds 11.5 x 23 cm

2500 Cook, Barrie (born in 1929) In Camera 166.5 x 92 cm

3000

Coombe, Helen (Mrs. Roger Fry) (died in 1937) The Virgin and Child with Saint John and an 

Angel (after Botticelli)

2500 Cooper,William Sidney(1854-1927) Cows in a landscape

25000

Cope, Charles West (1811-1890) The Martyrdom of Laurence Saunders at Coventry 107 x 

122cm

10000 Corbould, Edward Henry(1815-1905) Godiva

4000 Cox, David (1783-1859) Kenilworth Castle 17.3 x 24 cm

30000 Cox, David (1783-1859) The Water Tower, Kenilworth Castle

25000 Cox, David (1783-1859) Warwick Castle

2000 Cox, David(jnr.) (1809-85) Kenilworth Castle

15000 Cox, Herbert Edward (1870-1941) A collection of works, primarily views of Coventry

6000 Craft, Percy Robert (1856-1934) Defence not Defiance 79.2 x 115cm



15000

Cundall, Charles Ernest (1890-1971) Consecration of the New Coventry Cathedral 91.5 x 

129cm

3000

Cuneo, Terence (1907-96) Illustration for Armstrong Siddeley 'Sapphire' Cars - 2 studies 77 x 

64cm

3000

Cuneo, Terence (1907-96) Illustration for Armstrong Siddeley 'Sapphire' Cars - 3 studies 64 x 

77cm

9000

Daniell, Frank (working 1889-1921) Fred Terry in his Role as the Scarlet Pimpernel 129 x 

102cm

2500 Daniels, Alfred (born in 1924) King Edward VII Park, Wapping 61 x 76 cm

4000 Day, Patrick (1946-2003) Painting in Four Parts 122.2 x 436.cm

2500 De Grey, Roger (1918-95) Interior 101.5 x 76 cm

8000 DELETEBengali School Storytellers' scroll:The Childhood of Krishna 415 x 54.8 cm

11450 Design Objects

28000

d'Heere, Lucas (1534-1584) (attributed to) Lady - possibly Lady Elizabeth Fitzgerald (1528?-

1589), 'Fair Geraldine', wife of Edward Clinton 46.8 x 34.7cm

6000 Dobson, Frank (1888-1963)

12000

Dobson, William Charles Thomas (1817-1898) Train Up a Child in the Way He Should Go 65.2 

x 53.5cm

6000 Drury, Alfred (1857-1944)

2000 Dunlop, Ronald Ossory (1894-1973) Autumn on the Arun 40.5 x 52 cm

3500 Dunstan, Bernard (born in 1920) Bedtime Story 21 x 31cm

3000 Dunstan, Bernard (born in 1920) Dawn 20 x 33.5cm

7000 Durand-Brager, Jean-Baptiste Henri (1814-1879) Seascape with Ship 71.9 x 50.4cm

60000 Eardley, Joan Kathleen H. (1921-1963) Glasgow Boy with Milk Bottle 89.5 x 47.5cm

32000 Eardley, Joan Kathleen H. (1921-1963) Seated Boy (Archie Lafferty, aged 6) 61 x 41cm

5000 Earp, Henry (senior) (1831-1914) When Eventide Prevails 76 x 153cm

7800 Eduardo Paolozzi A small collection of prints

6000 Ellis, 'the limner', Mr. (working 1671-83) Lady Godiva (copy of the work of 1586) 88 x 115cm

2000 Engelbach, Florence Neumengen (1872-1951) White Roses and Delphiniums 76 x 36.5 cm

45000 Epstein, Jacob, Sir (1880-1959)

4000 Epstein, Jacob, Sir (1880-1959) Two Figures on a bed (Sunita and Anita) 47 x 56cm

2800

Eves, Reginald Grenville (1876-1941) after John Singer Sargent Dame Ellen Terry in her roles 

as Lady Macbeth 221 x 115 cm

10000 F.Sander

5000 Fakeye, Akin (born in 1936)

160000 Farquharson, Joseph (1846-1935) Sheep in the snow 86.4 x 109cm

2500 Faulkner, John (1835-1894) Dunluce Castle, Antrim

24000 Fedden, Mary (born in 1915) Oxen in Tuscany 50.5 x 60.5cm

20000

Fielding, Anthony Vandyke Copley (1787-1855) Loch Catrine, Ben Venue seen over Ellen's 

Isle , Perthshire

11500 Fielding,Anthony Vandyke Copley (1787-1855) A group of five views

25000 Fitton, James (1899-1982) Cafe 64 x 102cm

6000 Fitton, James (1899-1982) untitled (White Wedding  or  The Bride) 41.1 x 25.5cm

3500 Flanagan, Terence Philip (born in 1929) Fermanagh Field I 50.8 x 68.6cm

9000 Flanagan, Terence Philip (born in 1929) Nuns on the Terrace St.Mary's 167 x 105cm

3500 Flanagan, Terence Philip (born in 1929) The Doon Rock 50.8 x 57cm



2000 Fleetwood-Walker, Bernard (1893-1963) A Breton Peasant 36 x 30.5 cm

29000 Frank Brangwyn A collection of prints

3000 Fripp, George Arthur (1813-96) Old Bridge at Warwick 51 x 35 cm

3000 Fripp, George Arthur (1813-96) On the Avon

2000 Fronius, Hans (1903-88) Graz (Folio of twelve lithographs of City Views)

15000 Furini, Francesco (1604-1646) (manner of) Head of a Girl

12000 Fuseli, Henry (1741-1825) Young Woman with Eccentric Hairstyle Frame 37.8 x 28.9 cm

6000

Galekov  (Russian school)  (possibly Galekov, Stanislav) The Battle for Stallingrad (Volgograd) 

37 x 69.7cm

4000 Gaudier-Brzeska, Henri (1891-1915) Figure Study (Sophie Brzeska) 37.5 x 24 cm

3500 Gechter, Jean-Fr. Theodore (1796-1844)

3000 Gee, David (1793-1872) Alderman Edward Phillips (circa 1785-1855) 113.5 x 85.5cm

5000

Gee, David (1793-1872) Children of Arthur Gregory of Styvechale Hall and old dog Nelson 

102.5 x 123.8cm

4000 Gee, David (1793-1872) Haymaking at Coventry 49 x 59cm

4000 Gee, David (1793-1872) Interior of St. Michael's Church, Coventry 112 x 125.5cm

10000 Gee, David (1793-1872) Lady Godiva Procession, Coventry

30000 Gee, David (1793-1872) Lammas Day, Coventry 73.5 x 89.5cm

2000 Gee, David (1793-1872) Miss Newarke 76.3 x 63.5 cm

2000

Gee, David (1793-1872) Portrait of the painter's nephew, David Gee (1839-1911) as a Rifle 

Volunteer 76.5 x 63.6 cm

2000 Gee, David (1793-1872) Priory Street, Coventry 66 x 91.5 cm

4000 Gee, David (1793-1872) Richard [?] Kevitt, Rotherham with his horse 86.5 x 111.7cm

7500

Gee, David (1793-1872) St. Michael's and Holy Trinity Churches from the NE, Coventry 89.5 x 

72.5cm

10000 Gee, David (1793-1872) The Lady Godiva Procession of 1829, Coventry 72 x 84.5 cm

3000 Gertler, Mark (1891-1939) Life Drawings (two studies of a standing woman) 45.5 x 36.5cm

2000

Gifford,Edward Augustus (born 1819,emigrated to New Zealand 1877) Butcher 

Row,Coventry

4000 Gilbert, Arthur (1819-1895) Ben Lomond from Loch Lomond

5000 Gill, Eric (1882-1940) Dancing Nude 48 x 35cm

4000

Gill, Eric (1882-1940) Studies for 'Good Samaritan' and 'Good Shepherd' reliefs for Coventry 

and Warwickshire Hospital 59.3 x 70.5cm

4500 Gill, William (working 1826-1869) Leapfrog 19.2 x 24.3cm

3000 Gillman, Tricia (born in 1951) Fun Palace 199.0 x 169cm

1500000

Giordano, Luca (1632-1705) and Brueghel, Abraham (1631-1690 ) (possible painter of the 

flowers) Bacchus and Ariadne 302 x 583cm

6000 Girtin, Thomas (1775-1802) St. John's Church, Coventry

6000 Gogin, Charles (1844/5-1931) A Dolly Varden Cap 46.2 x 35.5cm

3000 Gogin, Charles (1844/5-1931) Peonies 28.9 x 37cm

3000 Gogin, Charles (1844/5-1931) Sorrow 23.5 x 30.7cm

8000 Gowing, Lawrence, Sir (1918-1991) The River Kennet at Chilton, Wiltshire 45 x 91cm

7000 Grant, Francis, Sir (1803-1878) Rt. Hon. Edward Elice (1781-1863) 207.5 x 131.5cm

12000 Greaves, Jack (born in 1928)

12000 Greaves, Jack (born in 1928)



12000 Green, Anthony (born in 1939) The Broken Kylin, 1946 45.7 x 47cm

4000 Green, Margaret (born in 1918) Bus Trip from the Pits (Seaton Carew) 92 x 122.5cm

7500 Gunn, Lisa Victoria 175.5 x 116cm

5000 Haddon, David W. (working 1884-1911) Girl Making Lace 61 x 46cm

7000 Hamper, Nick (born 1956) (Nichollas John Hamper) Temptation of St. Anthony 70.7 x 97cm

70000 Hatoum, Mona  (born in 1952)

10000 Hayls, John (d.1679) Sir William Craven of Coombe Abbey (1638-1695) 76.8 x 63.3cm

4000 Hearne, Thomas (1744-1817) The Priory Gate at Kenilworth

900000 Hepworth, Barbara (1903-1975)

20000 Heusch, Jacob de (1659-1701) Classical landscape with figures 88 x 129.5cm

10000 Hill, Derek (1916-2000) Season of Thaw 50.8 x 90.2cm

20000 Hiller, Susan (born in 1942)

2500 Hines, Theodore (working 1876-1889) Near Lyndhurst, Hants 76.5 x 128 cm

4000 Hockney, David (born in 1937) Seated Young Man 26 x 21cm

16000 Hollar, Wenceslaus (1607-1677) Coventry (from Warwick Road)

7000 Howson, Peter (born 1958) Man with Cigarette 92 x 61.5cm

7000 Howson, Peter (born 1958) Untitled (two figures) 76.7 x 61.7cm

4000 Hublin, Emile Auguste (born in 1830, working 1880) The Widow's Mite 99 x 80cm

10000 Hunt, William Holman (1827-1910) Stratford-on-Avon

2000 Isherwood, James Lawrence (1917-88) Wigan v Hull 51.2 x 67.7 cm

2000 Jackson, Fred W. (1859-1918) Boats on the Shore 27.4 x 39.2 cm

26000

Jantjes, Gavin (born in 1948) Untitled (the first in the 'Korabra' series) [stockade and anvil for 

beating on manacles] 180x 200cm

26000

Jantjes, Gavin (born in 1948) Untitled (the second in the 'Korabra' series) [slave ships] 180 x 

200cm

2500 John Hutton

2000 John, Augustus Edwin (1878-1961) Male Nude

2000 John, Augustus Edwin (1878-1961) Sketch for Moses and the Brazen Serpent (double sided)

2000 John, Augustus Edwin (1878-1961) Standing Woman

4000 Jones, David (1895-1974) Male Nude Holding a Dish 59 x 44 cm

2500

Jones, George (1786-1869) after, Weston, Florence (circa 1868-1942) copyist Lady Godiva 82 

x 72 cm (approx)

6000 Kennington, Eric Henri (1888-1960) Soldier

20000 Kneller, Godfrey, Sir (1646-1723) (after) King George II (as Prince of Wales) 243 x 150cm

20000 Kneller, Godfrey, Sir (1646-1723) (after) Queen Anne 241 x 148cm

20000 Kneller, Godfrey, Sir (1646-1723) (after) Queen Mary II 236 x 137cm

3000 Knight, Laura, Dame (1877-1970) Ballerina

4000 Knight, Laura, Dame (1877-1970) Barrage Balloon Workers at Coventry 26.9 x 37.3cm

5000 Lamb, Henry (1883-1960) Withy Beds, Herefordshire, Summer 49.5 x 59.7cm

500000 Landseer, Edwin, Sir (1802-1873) Lady Godiva's Prayer 143 x 112cm

3000 Landseer, Edwin, Sir (1802-73) Study of a horse 23 x 30 cm

2000 Lanyon, Peter George (1918-64) Seated Nude

1500000 Lawrence, Thomas, Sir (1769-1830) King George III (1738-1820) 276 x 175cm

17000 Le Bas, Edward (1904-1966) Band in Hyde Park 52.5 x 52.5 cm



4000 Lebermann,Ferdinand (1883-1941)

12000 Leighton, Edmund Blair (after)Philips, F. A. (copyist) Lady Godiva 126 x 153cm

3000 Lewis, Percy Wyndham (1882-1957) Sylvia Lynd

16000 Lidderdale, Charles Sillem (1831-1895) The Squire's Daughter 68.8 x 51.1cm

2000 Linnell, John (1792-1882) Trees between Dorking and Leith Hill

2000 Long, Kenneth (born in 1924) The Reading Room, Barnsley 76 x 61 cm

3500 Lound, Thomas (1802-1861) (attributed to) Coventry 66 x 99.6cm

40000 Lowndes, Alan (1921-1978) Bennett's Corner 81.5 x 122cm

1700000 Lowry, Laurence Stephen (1887-1976) Ebbw Vale 115 x 153cm

2500 McGuiness, Norah Allison (1903-1980) Estuary Pools 50 x 76 cm

80000 McWilliam, F.E., Prof. (1909-1992)

10000 Medley, Robert (1905-1995) Factory at Sheffield 70 x 90cm

14000 Mene, Pierre Jules (1810-79)

50000 Middleton, Colin (1910-1983) Quarryman, Islandmore 76.5 x 61cm

20000 Middleton, Colin (1910-1983) Sea Wall 61 x 61cm

24000 Milne, John Maclauchlan (1886-1957) Glen Sannox, Arran 51 x 61cm

20000 Moore, Henry (1831-1895) The Silver Streak 91.5 x 155cm

20000 Moore, Henry (1898-1986) Life Drawing (standing woman) 52 x 32cm

8000 Mordecai, Joseph (1860-1940) Edward VII 27.80 x 20.05cm

8000 Mordecai, Joseph (1860-1940) Edward VIII as Prince of Wales 243 x 154cm

8000 Mordecai, Joseph (1860-1940) George V 235 x 153cm

8000 Morland, George (1763-1804) Selling Fish 71 x 91.5cm

140000 Nash, Paul (1889-1946) The Stackyard (also called 'Rick Flat') 60.5 x 55cm

6000 Nasmyth, Patrick (1787-1831) Landscape with cottage and figures 71 x 102cm

12000 Nevinson, Christopher Richard Wynne (1889-1946) Summer in the Downs 51 x 41cm

350000 Nicholson, Ben (1894-1982 Two Forms, 1946-47 97 x 110cm

7500

Niemann, Edmund John (1813-1876) Bayley Lane, with Drapers Hall and St. Michael's 

Church, Coventry 127 x 101.7cm

50000 Noort, Adam van  (1562-1641) Goodiva (Lady Godiva) 101.5 x 124.5cm

15000 O'Neill, Daniel (1920-1974) Glendalough in Winter

5000 Orpen, William, Sir (1878-1931) Four German Prisoners by a French Village

3000 Orpen, William, Sir (1878-1931) Male Nude 45 x 33.5cm

3000 Panton, Alexander (working 1861-88) Landscape with Horse Drinking 77 x 127.5cm

40000 Parker, Cornelia (born in 1956)

2000 Pasmore, Victor (1908-1998) Study for Lamplight

50000 Peri, Peter Laszlo (1899-1967)

2500 Pilbro, Anthony (born 1954) Idealogical Conflict(sic) 152 x 122.5 cm

2500 Pilbro, Anthony (born 1954) Untitled/head 102 x 92 cm

2000 Pilbro, Anthony (born in 1954) What Keeps Mankind Alive

2000 Pilbro, Anthony (born in 1954) What Keeps Mankind Alive(triptych)

4000 Pilbro, Anthony (Tony) (born 1954) Ship of Fools 98 x 153cm

90000

Piper, John (1903-1992) Interior of Coventry Cathedral (the morning after the blitz) 51 x 

61cm

6000 Piper, John (1903-1992) Ruins of St. Michael's Baptist Church, Coventry

5000

Piper, John (1903-1992) Study for a cartoon for a panel of the Baptistry Window in Coventry 

Cathedral 122 x 51.5 cm

4000 Pollard, James (1792-1867) (attributed to) Election Riot at Coventry

9000 Poole, David HM Queen Elizabeth II



4500 Poynter, Edward John Bt. (1836-1919) Three drawings

6000 Pye, William (born in 1938)

120000 Redpath, Anne (1895-1965) The Mexican Figure 86.2 x 112.2cm

9980 Remaining Chinese and other Asian ceramics

12680 Remaining items

3000 Remaining works

8800 Remaining works

9150 Remaining works

10400 Remaining, mainly English, Contemporary and Studio ceramics

9000

Rembrandt (Rembrandt Harmensz van Rijn) (1606-1669) (after) (1644)Hunt, William Holman 

(1827-1910) (copyist)Cooper (assistant copyist) The Woman Taken in Adultery (after 

Rembrandt) 84.5 x 68.5cm

3000 Reni, Guido (1575-1642) (after)unknown copyist Aurora 116 x 242cm

3000

Reynolds, Joshua (1723-1792) (after)McLagan, Charles (copyist) Mrs. Siddons in the 

Character of the Tragic Muse 201.4 x 145cm

5500 Richardson,Thomas Miles (jnr.) (1813-90) Heidelberg

55000 Ricketts, Charles (1866-1931) Faust and Mephistopheles 117 x 90.5cm

55000 Ricketts, Charles (1866-1931) Siegfried and the Magic Bird 117 x 90cm

2200 Rie, Lucie, Dame

2500 Rie, Lucie, Dame

2000 Rie, Lucie, Dame and Coper, Hans

7000 Riley, John (1646-1691) (manner of) Samuel Baker (d.1695) 128 x 105.5cm

4000 Riviere, Hugh Goldwin (1869-1956) Alderman John Gulson (1813-1904) 127.5 x 101cm

4000

Riviere, Hugh Goldwin (1869-1956)` Alderman Albert Samuel Tomson (1832-1904) 127.5 x 

101cm

7000 Roberts, Will (1910-2000) Two Heifers 77.5 x 102cm

60000 Roberts,William P. (1895-1980) Shell Burst

2500 Roden, William Thomas (1817-92) (or H.Stanier) Man in a Red Cap (H.Stanier?) 59 x 48.3 cm

15000 Roelofs, Willem (1822-1897) Landscape with Barn 72.5 x 109cm

3000 Rogers, William (born c.1545, working 1589-1604) (after) Queen Elizabeth I 108 x 87cm

4000

Rooker, Michael 'Angelo' (1743-1801) Entrance into the Hall, Kenilworth Castle 35cm high x 

45.5cm wide

9000 Rothenstein, William, Sir (1872-1945) Four portraits and Indian Figure Studies

5000 Rowe, Clifford A. (1904-1989) Woman with Shopping Bag 106 x 52cm

4000 Rudge, Edward, junior (1789-1841) St. Michael's Church, Coventry 57.5 x 75.2cm

5400

Rudge, Edward,junior(1789-1841), by or attributed to A group of mainly topographical 

works

20000 Salisbury, Frank Owen (1874-1962) The Enchanted Road 106 x 150cm

4000 Saxton, Colin (born in 1927 Pru Porretta as Lady Godiva 218 x 160cm

3000 Schwabe, Randolph (1885-1948) Portrait of a Child 62.2 x 51.4cm

3000 Shannon, Charles Haslewood (1863-1937) 'Summer'; study for painting

10000 Shannon, Charles Haslewood (1863-1937) The Wise and Foolish Virgins 58.4 x 95cm

4000

Sharp, J. H.  perhaps Sharp, Joseph Henry (1859-1934) Godiva Disrobing to Ride through 

Coventry 53.6 x 36cm

7000 Shaw, Walter James (1851-1933) Bolt Head, South Devon 91.4 x 127cm

6000 Sickert, Walter Richard (1860-1942) Music Hall Artist 22.5 x 15.8 cm



2500 Sickert, Walter Richard (1860-1942) Woman on a Bed

2500 Simcock, Jack (born 1929) Huts and Sheds, Mow Cop (Staffordshire) 61 x 76 cm

15000 Skelton, John (1923-1999)

150000 Smith, Matthew, Sir (1879-1959) Dahlias and Pears 102 x 74cm

4000 Solomon, Solomon J.(1860-1927) Alderman Colonel W.F. Wyley 126 x 112cm

4000 Sorrell,Alan (1904-80) Reconstruction of the 'Lunt' Granary and the Gyrus,at Baginton (2)

9000

Soubre, Charles (1821-1893) A troubled Elizabeth I (contemplating the signing of the death 

warrant of Mary Queen of Sctos?) 88 x 70cm

2500 Southall, Derek (born in 1930) Blackwater Recalled - Four Years On 251 x 213.5 cm

2000 Southall, Derek (born in 1930) Requiem for My City 122 x 152.5 cm

7000 Spear, Ruskin (1911-1989) London Whelk Woman 76 x 50.5cm

75000 Spear, Ruskin (1911-1989) Mr Hollingberry's Canary 163 x 83.5cm

6000 Spence, Basil, Sir (1907-1976) Sketch for Chapel of Unity, Coventry Cathedral 47 x 52cm

15000

Spence, Basil, Sir (1907-1976) Sketch for Coventry Cathedral Wall Panel (Sketch for Coventry 

Cathedral interior with Wall Panel) 60.5 x 50.2cm

12000 Spencer, Gilbert (1892-1979) Oxfordshire Landscape 49.5 x 66cm

100000 Spencer, Stanley, Sir (1891-1959) Portrait of Miss Ashwanden in Cookham 50.5cm wide

4000 Spencer, Stanley, Sir (1891-1959) Sketch for 'Allegory of Childhood and Old Age' 12 x 40 cm

42000 Stark, James (1794-1859) A View in the New Forest 51.7 x 71.7cm

2000 Stauber, Dieter(born 1935) Lady Godiva 80 x 63 cm

2000 Steggles, Walter James (1908-97) 25.5 x 35.5 cm

3000 Stroudley, James (1906-1985) Shakespeare Cliff 60 x 122cm

75000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980)

18000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Alternative study for the Eagle 23 x 21cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Annunciation 28.5 x 24cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Arm and sleeve 38 x 18.5cm

4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Arm and sleeve 48.5 x 26cm

3000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Arm with drapery (recto)  studies of hand and arm (verso) 

20.5 x 18.5cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Calf 23 x 23cm

6000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ Blessing 21 x 12cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ Blessing 28.5 x 22cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ Blessing 30 x 25.5cm

6000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ blessing 30.5 x 18.5cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ Blessing 30.5 x 21cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ blessing 30.5 x 23cm

25000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ Blessing; (miniature) 11.5 x 6cm

60000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ in Glory with Calf and Lion and Christ in Glory in the 

Tetramorph (square format) 63 x 56.5cm

70000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ in Glory; First Cartoon 197 x 108cm

60000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ in Glory; Second Cartoon 200.5 x 110cm

14000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ on the Cross (Crucifixion) 2.55 x 1.40cm

22000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ on the Cross (Crucifixion) 32 x 28cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ on the Cross (Crucifixion) 36 x 14.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ on the Cross 40 x 28cm

75000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ on the Cross 61.5 x 41cm



450000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ Seated (Christ in Glory) 140 x 50cm

30000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ Seated 30.5 x 22.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ with arms raised 27.5 x 22.5cm

18000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ with Arms Raised 30 x 19 cm

8000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ with Hand Outstretched 30.5 x 22.5cm

22000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ with hands raised 24 x 14cm

37000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ with hands raised 45.5 x 31.5cm

7000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ with outstretched arms 27 x 18cm

7500 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ with outstretched arms 30 x 23.5cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ with outstretched arms 30.5 x 23cm

30000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ's Left Hand; full scale working drawing from weavers 

189 x 64.5cm

30000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Christ's Right Hand; full scale working drawing for weavers 

189 x 64.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion 20 x 22cm

14000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion 27.5 x 15.5cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion 27.5 x 20cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion 28.5 x 11.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion with figures 20 x 20.5cm

6000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion with Figures 20.5 x 17.5cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion with figures 20.5 x 21.5cm

37000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion with Figures 24 x 27cm

30000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion with Figures 27.5 x 27.5cm

37000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion with Figures 27.5 x 27.5cm

10000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion with figures 28 x 28cm

33000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Crucifixion with Sun and Moon 27.5 x 27.5cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Detail of robe 17 x 12.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Drawing for the tapestry 21.5 x 16cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Drawing of a Calf 18 x 22cm

20000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Eagle in Flight 13 x 17cm

20000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Eagle in Flight 27.5 x 17.5cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Eagle in Flight 28 x 17.5cm

24000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Eagle in Flight 28 x 18.5cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Eagle in Flight 29 x 20.5cm

18000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Early study based on traditional imagery 21 x 28cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Feet of Christ 16.5 x 22.5cm

7000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Figure of Christ blessing 31 x 10.5cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Four sketches of heads for the Eagle 22.5 x 27.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Hand and Sleeve 36.5 x 15cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Hand of Christ 18.5 x 12cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Christ 26.5 x 15.5cm

4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Christ 30 x 20.5cm

27000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Christ; (squared) 23 x 11cm

20000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Christ; full scale working drawing for weavers 191 

x 141cm

3500 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Eagle 16 x 11.5cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Eagle 19.5 x 22.5cm

3500 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Eagle 20.5 x 13cm



4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Eagle 23 x 16cm

18000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Eagle 27.5 x 30cm

10000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Head of Eagle Owl 15.5 x 24.5cm

9000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Hills Above Bomb Storage Caves Pierced by Bombs 24cm 

high x 19cm wide

15000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Lion of St. Mark:  Study based on traditional imagery 25.5 x 

23cm

3000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Lion yawning 11.5 x 11cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Lower part of Robe 21 x 17.5cm

4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Lower part of robe 27.5 x 21cm

4500 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Lower part of robe 33 x 17.5cm

20000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Lower part of robe; (squared) 84.5 x 51cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Lower part of robe; squared 61.5 x 44cm

4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Lower part of the Man between Christ's Feet 22 x 12cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Miniature study for the Tapestry 12 x 6cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Pieta 21 x 28cm

25000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Pieta 31 x 30cm

22000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Pieta 37 x 41.5cm

20000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Pieta and Visitation 19 x 28cm

30000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Seated figure (without head) 39 x 23cm

6000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Seated figure 30 x 20cm

18000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Seated Figure 30 x 21cm

30000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Seated Figure 30 x 22.5cm

12000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Seated figure with five studies of Christ (verso) 31 x 

15.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Seated Figure with study for Figure (verso) 31 x 10.5cm

18000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Seated figure; drapery study 31 x 11cm

4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Seated man 26.5 x 22cm

4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Serpent 8.5 x 10.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Serpent and Chalice 19.5 x 12cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Sketch for the Eagle 21.5 x 17cm

30000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Sketch for the Figure of Christ 21.5 x 13.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Sketches for Christ: Arms Outstretched 30.5 x 23cm

10000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Sketches for Christ; arms outstretched 30.5 x 22 cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Sketches for Christ; Arms Outstretched 30.5 x 23 cm

30000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Sleepy Lion with  Study for Crucifixion (verso) 33 x 23cm

27000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Sleepy Lion with sun 30.5 x 24cm

27000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) St. Michael Wrestling with Satan 29.5 x 21cm

27000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) St. Michael wrestling with Satan 29.5 x 24.5cm

4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Studies of Feet 19 x 28 cm

20000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study based on traditional imagery 30 x 38.5cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for Christ 27 x 21.5cm

18000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for Christ 29.5 x 19cm

30000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for Christ 35 x 17.5cm



12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for Christ; (upper part) 13 x 19cm

20000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for foot 18 x 11.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for foot 20 x 11.5cm

3500 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for Foot 29 x 23.5cm

3000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for hand 18.5 x 10cm

3000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for Hand 22 x 13 cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for hand 23 x 14.5cm

3500 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for hand 30.5 x 12cm

3000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for hand 32 x 10.5cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for hand 54.5 x 20.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Calf of St. Luke 19.5 x 15cm

7000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Calf of St. Luke 28 x 21.5cm

30000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Calf of St. Luke 29 x 23cm

8000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Calf of St. Luke 30.5 x 30cm

7000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Calf of St. Luke 32 x 25cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Calf of St. Luke 33 x 24.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Calf of St. Luke 53.5 x 26cm

60000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Calf of St. Luke 75 x 38.5cm

22000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Eagle of St John 16 x 12.5cm

20000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Eagle of St. John 32 x 21cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Eagle of St. John 35 x 24.5cm

37000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Eagle of St. John 50 x 24.5cm

30000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Lion of St.Mark 35.5 x 21.5cm

60000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Man between Christ's Feet 130 x 34cm

70000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Man between Christ's Feet; (actual size) 143 

x 49cm

4500 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Man of St. Matthew 12 x 14.5cm

4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Man of St. Matthew 28.5 x 20cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Tapestry 29 x 17.5cm

20000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Tapestry 31.5 x 17cm

60000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Tapestry 45.5 x 35.5cm

75000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Tapestry 82 x 45cm

37000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Tapestry with Scenes from the Life of the 

Virgin Mary 24 x 13.5cm

15000

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Tapestry with Scenes from the Life of the 

Virgin Mary 24 x 13cm

37000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Study for the Triptych 18 x 25.5cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Three drawings for the Man 29 x 23cm

7000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Three drawings of a lion 32 x 24.5cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Three studies for the Lion of St. Mark 12 x 17.5cm

10000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Three studies\: Christ with outstretched arms 30 x 21cm

3500

Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Two  sketches for the Man between Christ's Feet 25.5 x 

16cm

12000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Two drawings  for the tapestry 21.5 x 27cm

15000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Two drawings for Christ 21 x 17cm

5000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Two lion heads 18.5 x 11cm

4000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Two Winged Calves 16.5 x 19.5cm



18000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Upper part of robe; squared 41.5 x 21cm

25000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Visitation 16.5 x 14cm

6000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Winged Calf 19 x 17.5cm

3000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Winged Man 21 x 21.5cm

18000 Sutherland, Graham (1903-1980) Winged Man 27 x 14cm

14000 Syer, John (1815-85) King's Weston Park near Bristol 147.5 x 123cm

2000

Taunton, Wiliam Frederick (1834-1907) or British School Portrait of Willaim Frederick 

Taunton (Walter Pelham) 72.5 x 60cm

2500 Tempera paintings by John Downton and Constance Louisa Stallard

11400 The collection of 17 works

278850 The collection of oil paintings not otherwise specified

16600 The Collection of Performance Objects mainly from Asia and the Indian Sub-Continent

2000 The collection of 'personalia'

6400 The collection of photographs

215350 The collection of prints not otherwise specified

106500 The collection of watercolours not otherwise specified

13500 The portrait miniatures

138000 The remaining collection

65700 The remaining collection of sculpture not otherwise specified

12500 The textiles in this collection

5500 Thom, James Crawford (1838/42-1898) Picking Apples 34 x 76cm

8000 Tilson,Joe(born in 1928)

2500 Tindle, David (born 1932) Still Life with Mirror

4000 Tindle, David (born in 1932) Fishermen and boat, Arbroath 28 x 38cm

6000 Tindle, David (born in 1932) Fishing Nets 79 x 99cm

10000 Tindle, David (born in 1932) Thames Wharf 127 x 102cm

3000 Tindle, David (born in 1932) Three various portraits

20000 Topham, Frank William Warwick (1838-1924) For the Coming Event 120 x 85cm

6000 Toynbee, Lawrence (born in 1922) Close Passing Among the Forwards 49.5 x 91.5cm

15000 Trevelyan, Julian (1910-1988) Over Corney Reach 61.5 x 76.5cm

75000 Tunnard, John (1900-1971) The Bridge 61 x 122cm

70000

Turner, Joseph Mallord William (1775-1851) Florence (from San Miniato) 29cm high x 

42.4cm wide

70000 Turner, Joseph Mallord William (1775-1851) Lime Kiln by Moonlight 16.5cm high x 24cm

40000 Turner, Joseph Mallord William (1775-1851) Margate 29cm high x 45cm wide

2000 Turner, William, 'of Oxford' (1789-1862) Kenilworth Castle

2000 Turner, William, 'of Oxford' (1789-1862) Stratford-on-Avon

2000 Turner, William, 'of Oxford' (1789-1862) Warwick

5000 Uhlman, Fred (born in 1901) The Slate Mines 61 x 91.4cm

6000 Van Lerius, Joseph (1823-1876) Meriden Green 100.5 x 82cm

2400 Varley,Edgar John (1838-89) Sourton, near Okehampton(two versions)

2000 Varley,John (1778-1842) Kenilworth Castle

45000 Vaughan, Keith (1912-77) Man Lost in a Landscape 56 x 44cm

2500 Victor Lai, Ming-Hoi (born 1961) Untitled 71.2 x 62 .2 cm

10000 Walbourne, Ernest Ch. (1871-1927) Landscape with woman and cottage 44 x 61.5cm



2000 Ward, Charles Daniel (working 1898-1935) Siegfried Bettmann (1863-1951) 127 x 101.6 cm

24000 Webb, James (1825-95) Coastal Scene with Boats 77.5 x 127.5cm

40000 Webb, James (1825-95) The Town and Fortress of Huy on the River Meuse 102 x 153.5cm

54000 Weight, Carel (1908-1997) Fury (Furious Smallholder) 92 x 122cm

28000 Weight, Carel (1908-1997) The Old Putney and the New 71 x 91.5cm

2000 Welsford, Alan (working 1965-98) Televised Floodlit Soccer 86 x 123 cm

5700 Weston, Florence (circa 1868-1942) Views of Coventry

2000 Weston,Florence (circa 1868-1942) Old Butcher Row,Coventry

3500 Whishaw, Anthony (born in 1930) Two Men Driiling 183 x 122cm

55000 Williams, Kyffin (born in 1918) Hill Farm in Merioneth 51 x 112cm

7500 Williams, Walter Heath (c.1830-c.1890) A View in Surrey

15000 Wimperis, Edmund Morison (1835-1900) Landscape with sheep 81.5 x 122cm

22000 Witherington, William Frederick (1785-1865) The Ford 71.1 x 91.4cm

2000 Wood, Christopher (1901-30) Figure Study ( A Souvenir of England) 38 x 27 cm

2500 Wood, Christopher (1901-30) Seated Girl (Paris,1927)

40000 Woolmer, Alfred Joseph (1805-1892) Lady Godiva 87.6 x 78.8cm

9000 Woolmer, Alfred Joseph (1805-1892) Woman in White 53.3 x 43.1cm

8000 Woolner, Thomas (1825-1892) Lady Godiva, Countess of Coventry 135 x 36cm

35000 Wynne, David (born in 1926)

22000 Wynter, Bryan (1915-1975)

30000 Zocchi, Emilio (1835-1913)

250000 Zoffany, Johann (1733-1810) The Porter and the Hare 76 x 63cm

########



Item Title Artist Date Medium

King James II Ellis the Limner 1683 oil on canvas

King George IV Studio of Sir Thomas Lawrence c. 1820 oil on canvas

King George I School of John Shackleton 1715-19 oil on canvas

King William III British School 1691 oil on canvas

Queen Caroline After Sir Godfrey Kneller c.1717 oil on canvas

King Charles II Ellis the Limner 1681 oil on canvas

King Charles I British School 1626 oil on canvas

Sir Thomas White British School c. 1600 oil on panel

Lady Godiva Ellis the Limner 1681 oil on panel

SirJohn Hales British School 1546-1704 oil on panel

Thomas Jesson British School 1636 oil on panel

Christopher Davenport British School c.1641 oil on canvas

Sir Skears Rew British School c. 1822-1828 oil on canvas

James I After Daniel Mytens

Gilded plaster crown c.1820 Plaster

Tower Room Unknown Before 1940 Pencil

Elizabeth I letter c.1984 Photograph

Princess Elizabeth Opening New Broadgate Dame Laura Knight 1948 oil on canvas

Alderman Mrs Pearl Hyde MBE, JP William D. Dring 1957/58 oil on canvas

Alderman Cresswell Bernard Fleetwood-Walker 1953 oil on canvas

HMS 'Coventry' John Alford 1978 oil on canvas

HMS 'Coventry' A. Granville White 1982 oil on canvas

City riverscape Unknown 1984 oil on canvas

17th C sea battle Unknown c. 2000 oil on canvas

Still Life with Viloin Unknown 1990 oil on canvas

The Cathedral from the East End Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Ford's Hospital Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The Spicerstoke Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Holy Trinity Church Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1920 watercolour

Ford's Hospital from Garden Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The Cathedral Spire Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour



Ironmonger Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

New Buildings and Holy Trinity Spire Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Far Gosford Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Bablake Old School and St John's Church Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Bayley Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

New Buildings and Cathedral Spire Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

London Road Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) watercolour

Hay Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Palace Yard Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

Old Grammar School Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cow Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The Cathedral Spire from the Chantry Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

White Friars Monastery Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cook Street Gateway and Cook St Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Chapel of St James and St Christopher Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

Well Street looking east from the middle Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The Bull Ring Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Little Park Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Well Street looking east from west end Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Trinity Spire from the Bull Ring Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Bablake Cloisters Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Fleet Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Spon Street Bridge Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

St Mary's Hall Looking West Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1920 watercolour

Trinity Churchyard Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

St Mary's Hall Looking East Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1921 watercolour

Priory Row looking toward Butcher Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The County Hall Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

The Cathedral from Priory Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

Smithford Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

St Mary's Hall The Courtyard Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

Bridge of the Burges Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) watercolour

Bond's Hospital Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour



Georgian Building in Gosford Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Gosford Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cook Street Gateway Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Old Grammar School from Hales Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Priory Row looking toward Priory St Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Much Park Street Gateway Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Palmer Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cross Cheaping Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Bishop Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Butcher Row from the Bull Ring Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Trinity Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Jordan Well Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) watercolour

New Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

High Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

Caesar's Tower St Mary's Hall Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Hill Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Much Park Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Spon End Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Priory Row from Butcher Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Butcher Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Little Butcher Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

Silver Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Warwick Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Spon Street Bridge from the river Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Ford's Hospital Interior Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

Spon Street Bridge Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

The Cathedral from Pepper Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cook Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Jordan Well and Two Spires Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Public Library and Cathedral Spire Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cheylesmore Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Queen Elizabeth  II David Poole A.R.C.A.R.P. 1977 oil on canvas

Landscape with fisherman and castle ruins 19thC oil on canvas



Australian farm scene with sheep B. Leonard c.1993 watercolour

Broadgate after Raid, November 1940 Ernest Townsend (1881-1944) oil on canvas

Ford's Hospital, Coventry Mary Anne Sibree (active 1884-1890) oil on canvas

Ready for Market Constance Louisa Stallard (born 1870) oil on canvas

Coventry from Barkers Butts Lane James Henry Bambrick (1868-1954) oil on canvas

Consecration of the New Coventry Cathedral Charles Ernest Cundall (1890-1971) oil on canvas

Holy Trinity Church and Churhyard M. E. Colledge oil on canvas

St. Michael's Spire, Coventry M. E. Colledge oil on canvas

Little Butcher Row, as it was in 1860 Tom Barnett (1907-1966) oil on canvas

Sunday in Albion Street, Coventry William T Wright (active c.1948-69) oil on canvas

Little Park Street, showing first Catholic Church Cathleen M Gibbs (active 1899-1924) oil on canvas

Landscape with Cattle and Child Frederick Henry Henshaw (1807-1891) oil on canvas

Boomsday (mushroom cloud) John Furnival (born 1933) print

Strathmore (black rainbow) Norman Ackroyd (born 1938) print

Plas Dol y Moch Unknown oil on board



Item Title Description Maker/Supplier Date

Sideboard

Oak fitted sideboard, carved with Gothic arcades and Tudor roses beneath a dentric 

frieze. Central rondel with elephant/castle motif. Carving of female figure in late 

16thC costume beneath canopy on R hand panel. Evidence of fixings for possible 

figure on L hand panel (now missing) Late 16thC

Armchair Oak panel ,back armchair with elephant/castle motif 16th/17thC

Armchair Oak panel ,back armchair with elephant/castle motif above polyfoil back late 18th/early 19thC

Guild chair

Oak bench with intricate Gothic carvings to front, sides and rear, including interlaced 

foliage, tracery, hunting imagery and depiciton of  Virgin and Child 15thC

Armchair Oak panel ,back armchair with carved cresting, and scroll arms late 18th/early 19thC

Sidechair Oak panel back sidechair with leaf carved uprights 18th/19thC

Armchair Oak panel back armchair with carved cresting, solid/closed arms 17thC

Dining chair Bobbin turned oak dining chair (frame, no seat) Early 19thC

Dining chair Bobbin turned oak dining chair (frame, no seat) Early 19thC

Dining chair Bobbin turned oak dining chair (frame, no seat) Early 19thC

Dining chair Bobbin turned oak dining chair (frame, no seat) Early 19thC

Dining chair Bobbin turned oak dining chair (frame, no seat) Early 19thC

Dining chair Bobbin turned oak dining chair (frame, no seat) Early 19thC

Settee Oak triple backed settee Mid 18thC

Settee Oak triple backed settee Mid 18thC

Pew

Oak late Gothic corner pew with carved strawberry leaf end finials & arcaded panel 

backs 15thC

Centre Table Oak centre table with leaf carved frieze on fluted column supports 16thC

Coffer Iron bound oak cofferwith decorative iron work to front 13th/14thC

Chest

Oak chest with recess beneath hinged top, above 8 drawers with wooden handles 

behind panelled doors late 17thC

Side table Oak side table with frieze carved with quatrefoil motifs Early 17thC

Centre Table Oak refrectory table with trestle end supports c.1928

Side cupboard Oak side cupboard with arched panel back, relief carved with figures and symbols 17thC and later

Settee Oak triple backed settee Mid 18thC



Settee Oak double backed settee Mid 18thC

Settee Oak double backed settee Mid 18thC

Settee Oak double backed settee Mid 18thC

Chest Oak chest with moulded top, the interior with salt/candle box 16thC

Low boy

Low boy with three drawers above arc en arbelette apron on cylindrical legs with 

pad feet Early 18thC

Side table Oak side table with single frieze draw and pierced scroll apron Late17th/early 18thC

Side chair

Oak side chair with upholstered seat, the arched back upholstered in dark green 

leather, gilt embossed with city arms Laverton & Co Bristol Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak side chair with upholstered seat, the arched back upholstered in dark green 

leather, gilt embossed with city arms Laverton & Co Bristol Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak side chair with upholstered seat, the arched back upholstered in dark green 

leather, gilt embossed with city arms Laverton & Co Bristol Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak side chair with upholstered seat, the arched back upholstered in dark green 

leather, gilt embossed with city arms Laverton & Co Bristol Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors. 

Seat webbing split - Moved from Mercers Room  to St Mary's Manager's office Feb 

2012 Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC



Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair, the back, seat and arms upholstered in dark green leather with 

brass studs, the backs with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on 

brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair, the seat and arms upholstered in dark green leather with brass 

studs, the high Gothic style panel back surmounted by foliate carved trefoil above 

elephant/castle motif, between stylised date numerals for 1863 c.1863

Coat stand Bentwood oak 8-branch hat, coat and umbrella stand (Café Daum) Thonet late 19th/early 20thC

Centre Table Oak circular centre table on turned legs 3rd QTR 20thC

Sideboard Mahogany sideboard, with pierced apron and three drawers to front Early 18thC

Lazy Susan Oak 'lazy Susan', the rotating tray of foliate form on a circular base Mid 19thC

Coat stand

Oak coat/umberella stand on tripod base, with a circular tin drip tray, brass ring, 

hooks and urn-shaped finial c.1900

Coat stand

Oak coat/umberella stand on tripod base, with a circular tin drip tray, brass ring, 

hooks and urn-shaped finial c.1900

Coat stand

Oak coat/umberella stand on tripod base, with a circular tin drip tray, brass ring, 

hooks and urn-shaped finial c.1900

Bench

Oak bench, with scrolled arms, the ends with onion finials, the back carved with 7 

recessed panels Early 20thC

Bench

Oak bench, with scrolled arms, the ends with onion finials, the back carved with 7 

recessed panels Early 20thC



Coat stand Oak coat/umberella hall stand, of slatted form with rectangular tin drip tray in base

Coat stand Oak coat/umberella hall stand, of slatted form with rectangular tin drip tray in base

Bench

Small oak bench with closed sides and curving arms, the back carved with 3 Gothic  

panels and cup and cover finials

Centre Table

Oak centre table of octagonal form, on 4 squared, tapering legs, united by an x-

stretcher

Armchair

Oak armchair on octagonal form legs, scalloped apron to seat, with leather-covered 

cushion, the reduced back with pillaster sides and decorated with an arched panel

Armchair

Oak armchair on octagonal form legs with scalloped apron to seat, the arched back 

with pillaster sides and decorated with an arched panel beneath a quatrefoil

Armchair

Oak open armchair, with scrolled arms and high arched back, the crest rail carved 

with civic crest in cartouche within foliage. Squared, tapering legs on brass castors. 

Brown leather upholstery to seat, back and arm pads

Armchair

Oak open armchair, with scrolled arms and high arched back, the crest rail carved 

with civic crest in cartouche within foliage. Squared, tapering legs on brass castors. 

Brown leather upholstery to seat, back and arm pads

Armchair

Oak open armchair with high arched back with ogee arched lower rail and scrolled 

arms, on squared, tapering legs with brass castors. Brown leather upholstery to seat, 

back and arm pads

Armchair

Oak open armchair with high arched back with ogee arched lower rail and scrolled 

arms, on squared, tapering legs with brass castors. Brown leather upholstery to seat, 

back and arm pads

Armchair/Carver

Mahogany open armchair, with turned tapering legs and arm supports, the top rail 

decorated with recessed panel, the mid rail with four balls. Seat upholstered in 

brown leather c.1900

Armchair/Carver

Mahogany open armchair, with turned tapering legs and arm supports, the top rail 

decorated with recessed panel, the mid rail with four balls. Seat upholstered in 

brown leather c.1900



Chiffonier bookcase

Dark stained oak chiffonier bookcase, the upper section with a moulded pediment 

above two shelved compartments, each behind a pair of glazed doors, the lower 

section of 1 long and 2 short drawers above three cupboards Early 20thC

Coat stand

Oak coat/umberella stand on tripod base, with a circular tin drip tray, brass ring, 

hooks and urn-shaped finial c.1900

Desk

Oak pedestal desk with tan leather top, four drawers to each pedestal, one long 

drawer to top, and one cupboard to rear of each pedestal. Locks marked 'Hobbs & 

Co. London' (keys missing) Locks by Hobbs & Co Mid 20thC

Hall Stand

Oak hallstand comprising moulded pediment above a central mirror with single 

drawer below, flanked by 10 brass hat/coat hooks and 2 umbrella racks (subdivided 

into 4 compartments) with metal drip trays Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Coat stand

Oak coat/umberella stand on tripod base, with a circular tin drip tray, brass ring, 

hooks and urn-shaped finial c.1900

Table

A curved oak table with burned-orange coloured leather top, on baluster legs with 

single stretcher Early 20thC



Table

A curved oak table with burned-orange coloured leather top, on baluster legs with 

single stretcher Early 20thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair on baluster legs, the seat, arms and back upholstered in brown 

leather, the lower rail carved with scrolling designs on a pokerwork field

Armchair

Oak open armchair with high arched back with ogee arched lower rail and scrolled 

arms, on squared, tapering legs with brass castors. Brown leather upholstery to seat, 

back and arm pads Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC



Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC



Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair, the back, seat and arms upholstered in dark green leather with 

brass studs, the backs with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on 

brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair, the back, seat and arms upholstered in dark green leather with 

brass studs, the backs with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on 

brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair, the back, seat and arms upholstered in dark green leather with 

brass studs, the backs with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on 

brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair, the back, seat and arms upholstered in dark green leather with 

brass studs, the backs with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on 

brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair, the back, seat and arms upholstered in dark green leather with 

brass studs, the backs with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on 

brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC



Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair, the back and seat upholstered in dark green leather with brass studs, 

the back with scrolled uprights, the front legs of octagonal form on brass castors Chamberlain, King & Jones, Union St, BirminghamThird Quarter 19thC

Side chair

Oak side chair upholstered in dark green leather, the arched back gilt embossed with 

city arms Laverton & Co Bristol Early 20thC

Side chair

Oak sidechair upholstered in red leather, the stiles and apron decorated with 

reeding, the shaped top rail incorporating a foliate carved date (1822 or 1899) 1822 or 1899

Side chair

Oak sidechair upholstered in red leather, the stiles and apron decorated with 

reeding, the shaped top rail incorporating a foliate carved date (1822 or 1899) 1822 or 1899

Side chair

Oak sidechair upholstered in red leather, the stiles and apron decorated with 

reeding, the shaped top rail incorporating a foliate carved date (1822 or 1899) 1822 or 1899

Side chair

Oak sidechair upholstered in red leather, the stiles and apron decorated with 

reeding, the shaped top rail incorporating a foliate carved date (1822 or 1899) 1822 or 1899

Side chair

Oak sidechair upholstered in red leather, the stiles and apron decorated with 

reeding, the shaped top rail incorporating a foliate carved date (1822 or 1899) 1822 or 1899

Side chair

Oak sidechair upholstered in red leather, the stiles and apron decorated with 

reeding, the shaped top rail incorporating a foliate carved date (1822 or 1899) 1822 or 1899



Side chair

Oak sidechair upholstered in red leather, the stiles and apron decorated with 

reeding, the shaped top rail incorporating a foliate carved date (1822 or 1899) 1822 or 1899

Side chair

Oak sidechair upholstered in red leather, the stiles and apron decorated with 

reeding, the shaped top rail incorporating a foliate carved date (1822 or 1899) 1822 or 1899

Bench

Oak bench, with scrolled arms, the ends with onion finials, the back carved with 7 

recessed panels Early 20thC

Bench

Oak bench, with scrolled arms, the ends with onion finials, the back carved with 7 

recessed panels Early 20thC

Wall clock

Oak and glazed cased pendulum wall clock, with electric movement. Inscribed 

'Presented to the City of Coventry by 6th Batallion Royal Warwickshire Regiment 2nd 

September 1917'

Side chair Mahogany shield back side chair, blue cloth upholstery to the seat Early 20thC

Side chair Mahogany shield back side chair, blue cloth upholstery to the seat Early 20thC

Side chair Mahogany shield back side chair, blue cloth upholstery to the seat Early 20thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair, with scrolled arms and high arched back, the crest rail carved 

with civic crest in cartouche within foliage . Squared, tapering legs on brass castors. 

Brown leather upholstery to seat, back and arm pads

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs

Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC

Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC

Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC

Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC

Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC

Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC



Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC

Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC

Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC

Table

Oak table, the top with chamfered edge on shaped legs united by single stretcher, 

the legs with central rondel pierced by quatrefoil-type design Early 20thC

Armchair

Open armchair with high back, upholstered in green leather, the crest rail with a 

central civic crest and applied gilt lettering 'Coventry Junior Chamber of Commerce' Mid 20thC

Sidechair

Mahogany shield back side chair, with brown leather upholstered seat, on square 

tapering legs Early 20thC

Sidechair

Mahogany shield back side chair, with brown leather upholstered seat, on square 

tapering legs Early 20thC

Sidechair

Mahogany shield back side chair, with brown leather upholstered seat, on square 

tapering legs Early 20thC

Sidechair

Mahogany shield back side chair, with brown leather upholstered seat, on square 

tapering legs Early 20thC

Settee

Mahogany two seater settee with lyre backs, the camel back top rail decorated with 

neo-classical motifs, with brown leather upholstered seat Early 20thC

Settee

Mahogany two seater settee with lyre backs, the camel back top rail decorated with 

neo-classical motifs, with brown leather upholstered seat Early 20thC

Armchair/Carver

Mahogany shield back open armchair, with brown leather upholstered seat, on 

square tapering legs Early 20thC

Armchair

Oak enclosed armchair with fluted arms, Gothic arched back with brown leather 

covering, the crest rail carved with Gothic point and cusp design, the sides pierced 

with Gothic tracery Mid 19thC

Armchair

Oak enclosed armchair with fluted arms, Gothic arched back, the sides pierced with 

Gothic tracery  (brown leather covered back and Gothic tracery crest rail detatched) Mid 19thC



Library chair

Oak library chair on square tapering legs with rounded back and red leather 

upholstery, the open sides and lower back with pointed arch supports

Boardroom Table Oak boardroom table on squared tapering legs, with black leather insert to top

Mantel Clock In oak case with arched top GENTS of Leicester Mid 20thC

Armchair

Oak open armchair, with scrolled arms and high arched back, the crest rail carved 

with civic crest in cartouche within foliage . Squared, tapering legs on brass castors. 

Brown leather upholstery to seat, back and arm pads

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC



Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Sidechair

Oak framed side chair, upholsered in brown leather with applied gilt city insignia 

design to back 3rdQuarter 20thC

Mantel Clock In oak case with arched top GENTS of Leicester Mid 20thC

Library chair

Oak library chair with rounded back, upholstered in red leather, on squared tapering 

legs

Library chair

Oak library chair with rounded back, upholstered in red leather, on squared tapering 

legs

Club chair Upholstered in red leather, on squared tapering legs

Club chair Upholstered in red leather, on squared tapering legs

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC

Side chair

Oak framed side chair, upholstered in brown leather, the curved back having an 

ogee arched lower rail. On squared, tapering legs Mid 20thC



Item Title Artist Date Medium

King James II Ellis the Limner 1683 oil on canvas

King George IV Studio of Sir Thomas Lawrence c. 1820 oil on canvas

King George I School of John Shackleton 1715-19 oil on canvas

King William III British School 1691 oil on canvas

Queen Caroline After Sir Godfrey Kneller c.1717 oil on canvas

King Charles II Ellis the Limner 1681 oil on canvas

King Charles I British School 1626 oil on canvas

Sir Thomas White British School c. 1600 oil on panel

Lady Godiva Ellis the Limner 1681 oil on panel

SirJohn Hales British School 1546-1704 oil on panel

Thomas Jesson British School 1636 oil on panel

Christopher Davenport British School c.1641 oil on canvas

Sir Skears Rew British School c. 1822-1828 oil on canvas

James I After Daniel Mytens

Gilded plaster crown c.1820 Plaster

Tower Room Unknown Before 1940 Pencil

Elizabeth I letter c.1984 Photograph

Princess Elizabeth Opening New Broadgate Dame Laura Knight 1948 oil on canvas

Alderman Mrs Pearl Hyde MBE, JP William D. Dring 1957/58 oil on canvas

Alderman Cresswell Bernard Fleetwood-Walker 1953 oil on canvas

HMS 'Coventry' John Alford 1978 oil on canvas

HMS 'Coventry' A. Granville White 1982 oil on canvas

City riverscape Unknown 1984 oil on canvas

17th C sea battle Unknown c. 2000 oil on canvas

Still Life with Viloin Unknown 1990 oil on canvas

The Cathedral from the East End Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Ford's Hospital Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The Spicerstoke Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Holy Trinity Church Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1920 watercolour

Ford's Hospital from Garden Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The Cathedral Spire Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour



Ironmonger Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

New Buildings and Holy Trinity Spire Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Far Gosford Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Bablake Old School and St John's Church Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Bayley Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

New Buildings and Cathedral Spire Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

London Road Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) watercolour

Hay Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Palace Yard Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

Old Grammar School Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cow Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The Cathedral Spire from the Chantry Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

White Friars Monastery Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cook Street Gateway and Cook St Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Chapel of St James and St Christopher Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

Well Street looking east from the middle Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The Bull Ring Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Little Park Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Well Street looking east from west end Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Trinity Spire from the Bull Ring Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Bablake Cloisters Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Fleet Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Spon Street Bridge Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

St Mary's Hall Looking West Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1920 watercolour

Trinity Churchyard Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

St Mary's Hall Looking East Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1921 watercolour

Priory Row looking toward Butcher Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

The County Hall Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

The Cathedral from Priory Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

Smithford Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

St Mary's Hall The Courtyard Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

Bridge of the Burges Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) watercolour

Bond's Hospital Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour



Georgian Building in Gosford Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Gosford Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cook Street Gateway Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Old Grammar School from Hales Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Priory Row looking toward Priory St Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Much Park Street Gateway Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Palmer Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cross Cheaping Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Bishop Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Butcher Row from the Bull Ring Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Trinity Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Jordan Well Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) watercolour

New Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

High Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

Caesar's Tower St Mary's Hall Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1915 watercolour

Hill Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Much Park Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Spon End Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Priory Row from Butcher Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Butcher Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Little Butcher Row Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

Silver Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Warwick Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Spon Street Bridge from the river Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Ford's Hospital Interior Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1911 watercolour

Spon Street Bridge Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1914 watercolour

The Cathedral from Pepper Lane Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cook Street Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Jordan Well and Two Spires Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Public Library and Cathedral Spire Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1912 watercolour

Cheylesmore Herbert Edward Cox (1870-1941) 1913 watercolour

Queen Elizabeth  II David Poole A.R.C.A.R.P. 1977 oil on canvas

Landscape with fisherman and castle ruins 19thC oil on canvas



Australian farm scene with sheep B. Leonard c.1993 watercolour

Broadgate after Raid, November 1940 Ernest Townsend (1881-1944) oil on canvas

Ford's Hospital, Coventry Mary Anne Sibree (active 1884-1890) oil on canvas

Ready for Market Constance Louisa Stallard (born 1870) oil on canvas

Coventry from Barkers Butts Lane James Henry Bambrick (1868-1954) oil on canvas

Consecration of the New Coventry Cathedral Charles Ernest Cundall (1890-1971) oil on canvas

Holy Trinity Church and Churhyard M. E. Colledge oil on canvas

St. Michael's Spire, Coventry M. E. Colledge oil on canvas

Little Butcher Row, as it was in 1860 Tom Barnett (1907-1966) oil on canvas

Sunday in Albion Street, Coventry William T Wright (active c.1948-69) oil on canvas

Little Park Street, showing first Catholic Church Cathleen M Gibbs (active 1899-1924) oil on canvas

Landscape with Cattle and Child Frederick Henry Henshaw (1807-1891) oil on canvas

Boomsday (mushroom cloud) John Furnival (born 1933) print

Strathmore (black rainbow) Norman Ackroyd (born 1938) print

Plas Dol y Moch Unknown oil on board



Item Title Description Artist Date Measurements Value£

h x w x d (mm)

Lady Godiva Plaster. Full size, Lady Godiva on steps/mounting block

William Calder 

Marshall c.1850 1630 x 448 x 448 20000

Bearded saint carrying books Stone 16thC 1040 x 450 approx 15000 (pair)

A saint carrying books Stone 16thC 1010 x 410 approx "

Lady Godiva

Plaster group of Lady Godiva on horseback, beside 

mounting block William Behnes c.1844 710 x 560 x 240 4000

Sir Joseph Paxton Plaster c.1860 780 x 600 approx 1200

St.George & the Dragon St.George on horseback with dragon, on wooden base 20thC 720 x 440 x 285

Minstrels

Carved stone group of medieval musicians on a sandstone 

plinth Michael Disley c.2002 12000

Lady Godiva Marble figure of a standing Lady Godiva Thomas Woolner c.1878 1030 high 7000

A workman

A bronze presentation figure of a workman making an 

anchor Not translated c.1986 460 high 1200

God the Father Oak carving early15thC 28000 (set)

the Virgin and Child

Oak carving. Crowned female figure, seated on throne with 

remnant of a sceptre in left hand. Child seated on right 

knee, holding a dove early15thC "

St. John the Baptist with the 

Agnus Dei Oak carving. Male figure caryying lamb early15thC "

St. Michael defeating the Devil

Oak carving. Winged male figurewith shield, slaying a 

beast/dragon at his feet with a spear early15thC "

St. Catherine

Oak carving. Crowned female figure, standing with sword 

and wheel early15thC "

An angel Oak carving. An angel holding an unrolled scroll early15thC "

An eagle Oak carving. An eagle atop an unrolled scroll early15thC "

Carved angels x 10 Polychrome carved angels early15thC 60000 (set)

Carved bosses x 77 Polychrome carved bosses early15thC 40000 (set)



Mahatma Ghandi

A bronze bust of Ghandi on wooden base. Presented by 

H.E Dr. L.M.Singh, High Commissioner for India 1995 c. 1995 H 370 (incl base)

Lady Godiva

Silver and parcel gilt equestrian group of Lady Godiva, on 

naturalistic base

E.J. 

Jeannest/Elkingto

n & Co 1856 H490mm x L450mm 25000

 'The Coventry Boy'

Bronze or spelter statuette of a young man holding a 

scrolled document aloft, with symbols of industry H 420 (incl base)

Mother Russia

Spelter statuette of a woman with long flowing hair and 

dress, holding a sword aloft H 580 (incl base)

Lady Godiva

Bronze equestrian group of Lady Godiva, on marble base. 

Inscribed 'For the Lord Mayor's Parlour from Leonard P. 

Lee 1970' W.Reid Dick 1952 H 230 x W 220 x D 95

Stylized plant

Bronze stylised representation of a plant, on wooden base. 

Inscribed 'Presented by the City of Dresden 13 February 

2009' H 740 (incl base)

Classical hero

Bonze bust of a classical warrior or hero, wearing a plumed 

Corinthian helmet and breastplate Early 21stC H 300 (incl base)

Mother Russia

Spelter statuette of a woman with long flowing hair and 

dress, holding a sword aloft H 580 (incl base)

Praying Hands Copper sculpture of two hands together in prayer H 150 approx

Statuette of a Standing 

Woman

Bronze statuette of standing woman with one foot behind 

the other, on wooden base. Inscription 'arnhem' H 250 approx

Goose in Flight

White metal sculpture of a goose in flight, on white marble 

base. Inscription '..In Commemoration of the Visit to 

Coventry by Twin Community of the City of Windsor 

Ontario Canada January 1996' H 200 approx

Crouched Woman

Blue resin or plaster sculpture of a crouched woman, on 

plaster base. Greek inscription, dated 1943 H 300 approx

Mother Russia

Yellow metal statuette of 'Mother Russia' on rosewood 

base H 250 approx



Sleeping Head

Bronze sculpture of a sleeping head, with the upper part of 

another face protruding from the forehead H 200 approx

Lady Godiva

Bronze equestrian group of Lady Godiva, on sea green 

marble base

Sir William Reid 

Dick H 200 x W 250 approx



Item Title Description Artist/Maker Date Value£ Valuation

Year

Geroge III style silver salver

With gadrooned and shell shaped border, on 

ball and claw feet 2000 2007

Elizabeth II silver gilt cup 

and cover

The bowl of curved form with stylised 

decoration, the conical cover surmounted by a 

crown Adie Brothers 1953 3000 2007

Silver gilt freedom casket

Sarcophagus shape with stepped cover, 

elephant's mask handles and winged angel 

paw feet. Incorporates enamel plaques with 

views of the city and city insignia. Interior 

lined with blue velvet, containing scrolled 

parchment 

William Frederick 

Wilson (W.F. 

Wilson), Birmingham 1927 10000 2007

Presentation silver plate 

salver

With pie crust border and central enamel 

shield of Royal Society of St. George. circa 1990

Silver tea tray

In Rococo Revival style, with foliate cast 

border and twin handles BAW, Birmingham 1953 5000 2007

Chandelier

Gothic' style cartwheel chandelier with four 

electric candle fittings on scrolled sconces. 

Steel with paint effect finish. Trefoil cutout 

design to sides

Manufactured by 

Avalon Design 

Lighting June-July 

2009 Installed July 2009

Chandelier

Gothic' style cartwheel chandelier with four 

electric candle fittings on scrolled sconces. 

Steel with paint effect finish. Trefoil cutout 

design to sides

Manufactured by 

Avalon Design 

Lighting June-July 

2009 Installed July 2009

Chandelier

Gothic' style cartwheel chandelier with four 

electric candle fittings on scrolled sconces. 

Steel with paint effect finish. Trefoil cutout 

design to sides

Manufactured by 

Avalon Design 

Lighting June-July 

2009 Installed July 2009



Chandelier

Gothic' style cartwheel chandelier with four 

electric candle fittings on scrolled sconces. 

Steel with paint effect finish. Trefoil cutout 

design to sides

Manufactured by 

Avalon Design 

Lighting June-July 

2009 Installed July 2009

Chandelier

Gothic' style cartwheel chandelier with four 

electric candle fittings on scrolled sconces. 

Steel with paint effect finish. Trefoil cutout 

design to sides

Manufactured by 

Avalon Design 

Lighting June-July 

2009 Installed July 2009

Chandelier

Gothic' style cartwheel chandelier with four 

electric candle fittings on scrolled sconces. 

Steel with paint effect finish. Trefoil cutout 

design to sides

Manufactured by 

Avalon Design 

Lighting June-July 

2009 Installed July 2009

Chandelier

Gothic' style cartwheel chandelier with four 

electric candle fittings on scrolled sconces. 

Steel with paint effect finish. Trefoil cutout 

design to sides

Manufactured by 

Avalon Design 

Lighting June-July 

2009 Installed July 2009

Fire basket

Iron fire basket with three bars, the uprights 

with conical finials

Fire dog

One of pair of brass fire dogs, of bulbous form 

in three sections, on scrolled supports

Fire dog

One of pair of brass fire dogs, of bulbous form 

in three sections, on scrolled supports

Fire Tongs

Set of brass fire tongs, with urn-shaped 

pommel

Coal shovel Brass coal shovel, with urn-shaped pommel

Fire poker Brass fire poker, with urn-shaped pommel

Chandelier

One of pair of gilt painted metal chandeliers, 

with blind cartouches and acanthus 

decoration Late 19thC 6000 (pair) 2007



Chandelier

One of pair of gilt painted metal chandeliers, 

with blind cartouches and acanthus 

decoration Late 19thC "

Companion set rest Brass rest for fire irons 

Lampstand Wrought iron Gothic-style lampstand circa 1900 1500 (pair) 2007

Umberella stand

Pierced umberella stand, decorated with putti 

to front amongst foliage, and 'SALVE' 

(Hail/Hello) motto on back panel. Bronze-

painted cast-iron late 19thC "

Fire basket

Regency wrought iron fire basket, the arched 

back decorated with fluting and a central 

patera, the front with sunburst spandrels, on 

curving legs early 19thC

Coventry Cloth of Gold

Artwork composed of intertwined metal 

threads Janet Stoyel c. 2001 6500 2007

Dudley Plaque

Engraved brass plaque, the central panels 

recording land bequests in Coventry by John 

and Robert Dudley, surmounted by shields for 

Dudley, England and the city of Coventry, and 

decorated with ragged staff motifs dated 1568

Elephant & Castle Plaque

Heavy brass pentagonal plaque, with elephant 

& castle motif within roped border, mounted 

on wooden backing

Ship's barometer

Circular ship's brass barometer, on wooden 

backing plate, with presentation plate 

inscribed "Landeshauptstadt Kiel" (Regional 

capital Kiel) Wempe, Hamburg late 20thC



Ship's clock

Circular ship's brass clock, on wooden backing 

plate, with presentation plate inscribed 

"Partnerstadt Kiel Wochenendflug nach 

Coventry 9.-12.6.1978" (Twin town Kiel 

weekend trip to Coventry..). Key missing Wempe, Hamburg late 20thC

Wall sconces

Set of 8 metal cluster column twin branch wall 

sconces, fitted for electricity late 20thC 8000 (set) 2007

Presentation rose bowl

Of bellied form with twin handles and 

presentation inscription

Henry Adams, 

Sheffield 1911 1000 2007

Pendant light

Large bronze pendant light, of hexagonal form 

with pierced gallery to top, and civic crest to 

one face Early 20thC

Pendant light

Large bronze pendant light, of hexagonal form 

with pierced gallery to top, and civic crest to 

one face Early 20thC

Pendant light

Large bronze pendant light, of hexagonal form 

with pierced gallery to top, and civic crest to 

one face Early 20thC

Silver gilt mace

With embossed foliate decoration, a beaded 

corona, cross finial and crenellated fleur de 

lys, above embossed caryatids and symbols of 

home nations mid 17thC 150000 2007

Silver gilt mace

With pierced crenellations, city armorial, rose 

and shamrock motifs late 17thC 25000 2007

Silver gilt mace

Surmounted by a corona, matted and 

embossed with alternating rose and harp 

motifs mid 17thC 25000 2007



Silver and parcel gilt 

circular plaque

With radiating design and central boss entitled 

CAMERA PRINCIPIS. Inscription along edge: 

'Presented by the Coventry Boy Foundation to 

Pay Tribute to the Women of Our City to 

Whom there is No Other Memorial'

Garrad & Co 

(designed A.G. 

Styles) 20thC 5000 2007

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design Stuart Devlin Late 20thC 5000 2007

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design

Trumpet shaped goblet

Silver and partly gilded, on shaped foot with 

an civic armorial design



Lobed dish

Silver lobed dish, with fluted central parcel gilt 

stem surmounted by Elephant & Castle 

(Coventry emblem). Inscribed on rim 

'Presented to City of Coventry by Alderman 

Patrick C. Phillips 1947-1974'

Possibly Stuart 

Devlin Circa 1974 4500 2007

White metal footed bowl

With twin lion mask handles, decorated with 

floral swags and gadrooning, engraved 'BBC TV 

Sports Town 77' Circa 1977 450 2007

Presentation rose bowl

With twin fluted and cast handles, the rim 

decorated with applied neo-classical frieze, on 

a lobed base and circular spreading foot. 

Inscription 'City of Coventry Challenge Bowl' 

presented to '606 Squadron 1953' Elkington & Co 1911 1500 2007

LMC Championship Cup

Trophy cup with two auricular handles, 

embossed cartouche with festoons, acanthus 

surbase and slender stem on spreading base.  

Inscription 'Presented by W. Starley to the 2nd 

Royal Warwickshire Regiment' London mark 1897 2200 2007

Tea pot

Of baluster form with embossed decoration 

and foliate handles.  Spout in form of an 

eagle's head, the lid handle as a feeding bird

James Dixon & Sons, 

Sheffield 1954 2500 2007

Hot water pot

Of baluster form with embossed decoration 

and foliate handles.  Spout in form of an 

eagle's head, the lid handle as a feeding bird 1954

Sugar bowl

Of baluster form with embossed decoration 

and foliate handles. 1954

Milk jug

Of baluster form with embossed decoration 

and foliate handles. 1954



Coffee pot

Of baluster form with embossed decoration 

and foliate handles.  Spout in form of an 

eagle's head, the lid handle as a feeding bird 1954

3 light candelabra

With twin assymetrical branches, on tapering 

stem of shaped lozenge section on matching 

foot

Walker & Hall, 

Sheffield 1908 3500 2007

3 light candelabra

With twin assymetrical branches, on tapering 

stem of shaped lozenge section on matching 

foot

Walker & Hall, 

Sheffield 1908

Presentation inkstand

Of oblong tray form with rounded corners, on 

snail scroll feet. Inscription 'Presented to 

Mayor, Aldermen and Councillors of 

Ccoventry by Institution of Municipal and 

County Engineers 1946-47' RC' c.1947 1250 2007

Inkwell

Of cyclindrical form, etched with Coventry city 

insignia

Inkwell

Of cyclindrical form, etched with insignia of 

Institution of Municipal and County Engineers

Twin handled trophy cup

Silver with twin angular handles on circular 

foot. Presentation inscription to '7th Battalion 

Royal Warwickshire Regiment …… from Mayor 

of Coventry 1931-2'

Adie Brothers, 

Birmingham 1400 2007

Presentation rosebowl

Silver plate two handled rosebowl, inscribed 

'PDRA Championship Trophy 1911…Won by 

1st Batallian Royal Warwickshire Regiment' 2007



Presentation salver

Silver circular salver with piecrust border, 

inscribed 'Presented to the City of Coventry to 

Mark the Commencement of Magistrate's 

Court House by Higgs and Hill Building Limited 

8th February 1985'

Shield trophy

Wooden shield trophy with white metal 

winners plaques. Inscribed 'The Weaver Burns 

Trophy'

Twin handled trophy cup

White metal, inscribed 'The Stan Hodson 

Memorial Trophy'

Twin handled trophy cup

Silver plate lidded trophy cup with cover, 

inscribed 'City of Coventry Municiapl Services 

Sports Association Rugby Knockout Cup' c. 1953

Twin handled trophy cup

White metal trophy cup with cover, inscribed 

'The Lord Mayors' Annual Charity Angling 

Match' c. 1997

Presentation rose bowl

Silver rose bowl with floral embossed 

decoration to sides. Inscribed 'Presented to 

City of Coventry by Institution of Municipal 

Engineers….1966-67'

Presentation rose bowl

Silver plated bowl, inscribed 'Presented to 

Lord Mayor of Coventry by Strathclyde 

Regional Council…9th April 1983'

Cross of Nails

Cross formed of 3 iron nails set into sandstone 

plinth, inscription 'Presented to Coventry City 

Council 18th April 2008'

Safety Lantern

Brass and glass reproduction safety lantern. 

Inscribed '..to City of Coventry by Mrs Rita 

Thompson, Paralympic Ambassador for 

Coventry'

Door key Large decorative iron or steel door key Late 19thC/early 20thC

Door key Large decorative iron or steel door key Late 19thC/early 20thC



Door key Large decorative iron or steel door key Late 19thC/early 20thC

Olmpic Torch

A pierced metal torch as created for the 2012 

London Olympics, mounted in brushed steel 

and acrylic display case

Premier Group, 

Coventry 2012

Silver ashtray

With embossed border of foliate design, 

inscription 'Presented to the City of Coventry 

by the Coventry & District Engineering 

Employers' Association..1953'

Silver ashtray

With embossed border of foliate design, 

inscription 'Presented to the City of Coventry 

by the Coventry & District Engineering 

Employers' Association..1953'

Silver ashtray

With embossed border of foliate design, 

inscription 'Presented to the City of Coventry 

by the Coventry & District Engineering 

Employers' Association..1953'

Silver ashtray

With embossed border of foliate design, 

inscription 'Presented to the City of Coventry 

by the Coventry & District Engineering 

Employers' Association..1953'

Silver ashtray

With embossed border of foliate design, 

inscription 'Presented to the City of Coventry 

by the Coventry & District Engineering 

Employers' Association..1953'



Silver ashtray

With embossed border of foliate design, 

inscription 'Presented to the City of Coventry 

by the Coventry & District Engineering 

Employers' Association..1953'

Silver ink blotter

The handle embossed with civic crest for 

Coventry within a scallop-edged border, the 

surface decorated with a patchwork pattern 

within borders. Inscribed 'Presented by the 

Warwickshire Branch of C.I.U….1953'

Silver cigarette box

Of two wood lined compartments with a 

central carrying handle, machined surface to 

lid, on scrolled feet. Inscribed 'Presented to 

the City of Coventry by  Transmissions Division 

of Newage Engineers Limited 12th November 

1974'

Silver salver

Of rounded form with embossed rococo 

foliate border, and chased foliate border to 

central inscription. Inscribed 'Presented to the 

City of Coventry by the Coventry & District 

Engineering Employers' Association…1953'

Silver salver

Of rounded form with embossed rococo 

foliate border, and chased foliate border to 

central inscription. Inscribed 'Presented to the 

City of Coventry by the Coventry & District 

Engineering Employers' Association…1953'

Salver

White metal tray, of rounded form with pie 

crust border. Inscribed 'Presented by the Lord 

Mayor on behalf of the City of Coventry In 

Friendship'



Silver salver

With piecrust border, on ball and claw feet, 

insciption to centre  '..City of Coventry Fire 

Brigade 1861-1974..' with  crest

Firescreen

Bronze-painted steel firescreen of a foliate 

design, with central civic crest for Coventry c.2009

Fire grate Bronze-painted painted steel firegrate c.2009

Companion set

Bronze-painted painted steel, comprising 

tongs, brush, shovel and rake on a stand c.2009

Floor lamp

In the form of a twisted tree, the 3 branches 

ending in 3 lights in globular plastic shades c.2009

Firescreen

Bronze-painted steel firescreen, decorated 

with bunches of grapes among vine leaves,  

with a central heraldic shield c.2009

Fire grate

Bronze-painted steel firegrate of a pierced 

design c.2009

Companion set

Wrought iron companion set on stand, 

comprising brush and pierced shovel

Companion set 

Wrought iron companion set on stand, 

comprising poker and tongs

Companion set

Bronze-painted steel companion set, 

comprising shovel, brush and rake, on stand 

decorated with bunhes of grapes among vine 

leaves c.2009

Companion set

Wrought iron companion set on stand, 

comprising brush and pierced shovel

Companion set

Wrought iron companion set on stand, 

comprising poker and tongs



Safety Lantern

Brass and glass reproduction safety lantern. 

Inscribed '..Life Foundation Bangor North 

Wales UK World Peace Flame Created July 

1999'

Twin handled trophy cup

White metal trophy cup with scrolled handles, 

inscribed 'The Atkinson Cup West Midlands 

Municipal Gardens Competition '

Silver cigarette box

Of two wood lined compartments with a 

central carrying handle, machined surface to 

lid, on scrolled feet. Inscribed 'Presented to 

the City of Coventry by  the Coventry & 

District Engineering Employers' 

Association..1953'

Ding Pot

A miniature, replica bronze Chinese Ding pot, 

of rectangular form on four legs, on hardwood 

base. Inscribed 'GOING UPPERMOST' beneath 

Chinese characters

Hindu symbol

Yellow metal Hindu symbol on yellow metal 

base, label records '..Presented by the Hindu 

Community of Coventry during Katha Festival 

July 93..'

Trowel

Silver plate presentation trowl with wooden 

handle, inscription 'Presented by Higgs and Hill 

Building Ltd…to Commemorate the Laying of 

the Foundation Stone to the Coventry 

Magistrate's Court 4th October 1985'. In dark 

blue covered presentation box



Item Title Description Artist Date Value£

Assumption of the Virgin

Depicts scenes in two registers, including 

male and female saints, Virgin Mary, Henry 

VI, Elizabeth Woodville, courtiers and ladies 

of court Flemish or Tournai c.1500 5000000

Brussels tapestries

Two adjoining panels of Brussels tapestry, 

possibly based on scenes from Plutarch's Life 

of Pompey (examples with this attribution in 

Philadelphia Museum and Segovia Cathedral 

museum) Brussels early 18thC 15000

Merton Abbey Tapestries

A tapestry 'frieze' in two panels,  depicting 

arms and emblems from city's history, on a 

blue background decorated with Tudor roses, 

lilies and foliage

Merton Abbey to 

designs by M. Gill c. 1936 25000

Sword bearer's hat

Broad rimmed hat of red  velvet (faded to 

brown) edged with braid 19thC

Mace bearer's hat

Brimless hat of cyclindrical form, the outer of 

fur with black velvet top 19thC

Framed silk panel depicting pagoda 

and pool

A framed Chinese silk panel, depciting an 

ornamental pool with pagoda Late 20thC

Hanging panel depicting river scene

A woven Chinese hanging panel depicting a 

riverscene with mountain backdrop Late 20thC

Tapestry panel depicting Hiroshima

Framed tapestry panel depicting the Peace 

Park and the city of Hiroshima



Item Title Description Maker Date Value£

Halberd

With a pierced axe blade, and pierced, 

straight fluke, on later wooden haft circa 1700 700

Halberd With a curved fluke, on later wooden haft circa 1700 350

Halberd With a curved fluke, on later wooden haft circa 1700 350

Halberd With a curved fluke, on later wooden haft circa 1700 350

Halberd

With pierced axe blade, and long, squared, 

tapering spike, on later wooden haft. 

Possibly German circa 1650 700

Halberd

With a long, squared, tapering spike, on later 

wooden haft. Possibly German circa 1600

Halberd With a curved fluke, on later wooden haft circa 1700 700

Halberd With a curved fluke, on later wooden haft circa 1700 700

Halberd With a curved fluke, on later wooden haft circa 1700 700

Bill

Of plain form, on later wooden haft. 

Stamped on one side of blade with 

unidentified marks (5 initialed heart motifs) circa 1500 500

Bill Of plain form, on later wooden haft. circa 1500 500

Bill Of plain form, on later wooden haft. circa 1500 500

Combed Morion Comb and brim edge cable decorated late 16C

Cabasset circa 1600

Combed Burgonet Cheek guards missing. late 16C

Combed Morion Comb and brim edge cable decorated circa 1600

Combed Burgonet

Cheek guards missing. Repair plates to skull, 

peak and neck guard circa 1600

Combed Morion

Comb and brim edge cable decorated, comb 

unusually pointed early 17C

Close helmet

With floral design to visor pivots. Probably a 

reproduction piece 19C

Combed Morion

Comb and brim edge cable decorated. Repair 

plates to skull early 17C

Combed Burgonet

Cheek guards missing. Comb and brim edge 

cable decorated. circa 1600

Cabasset circa 1600

Cabasset circa 1600

Combed Morion Brim split from skull in places circa 1600

Combed Morion Comb bent and split circa 1600

Breast and backplate

Breastplate with pronounced central ridge 

and companion backplate late 16C

Breast and backplate circa 1600

Breast and backplate Breastplate of peascod form with backplate late 16C

Breast and backplate circa 1600

Breast and backplate Breastplate of peascod form with backplate circa 1600

Breast and backplate

Pikeman's breastplatewith attached tassets 

and backplate early 17C



Composite harness

Composite armour comprising gorgette, 

pikeman's breastplate with tassets and 

associated backplate, upper cannon and 

vambrace, epaules, cuirassiers leg tassets 

and reproduction greaves

late 16C & 

early 17 C

Breast and backplate

Pikeman's breastplatewith attached tassets 

and backplate early 17C

Breast and backplate Breastplate of peascod form with backplate circa 1600

Breast and backplate Breastplate with two tassets and backplate circa 1600

Breast and backplate Breastplate of peascod form with backplate circa 1600

Breast and backplate circa 1600

Breast and backplate circa 1600

Ceremonial bearer's sword

With a silver gilt hilt, cross-guard and 

baluster pommel, in a later scabbard 

adorned with silver gilt lockets late 15thC 150000



Item Title Description Artist or

Manufacturer

Vase

Studio pottery vase of baluster form, with a cream ground decorated with handpainted '3 spires' 

skyline on foot, and applied terracotta equestrian image of Godiva Impressed Phoenix mark

Vase Blue and white Chinese vase of baluster form. 20thC

Vase Blue and white Chinese vase of baluster form. 20thC

Plate

Porcelain plate with border decorated with intertwined clover, thistles and pink roses, the centre with 

badge of the Parchute Regiment, with banners listing military campaigns

Plate

Blue and white plate with central image of a civic building surmounted by civic crest, with '1233 

ARNHEM 750 JAAR 1983' below

Plate

Commemorative bone china plate for Silver Jubilee of George V. Applied decoration to centre with civic 

crest and 'T.E.Friswell Mayor 6th May 1935' Ford&Co

Plate

Commemorative bone china plate with scalloped edge, for Coronation of Edward VII, 26th June 1902. 

Applied decoration to centre with civic crest and 'Albert S Thompson Mayor of Coventry 7th Time' on 

rim

Plate

Japanese famille rose plate with scalloped edge, decorated with a spear fisherman. Label on reverse 

records 'Presented to Lord Mayor…by the Japanese President of the RICO Arena…5th September 2005'



Figurine

Porcelain figurine of a Vietnamese girl in a sunhat and yellow dress. Label records 'Presented by the 

Ambassador of Vietnam 12th December 2005'

Figurine

Porcelain figurine of a Vietnamese girl in a sunhat and green dress. Label records 'Presented by the 

Ambassador of Vietnam 12th December 2005'

Plate

Porcelain plate with a central civic shield showing elephant and castle, the crest of the city of Coventry, 

USA

Vase White porcelain trumpet vase with shaped rim, decorated with applied flowers and lustre

Sculpture Cream glazed ceramic sculpture of a sitting woman holding a baby with outstreched arms



Item Title Description Value£

North Window 900000

East+West windows 300000

Oriel window

12 x glass panels, comprising salvaged pieces of early 

glass from north window, and possibly fragments of 

other former windows at St Mary's 8000

Stained glass window 5 section glass window 25000

Stained glass window

2 x panels depicting Richard Sharpe and Thomas 

Arundell

Cut glass vase

Etched on one face with prancing horse and word 

'OSTRAVA', opposite face etched with communist 

iconography and number 30

Cut glass vase

With abstract design of circles within circles and 

geometric lines

Cut crystal vase

Etched with Coventry city insignia surrounded by arms 

of four provinces of Ireland

Cut glass covered vase

Glass vase and cover, of baulster form, etched with civic 

crest for Coventry to side, the cover etched 'Coventria 

Resurgent' with Phoenix finial

Lead crystal decanter

With stopper and silver collar. White metal decanter 

label on chain around neck inscribed 'Milk Race 1988 

Coventry'



Item Title Description Date

Coventry' by A Greenway

Verses of the song 'Coventry' by A. Greenway, 

in a decorative, coloured border with city views 

and insignia. Framed. c.1981

Bell

Polished brass bell inscribed 'Landeshaupstadt 

Kiel', on brass hanging bracket 20thC

City Insignia

Painted wooden civic insignia with hanging 

chain early 20thC

City Insignia Painted wooden civic insignia 3rdQtr 20thC

City Insignia Fibreglass or resin civic insignia 3rdQtr 20thC

Life ring

Fibreglass ships life ring from HMS Diamond, on 

wooden tripod stand 20thC

Freemans Oath

Freemans Oath of Charles Payne 26th 

September 1905, in black frame c.1905

Freemans Oath

Freemans Oath of Starley Cyril Payne 5th April 

1932, in black frame c.1932

Framed Photograph

Labelled photograph of Coventry City Council 

12th October 1924, in oak frame c.1924

Framed silk panel

Silk embroidered panel with decorative floral 

border surrounding text  congratulating 'His 

Majesty' on his coronation 9th August 1902 c.1902

Section of Barbed wire in presentation 

case

A section of barbed wiire in blue vinyl-covered 

presentation case. Label authenticates as a 

section of the"Iron Curtain" from the Austro-

Hungarian border 20thC

Scale model of HMS Coventry

A 1:100 scale model of HMS Coventry, in acrylic 

case

Bell

Bronze bell on black wooden stand, inscribed 

'ANGELUS' and 'NAGASAKI'. Label records 

'..From Mayor of Nagasaki February 2001'

Mantel Clock

An onyx and malachite mantel clock, the face 

with gilt brass spandrels, on an oak base. 

Inscription  'Presented to the City of Coventry 

by the Coventry & District Engineering 

Employers' Association..1953' 

Mayors of the City

Names of successive mayors of Coventry 1832-

1929 within gold painted shields on black 

painted background, within black frame. Oil on 

canvas 19thC

Model of a Train

In a glass case, in Virgin Trains livery. Inscription 

'Presented to The Lord Mayor of Coventry on 

behalf of Virgin Trains to Commemorate the 

naming of PENDELINO "CITY OF COVETNRY" '



Train name plate

Aluminium, with 'City of Coventry' and civic 

crest on red painted background, mounted on 

wooden back plate

Mantel clock

In heavy metal case, with electric movement. 

Inscribed '…..Presented by UBS Limited 

December 1995' c.1995
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Customer Ref:1997/75 Bonhams Ref:103266/312

An early 19th Century Peabody Doll's house,
circa 1830,
the three storey faux red brick town house, in the Georgian style,
with flat roof, the hinged front opening façade with a central
upper ground level door and chinoiserie chimney flanked by two
sash windows, three sash windows to the second and third floors,
the façade opening to reveal three floors, inset with fireplaces
and kitchen furniture to the lower level, the whole on a
mahogany stand, 75cm wide x 111cm high x 39cm deep
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1952.2 Bonhams Ref:103266/313

A wax over composition, shoulder-head doll, 'Mad Alice'
circa 1849,
with inset blue glass eyes, white blonde mohair wig, on a cloth
body with red leather lower arms and cloth legs, dressed in a
spotted linen gown with pink velvet ribbon piping and pink silk
ribbon sash and undergarments, 51cm high (crazing to face)
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1967/41 Bonhams Ref:103266/314

A late 19th century wax over composition shoulder-head
doll,
with inset painted blue glass eyes, later painted smiling mouth,
blonde real hair wig, on a cloth body with painted composition
lower arms and painted composition moulded socks and shoes
dressed in original blue velvet bonnet, tied under the chin with
pink silk ribbon, dressed in a brushed cotton over dress with back
bustle, applied with lace to the front opening and matching
pleated skirt, wool underskirt and cotton broderie anglais trimmed
bloomers, 46cm high
£300

£
Insurance valuation report

Toys
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.105/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/315

A painted 'Peg Wooden' doll, mid 19th century,
with carved nose and painted eyes, hair and rosy cheeks, carved
wooden body and carved and painted wooden lower limbs, socks
and shoes, 43cm high;
and another similar smaller example
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1966.126/2/ 3 4 Bonhams Ref:103266/316

A collection of three mid 19th century 'Peg Wooden' doll's
house dolls,
each with painted faces and embroidered silk dresses, each
approximately 3cm high
£300

Customer Ref:SH.A.306 Bonhams Ref:103266/317

A wax over composition shoulder-head doll,
with weighed blue glass eyes, closed mouth, real brown hair
ringletted wig, on a cloth body with wax over composition lower
limbs dressed in a white cotton broderie anglais trimmed gown,
wool underskirt, and whitework bloomers, complete with socks
and pink leather square toed shoes, (some all over cracking to
wax eyes not moving), 51cm high
£650

£
Insurance valuation report

Toys
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Bonhams Ref:103266/318

A Japanese composition doll,
early 20th century,
the moulded features with inset brown glass eyes, closed mouth
and real hair pâte, on cloth body enclosing and squeeze action
mechanism with moulded composition arms and legs, later
dressed in a suit of brown cut velvet, trimmed with ochre ribbed
silk, a blue striped bow tie and sandals, (some wear to
composition head and one toe)
£200

Customer Ref:SH.1959.56/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/319

A wax over composition shoulder-head doll, circa 1860,
with inset blue glass eyes, closed mouth, brown real hair
ringletted wig on a cloth body with wax over composition lower
limbs, dressed in a red wool gown, three-quarter length sleeves
with V-shaped pleated detailing to the bodice central waistband,
full skirt, net apron, wool underskirt and whitework
undergarments, 58cm high, (damage to one foot, cracking and
crazing to limbs and head, wear to nose)
£400

Bonhams Ref:103266/320

A Jules Steiner key-wound clockwork walking doll, circa
1880,
the composition head turning from side to side, with inset brown
glass eyes, open mouth, four teeth, pierced ears, on a metal
frame body with kid leather arms and wooden legs, to a green
painted metal frame raised on wheels, dressed in a lace trimmed
straw hat, eau-de-Nil wool gown and cotton over gown, 27cm
high
£2,300

£
Insurance valuation report

Toys
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.180 Bonhams Ref:103266/321

An Autoperipatetikos mechanical walking doll, mid 19th
century,
the bisque shoulder-head with moulded blonde ringletted type
hair and painted features, on a fabric covered card and wood
torso with integral skirt, enclosing mechanism to stamped metal
skating boots, dressed in a maroon velvet gown with metal thread
trim and bow to reverse, complete with kid leather hands, 22.5cm
high
£750

Customer Ref:SH.1961.250 Bonhams Ref:103266/322

An Edwardian wax over composition shoulder-head doll,
with fixed blue glass eyes open mouth four upper teeth, blonde
mohair wig, on a cloth body with composition lower arms and
composition moulded socks and shoes, dressed in 'Coats' blue
school uniform
£250

Customer Ref:SH.1967.138/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/323

A papier-mâché shoulder-head doll, circa 1860s,
with moulded black hair and painted features, on a cloth body
with leather lower arms, later dressed in a silk check gown, 35cm
high (damage to hair)
£400

£
Insurance valuation report

Toys
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Bonhams Ref:103266/324

A poured wax doll, circa 1850,
with inset blue glass eyes, moulded, features, blonde mohair wig,
on socket shoulders, to cloth body, waisted torso, with fabric
lower limbs and composition arms, dressed in broderie anglaise
trimmed whitework gown, 38cm high
£600

Customer Ref:SH.A446 Bonhams Ref:103266/325

A wax over composition shoulder-head doll, by Cuno & Otto
Dressel,
late 19th century, on cloth body, stamped Holzmasse D, the
weighted blue glass eyes, real ash blonde hair wig, the waisted
cloth body with wax over, composition limbs, dressed in
whitework undergarments 42cm high
£350

Customer Ref:SH.A159 Bonhams Ref:103266/326

A mid Victorian composition doll, of a Scottish soldier in
highland regimental uniform,
with painted features and moulded hat, on kid body with painted
wooden limbs, dressed in a tartan jacket, matching kilt and
sporran (some restoration to legs and hat), 43cm high
£1,000

£
Insurance valuation report

Toys
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Customer Ref:SH.1969.114 Bonhams Ref:103266/327

A composition shoulder head doll, circa 1850,
with moulded and black painted ringletted hair, painted features,
on a cloth body with cloth limbs, dressed in a printed cotton
gown, 38cm high
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1962.56/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/328

A Grogënthal doll,
with moulded hair, painted features, on a painted wooden joint
limb body, later dressed, 25cm high
£400

Customer Ref:63/105/3SH.1963.43/25 Bonhams Ref:103266/329

Schoenau & Hoffmeister bisque doll 'Hanna',
with weighted brown glass eyes, brown mohair wig, on
composition five-piece bent limb body, later dressed, 33cm
£450

£
Insurance valuation report

Toys
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Bonhams Ref:103266/330

A mid 19th century straw-work, Noah's arc,
complete with straw-work windows, 52cms wide, (some damage)
£2,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/331

A mid 19th century painted wooden Noah's arc,
the pitched roof painted with a dove, the facade painted with
windows, to flat base, complete with painted animals
£2,200

£
Insurance valuation report

Toys
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Customer Ref:SH.1989.30 Bonhams Ref:103266/1

An open robe of puce, cream and brown striped silk satin,
circa 1780,
the square neckline and three-quarter length sleeves to front
opening bodice, with V-shaped back and petticoat, complete with
draw buttons, lined in wool and linen, (all over wear to fabric,
darning areas, general poor condition)
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1964.60/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/2

A dress of undyed cotton gauze, circa 1805,
woven with all over blue floral sprig motifs above a band of
Chinese figures and floral motifs to hemline, the v-shaped
neckline with back button fastening, with draw-string high waist
and soft pleated skirt
£3,600

Customer Ref:SH.1963.142/8 Bonhams Ref:103266/3

A day dress of striped muslin, printed in puce with circles
and dots, circa 1815,
the back opening bodice with draw-string neckline, and hussar
type braiding lined with linen, with draw-string high waistline,
full-length sleeves and self fabric ruches to cuffs and hemline
£2,000

£
Insurance valuation report

Textiles
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/4

A two-piece dress of blue and gold silk woven with vertical
stripes, circa 1820,
the front opening high waisted jacket with self fabric trim to the
front panels, with deep collar and full-length slightly puffed
sleeves gathered around the wrists with self fabric tabs and
covered buttons, and full-length skirt with self fabric trimming
£3,200

Customer Ref:SH.1963.138/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/5

A pelisse of ecru silk, circa 1820,
the front opening piped bodice lined in cream silk, with rounded
collar applied with self fabric floral piped detailing, capped
sleeves, applied with long narrow loose epaulettes fastening
under the arm over full-length sleeves with piping to cuffs, over
an integral skirt, softly pleated at waistline, with piped detailing
the front opening padded hemline
£3,600

Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/6

A two-piece out wear of taupe wool silk, circa 1820,
the front opening linen lined bodice with shaped collar, satin
applied panels, the capped sleeves trimmed with taupe satin, over
full-length sleeves to cuffs applied with self-fabric trim, the high
waisted full-length skirt with padded satin bands to trailed
hemline, complete with self-fabric belt
£3,000

£
Insurance valuation report

Textiles
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/8

A pelisse of copper silk shot with blue, circa 1820,
the front opening bodice with ribbed rounded collar, and
self-fabric detailing, to capped sleeves, above full-length sleeves
with self-fabric blades, integral belt, to full-length skirt with
padded hemline, ivory silk lined throughout, pleated back
£3,200

Customer Ref:SH.1964.61/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/7

A pelisse, of salmon pink/beige ribbed silk, circa 1825,
the sailor type collar with cream satin lining, to front opening and
self-fabric piping to front bodice, tied at the high waist band with
pink satin ribbon, full-length leg of mutton sleeves with self-fabric
trim and buttons to the cuffs, padded fabric trim to the front
opening and hemline, full cream silk lining, pleated back, (some
surface discolouration, shattering to later silk)
£3,000

£
Insurance valuation report

Textiles
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/9

A two-piece gown of taupe wool silk,
in the early 19th century style (alterations)
£450

Customer Ref:SH.1963.138/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/13

A young girl's trained pelisse of pale gold silk satin, circa
1820,
fastened with silk covered buttons to the front opening, the stand
collar trimmed with wool and satin braid, with full-length puff
sleeves gathered at centre back to trained skirt
£2,800

Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/11

A one-piece cotton summer gown, circa 1835,
printed with feather and flower sprig motifs, the front opening
pleated bodice, with gigot sleeves, and integral band, on gathered
full-length skirt, cotton lined to hems, (some damages and repairs)
£1,400

£
Insurance valuation report
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.142/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/12

A day gown of grey zig-zagged ribbed silk circa 1830,
figured with dots, the back opening high waisted bodice with
v-shaped pleated detailing and machine lace trim to front, sloping
capped sleeves, with piping to shoulders over gigot sleeves
pleated at the wrists and soft pleated skirt, lined in glazed linen
£2,800

Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/10

A day gown of mustard silk, circa 1830,
the back opening linen lined bodice with high round neckline,
fabric ruching to front bodice, neckline, front skirt and hemline,
with softly pleated leg-of-mutton full-length sleeves pleated at
cuffs, the skirt with slightly padded hemline and matching belt
£2,400

Customer Ref:SH.1967.98 Bonhams Ref:103266/14

A young lady's belted day gown of cream silk mix, circa
1840,
woven with wavy and dot motifs and printed in green and sepia
with floral sprigs, the front opening linen lined bodice with
full-length sleeves, pleated at the shoulders, with attached skirt,
gathered at the waist and lined in silk
£1,200

£
Insurance valuation report
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.106 Bonhams Ref:103266/15

A one-piece bodice of taupe silk, circa 1840,
figured with a zig-zag design, applied with self-fabric piped floral
trim to bodice, lacking sleeves; and a matching gown circa 1840,
with fringed full-length sleeves, fitted pointed bodice and full
skirt, with padded hemline, lined, (later alterations and some
repairs)
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1963.85/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/21

A day dress of beige striped silk, circa 1840s,
the V-shaped neckline softly pleated bodice, self-fabric with
eau-de-Nil and shot with blue pleated neckline to a pointed waist,
full-length sleeves with self-fabric frills to full skirt, with small soft
pleats at waistline, lined (alterations, some damage to front
bodice and underarms)
£1,000

£
Insurance valuation report
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.105 Bonhams Ref:103266/32

A one piece evening dress of eau-de-Nil striped silk, circa
1840s,
brocaded in gold thread with all over sprig motifs, the back
opening bodice laced, the square neck with pleated neckline,
(with later alterations)
£800

Customer Ref:SH.A/529 Bonhams Ref:103266/367

A Victorian baby's christening dress of pink/purple silk
overlaid with net and Duchess appliqué to front skirt and bodice
insertion, complete with short sleeves
£700

Customer Ref:SH.1962/52/12 Bonhams Ref:103266/369

An early Victorian hooded cape of petrol coloured silk,
trimmed with black cut silk velvet ribbon, the interior with quilted
puce silk lining and tasselled detailing;
a dark purple silk cape, circa 1830s, with deep collar and front
tabs lined with ribbed cotton hook and eye fastening and piped
detailing;
and a grey figured wool cape, applied with black velvet cut
ribbon, the short collar, fastening under chin with ribbons, glazed
cotton lined, circa 1860
£1,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.110/3 and SH.1963.110/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/68

A one-piece gown of cream striped silk taffeta, circa 1840,
the boat shaped neckline applied boat shaped bertha of net and
silk ribbon, the boned bodice with lacing to back, short flared
sleeves with machine lace trim, shaped waistline applied with a
silk bow, above softly pleated trained skirt, (possibly later
alterations)
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.60/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/23

A day gown of fine cream wool mix, over a cotton
foundation, circa 1845,
printed in orange, red and green with zig-zags and floral motifs,
the back opening bodice with V-pleated bodice and neckline,
full-length sleeves, over two-tiered full skirt, gathered at the waist,
bodice and hem, lined
£900
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Customer Ref:SH1963.73 Bonhams Ref:103266/353

A mid Victorian ensemble,
of fine ivory wool striped with cream silk and printed in yellows,
greens and reds with an all over roundel motif, comprising a
boned bodice with V-shaped soft pleating, terminating in a
pointed waistline the flared three-quarter sleeves with silks fringed
detailing, fringed detail to front opening, (all over repairs), full
skirt with self-fabric flouncing and fringing; and an evening
bodice trimmed with Blonde bobbin lace

£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1964.68/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/20

A two-piece gown of cream wool striped with cream silk
and printed in colours with floral stripes, circa 1850,
the V-shaped panelled fitted bodice with pink ribbon waistband,
inserted full sleeves and full trained skirt; and another sleeved
bodice of matching fabric, (each with alterations)
£900

Customer Ref:SH.1960.13/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/30

A gown of blue and salmon pink striped shot silk, circa 1850,
the front opening fitted bodice, with V-shaped neckline, trimmed
with imitation Chantilly lace, with capped sleeves and integral full
length puffed sleeves, on soft pleated waist band, the full skirt
trimmed with Chantilly, each partially lined at the hem
£800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1967.5/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/31

A one-piece day gown of aubergine silk, circa mid 19th
century,
the high necked front opening bodice with soft pleats gathered at
the shaped waistband, full length sleeves, trimmed with black
velvet ribbon and imitation Chantilly lace
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1969.116/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/22

A summer gown of checked linen, circa 1855,
and printed in maroon, the front opening fitted and lined bodice,
with V-shaped panel, flared three-quarter length sleeves, slightly
pointed waist, and flared two-tier skirt, lined to hemline
£800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.7 Bonhams Ref:103266/24

A winter day gown of striped blue satin, shot with purple,
circa 1855,
the front opening bodice, with lace collar, full length sleeves,
applied indigo pleated satin ribbon from shoulders to waist and
cuffs, over to trained skirt, softly gathered at the waist, lined with
glazed linen
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.18/A Bonhams Ref:103266/16

A one-piece day gown of brown, magenta and beige
checked wool, circa 1860,
the front opening bodice with fringing, wide layered sleeves,
tabbed skirt to bodice, over full skirt
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1958.50/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/40

A day gown of finely ribbed black silk taffeta, circa 1860,
the front opening bodice trimmed with black velvet ribbon and
fastened with black velvet covered buttons, full length sleeves
trimmed at the cuffs with balck velvet ribbon, over softly pleated
full length skirt, lined
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1983.2/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/25

A one-piece day gown of of Wedgwood blue and grey
striped silk, circa 1860,
the back opening bodice with high round neckline, V-shaped
pleated fitted bodice, tapering to a point at the waistline,
full-length sleeves, the full skirt gathered at the waist; and
matching full sleeved bolero jacket
£1,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.7 Bonhams Ref:103266/17

A one-piece gown of deep purple ribbed silk, circa 1860,
the front opening bodice fastened with self fabric covered
buttons, V-shaped fabric trim, waistband, self fabric soft pleat
ribbed hemline, lined with glazed linen
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.67 Bonhams Ref:103266/67

A two-piece gown of royal blue silk, circa 1860s,
applied with blue ruched cut velvet ribbon, the high neck boned
bodice with front button detailing lined in cream silk, applied with
black floral motifs, the full skirt further applied with velvet ribbon
£1,800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.68/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/64

A two-piece gown of peacock blue taffeta, circa 1860,
the boned front opening bodice with full length sleeves, blue silk
trim to front opening fastening with buttons, over a full skirt,
with long train, lined in muslin
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1957.46/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/41

A two-piece day dress of fawn and grey printed silk, circa
1860,
the fronted opening high necked bodice, with full length sleeves,
trimmed with brown velvet ribbon and silk fringing, over trained
skirt softly gathered at the waistline, trimmed with brown velvet
ribbon to the hemline, lined
£500
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Customer Ref:SH.1967.138/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/19

A mid Victorian day gown of green brown checked wool,
circa 1860,
the front opening boned bodice with high neck, shaped detailing
puff sleeves, applied with pleated ribbon, integral skirt, with soft
pleats to waist, trim to hemline, lined with glazed linen
£700

Customer Ref:SH.1966.19/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/26

A day gown of navy silk satin, circa 1860
embroidered in coloured silks with floral sprigs in chain stitch, the
high neck fitted bodice, with three-quarter length sleeves,
terminating in self-fabric engageantes, over full skirt gathered at
the waist with black satin panels to the front, in the 18th century
style
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.63/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/39

A one-piece day gown, of grey heavy cotton flecked with
black, circa 1865,
the front opening bodice with fringed detailing to form square
yoke, full length sleeves with self fabric capped integral sleeves,
trimmed at the cuffs integral trained skirt, (lacking pannier skirt)
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1962.68 Bonhams Ref:103266/18

A two-piece day gown of eau-de-Nil silk taffeta, circa 1865,
figured with leaves, the front opening boned bodice, trimmed
with turquoise velvet ribbon to yoke and cuffs, with dark blue
fringing from shoulder seams to waist, the bustle skirt with
integral apron, to trained skirt with navy braiding to hemline,
(some fading)
£1,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1961.76/1-7 Bonhams Ref:103266/38

A one-piece gown of purple and white striped wool, circa
1868,
the front opening fitted bodice, with V-shaped pleated detailing
from shoulders to waistline, soft pleating to integral capped
sleeves, over full length sleeves, trimmed at the cuffs with cording
and beads, over pleated full skirt, (faded and some moth
damage)
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.86/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/33

A two-piece walking gown, of grey wool silk, circa 1875,
the front opening jacket with button detailing, full-length sleeves
and self-fabric, the back bustle trimmed with self-fabric pleated
flounces (trained, lined with some damages)
£400
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.284/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/35

A two-piece afternoon gowns, of cream and brown striped
silk circa 1870,
trimmed with brown satin and machine made lace, the front
opening bodice, with V-shaped waistline and full length sleeves,
over bustle skirt, trimmed with brown satin lined
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1971.42 Bonhams Ref:103266/36

A three-piece gown of blue striped silk, circa 1870,
the front opening fitted bodice with button detailing trimmed
with machine lace, with full-length sleeves applied with bows,
trimmed skirt and over skirt trimmed with machine lace
£1,200
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.96 Bonhams Ref:103266/37

A two-piece gown of eau-de-Nil ribbed taffeta, circa 1870,
the front opening boned V-shaped bodice fastened with buttons,
with pleated eau-de-Nil satin to long sleeves, trimmed with lace,
the trained bustle skirt with magenta swags and bows applied
with silk flowers and blossom
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.86/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/42

A two-piece part afternoon gown of lavender/grey moiré
silk,
mid 19th century, the front opening fitted bodice, with full length
sleeves, with self-fabric covered button detailing, silk fringeing to
yoke and cuffs, over bustle pannier skirt, lacking full-length skirt
£400
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Bonhams Ref:103266/48

A two-piece day gown of peacock blue ribbed silk, circa
1870,
the front opening bodice with self- fabric trim to neckline, bodice
and cuffs, complete with matching trained skirt
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1959.142/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/50

A two-piece afternoon suit of tartan corduroy circa 1875,
the front opening bodice, with full-length sleeves and lace trim to
collar, over trained and panelled bustle skirt
£600
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.160/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/62

A formal gown, possibly wedding, of blue velvet and taffeta
circa 1878,
the front opening high neck bodice, with long sleeves, trimmed
and cuffs and neckline with lace and organdie, the pleated skirt
with integral long train and self-fabric bows
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1959.142/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/34

A two-piece afternoon outfit of beige checked silk, circa
1880,
the front opening jacket fastening with brown satin covered
buttons, with stand collar, full length sleeves and cuffs, further
trimmed brown satin ribbon, complete with ruched bustle skirt,
and with brown satin insertion and trimmed with brown fringeing
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1958.50/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/49

A two-piece day gown of brown wool and satin, circa 1880,
the front opening boned bodice with full-length sleeves, over a
layered and trained bustle skirt
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1964.60/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/61

A two-piece gown, of petrol blue satin, circa 1880,
the front opening bodice, with silk covered button detailing
full-length sleeves, trimmed with eau-de-Nil satin, black satin and
lace, the self-fabric pleated skirt with deep train and self- fabric
fringeing the train further applied with muslin and lace
£2,300

Bonhams Ref:103266/66

A bodice of ivory taffeta, circa 1880,
trimmed to the square neckline, elbows and cuffs with imitation
Chantilly lace, and five further mid 19th century ladies bodices (6)
£600
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.59 Bonhams Ref:103266/47

A two-piece promenade gown of grey silk, circa 1880,
trimmed with gold fringeing, front opening bodice with button
detailing long sleeves and cuffs, over a trained skirt, with similar
fringeing and self-fabric flounces to hemline, lined
£350

Customer Ref:SH.1970.6/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/65

A one-piece gown of pale yellow fine wool, circa 1880,
the back opening bodice trimmed with brown cord, to square
neckline, hemline and three-quarter length sleeves in the sailor
fashion, further applied with cream satin to collar and ruched
plastron, the trained skirt with pleated detailing and applied with
brown cord
£1,800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1971.18 Bonhams Ref:103266/52

A day dress of printed cotton, circa 1880,
the front opening bodice, with buttoned detailing, full length
sleeves, complete with trained bustle skirt, with self-fabric
flounces to hemline
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1963.107/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/51

A one-piece day gown of navy satin striped with watered
taffeta, circa 1885,
the high neck front opening bodice and matching underskirt, the
skirt with navy silk insertion, trimmed with lace
£400
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Customer Ref:SH.1959.163/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/43

A two-piece promenade gown of burgundy wool, circa
1890,
the front opening bodice, with a central panel of white lace over
ivory silk, from waist in front to back of neck, further trimmed
with brown lace and brown velvet strapping, having gathered
gigot type sleeves, trimmed at the cuffs with further braid, over
bell shaped skirt, pleated at the hemline to form flounces
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1959.178/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/44

A two-piece promenade gown of fawn worsted wool, circa
1895,
the front opening bodice with vertical tucks gathered at
waistband with cream satin insertion overlaid with net and
applied with brown velvet panels, softly pleated full sleeves, with
trim to straight cuff, another similar bodice applied with
embroidered flowers to yoke; and matching pleated skirt
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1962.72/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/74

A two-piece wedding dress of ivory satin, circa 1895,
the bodice overlaid with machine lace and net and applied with
wax flowers and sequins to full length sleeves and matching cuffs,
with similar trained skirt, (all over foxing and discolouration)
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.18/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/55

A two-piece wedding gown of ivory satin, circa 1895,
the high neck collar and front opening bodice, applied
asymmetrically with imitation Blonde lace, the puffed full length
sleeves trimmed with lace, over trained skirt and overlaid with lace
and flowers
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1962.191 Bonhams Ref:103266/56

An evening gown of yellow silk satin, circa 1895,
applied with lace floral bands and sprigs the back opening boned
bodice with square neckline and yellow satin puffed sleeves, on
trained skirt, (alterations to both bodice and skirt hemming)
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1989.150 and SH.1962.63/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/58

A day gown of black satin figured leaf motifs, circa 1895,
the front opening high necked bodice with pleated plastron and
applied with chemical lace, full length sleeves and trained skirt;
and a late Victorian two-piece day gown of black satin, the front
opening high necked bodice applied with black beads, with backs
point bobbin lace, and full length trained skirt
£500
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Customer Ref:SH.1987.48/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/71

A cream silk two-piece wedding gown, circa 1890,
the high necked bodice, fitted lace yoke full-length trained skirt,
with lace insertions, (some damage), complete with silk net veil
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1963.86/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/366

A boned back lacing corset of black cotton sateen,
circa 1895, embroidered in crimson cotton and trimmed with
embroidered trim; and a boned corset, of black cotton sateen,
embroidered in taupe silks and trimmed with chocolate coloured
machine made lace, stamped to interior *** Oxford Street,
Manchester,
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1959.178/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/45

A two-piece gown of bottle green and brown taffeta, circa
1895,
the front opening boned bodice with high neck and full length
sleeves, softly pleated from the shoulders to waistline and applied
with machine lace motifs; over a skirt gathered at the waist and
self fabric flounce to hemline
£450
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.56 Bonhams Ref:103266/356

A matched green satin two-piece evening gown,
circa 1895,
the boned satin bodice figured with floral sprays, and applied with
chemical lace, puffed sleeves, bow detailing integral belt and full
length skirt with lace flounces, Woodland and Brothers,
Knightsbridge
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.1957.46/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/59

A two-piece gown, of floral printed fawn cotton sateen,
circa 1895,
the front opening bodice, applied with integral brown velvet
bolero, and puffed sleeves on back bustle trained skirt trimmed
with brown silk
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1959.163/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/29

A two-piece day gown of mauve silk, circa 1900,
the bodice with pleated satin insertions, further applied with silk
floral motifs, with long sleeves, over full-length skirt
£500
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Customer Ref:SH.1957.46/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/54

An afternoon two-piece gown, circa 1900,
the front opening high necked boned bodice of purple silk with
stand collar, (altered), with golden satin trained skirt applied with
purple and white silk flowers
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1959.178/5 and SH.1963.112/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/60

A two-piece day gown of fine maroon wool silk, circa 1900,
the high necked back opening bodice with purple satin pleated
plastron insertion full-length sleeves and pleated cuffs, applied
with fabric flower motifs matching belt and buttoned brown skirt;
and a two-piece day gown of pink crêpe, circa 1900, the front
opening sleeved bodice and trimmed skirt with lace trimmed
detailing
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1962.172/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/73

A tea gown, of eau-de-Nil silk chiffon circa 1900,
the high neck collar with cream/green satin ribbon to waist and
full-length pleated sleeves, on full trained skirt; and eau-de-Nil
satin under dress
£500
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.13/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/46

A two-piece day gown of gold damask, further brocaded in
gold, circa 1900,
the bodice with square neckline, three-quarter length sleeves,
applied with imitation black Chantilly lace complete with trained
skirt, overlaid with imitation black Chantilly lace
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1964.72/13 Bonhams Ref:103266/63

A one-piece trained evening/wedding gown of ivory satin,
circa 1905,
the back opening bodice with lace insertion and lace trimmed
sleeves, applied with bugle beads in a design of ostrich feathers,
complete with self-fabric belt, (conservation work carried out,
fabric stabilized)
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.77/44 Bonhams Ref:103266/28

An Edwardian two-piece gown of pink and black striped
organdie,
the high neck back opening bodice, with pleated and lace thread
black satin plastron, trimmed at cuffs with black satin and
imitation Chantilly lace, complete with trimmed skirt to match
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1962.77/44 Bonhams Ref:103266/53

A pair of wood and leather 'Chopin' type shoes,
in the 17th century style

*Subject to further research
£500
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.150/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/57

An early 20th century gown of ivory ribbed silk,
the round neckline applied with a deep collar of machine lace,
gathered back opening bodice to waist band and full length skirt,
trimmed with further lace and self fabric
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1965.106/56 Bonhams Ref:103266/69

An evening dress of cream silk overlaid with black net, circa
1912,
the V-shaped loose bodice with short sleeves and layered skirt,
pea green silk ribbon sash and belt, full-length cream skirt
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1964.67 Bonhams Ref:103266/70

An evening gown of cream satin overlaid with beads and
black and white chiffon, circa 1915,
the square neckline with short sleeves and lace modesty, purple
velvet bow to waistline, above embroidered front skirt panel and
painted cream satin train, (some overall damage and
discolouration to train)
£500
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.106/34 Bonhams Ref:103266/72

A tea gown of bottle green chiffon, circa 1920,
with beaded detailing short sleeves, front pleats
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1965.106/12 Bonhams Ref:103266/358

A sleeveless full-length cocktail dress of salmon pink devoré
velvet, circa 1920s,
applied all over with clear glass beads in a zig-zag pattern, further
applied with dark glass beads forming a front plastron in
flowerhead motifs, drop waist band and twin hemline, complete
with lace insertions, embroidered in metal thread
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.187/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/357

A beaded net dress circa 1920s,
beaded with the sleeveless drop waisted bodice with scalloped
hemline;
and a 1920s full length sequinned on net dress, applied with floral
motifs, with circular neck aperture, black net sleeves and velvet
bows to each hip
£1,300
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.113 Bonhams Ref:103266/355

An evening dress of black chiffon, circa 1927,
ornately beaded all over with fruiting vine, the shallow neckline,
with sleeveless apertures and bud sleeve to left hand arm, applied
with a beadwork tassel in the four setting on the hip in the shape
of grapes;
and an evening dress, of black net, circa 1912
£1,400

Customer Ref:SH63.43/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/354

A Charleston type gingham dress,
with drop waist and insertions at hips and fringeing to the
hemline; and a beaded cocktail dress of silvered red, ornately
beaded all over, circa 1930
£1,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1972.48 Bonhams Ref:103266/76

An evening dress of Wedgwood blue crêpe/chiffon, circa
1950,
the crossover bodice with sash shoulders and beaded detailing on
soft garter full skirt, bearing internal label Mandell Model
£400
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.148/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/75

A collection of late 19th/early 20th century ladies' day wear,
including:
SH.1963.148/3
An afternoon dress of brown velvet, circa 1920, full-length
sleeves, with self fabric frills drop waist

SH.1966.204/2
A wool crepe dress, circa 1910, with printed satin frontis and
stand collar the front opening bodies with beaded details full
length cuff sleeves and pleated waistband and three-quarter
length layered skirt

SH.1965.106/4
A day dress of blue and white check wool mix, circa 1910-1915,
the back opening bodice with borders, collar and faux pockets
floral weave frontis, cuffs and skirt, red modesty

SH.1963.116/2
A wedding dress, circa 1912, of ivory satin overlaid with imitation
Blonde lace to the short sleeved bodice and waist with blue satin
belt

SH.1965.203/3
A black satin day gown, circa 1910, the full-length sleeves,
V-shaped bodice and short collar with back lappets, with beaded
detailing and net trim, applied self-fabric net to full length skirt

SH.1959.163/1
A day gown of grey alpaca, circa 1910, the lace trimmed bodice
with stand collar, with black satin insertions short sleeves over full
length net sleeves to ankle length A-line skirt with piped and
button detailing
£5,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.106/28 Bonhams Ref:103266/77

An evening gown of salmon pink chiffon and mauve silk,
circa 1950,
overlaid with mauve satin and applied with beads
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1967/224A Mary Quant Alligator black PVC raincoat with gilt
buttons and PVC belt synthetic lined Bonhams Ref:103266/370

On a large collection of 1960s and later street fashion,
including a Mary Quant Alligator type black PVC raincoat with gilt
buttons and PVC belt synthetic lined
£10,000

Customer Ref:SH.1992/80 Bonhams Ref:103266/368

A Biba black wool jersey dress,
cowl pear shape neckline with gathered full length sleeves, front
button detailing and three-quarter length skirt, (black Biba label);
a camel coloured wool jersey dress, with roll neck collar full length
sleeves and A-line skirt, with Biba label;
and a Biba Wedgwood blue and white shaped wool maxi trouser
suit, the single breasted jacket with outer pockets and belt, fluted
turn up trousers
£1,200
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Bonhams Ref:103266/365

On the collection of whitework and coloured under
garments, including:
a red cotton hooped waist petticoat, with internal hooping and
frilled hemline
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1963.108 Bonhams Ref:103266/27

'THEATRICAL COSTUME'
an 18th Century style gown of early 20th Century Chinese satin,
embroidered in blues with floral meandering floral marks, the
back opening square neckline with V-shaped panel and
stomacher, frilled capped sleeves, with machine lace engageantes,
on full skirt trimmed with navy and eau-de-Nil satin
£400

Bonhams Ref:107697/55

A large collection of ladies', gentlemen's and children's
costume and accessories,
including leather shoes and boots
£10,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/86

On the remaining collection of 19th century women's
whitework costume, including:
camisoles, chemises and petticoats
£8,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.142/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/83

A gentleman's waistcoat of ivory satin, circa 1750,
embroidered in black silks and metal threads with stylised floriate
motifs to the front opening and pocket flaps, embroidered
buttons and wool back, complete with later wool insertion (wear
to underarms, pockets and neck aperture)
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.990/121 Bonhams Ref:103266/82

A gentleman's waistcoat of cream ribbed silk, circa 1780
the collar, front openings, hem and faux pocket flaps
embroidered in coloured silks with trailing roses, shamrocks and
thistles to a sprigged ground, (some staining)
£1,500

Customer Ref:SH.1969.48/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/78

A 35th Brigade of the Royal Artillery Regimental tunic, circa
1912,
of navy wool broadcloth, complete with belt.
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1956.15/1-2 Bonhams Ref:103266/79

Warwickshire Yeomanry uniform, including
a jacket of navy wool broadcloth, with cream stand collar and
cuffs, cotton padded lined; and a waistcoat of crimson wool
broadcloth
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1961.129 Bonhams Ref:103266/80

A 1st World War Royal Warwickshire Regiment uniform
of brown wool, complete with cap; and a further collection of
20th century regimental uniform
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/81

A gentleman's two-tone jacket of red and petrol blue wool
broadcloth, possibly a town crier's outfit,
with silvered buttons and full skirt, complete with soft pleats lined
with matching coloured coarse wool and a matching red wool
cloth broad cloth waistcoat
£1,500
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Bonhams Ref:103266/84

On the remaining 19th century gentlemens' costume;
including waistcoats, shirts and trousers
£10,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/85

On the remaining 20th century gentlemens' costume;
including suits, shirts, ties, blazers and trousers
£6,000

Customer Ref:SH.1971.72/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/387

A late 16th/early 17th century blackwork embroidered linen
cap,
worked in black threads with all over meandering foliate motifs,
(conserved, some all over fading and loss of threads)
£8,000

Customer Ref:SH.1971.72/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/102

A late 16th/early 17th century blackwork on linen cap,
worked in black and metal threads with meandering foliate
motifs, applied to the rim with silver lace
£12,000

Customer Ref:SH.1958.154/69 Bonhams Ref:103266/388

A Flemish bobbin lace insertion, circa 1600,
formed into a lady's cap, (restorations); and a collection of further
handmade lace costume, trimmings and edgings, including
Valencinnes
Bucks Point, machine made by a
Honiton appliqué examples/bertha,
and Honiton guipure
£2,300
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.56/14 Bonhams Ref:103266/87

A Beige silk stole, circa 1820s,
woven to each end with a flowering jardinière, enclosed by a
floral swag border, and silk fringeing to each end - 45 x 228cm
£400

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/88

A cashmere long shawl, circa 1860,
woven au lancé with repeat undulating foliate and boteh field
enclosed by a cream inner border woven with repeat foliate
motifs and orange border with repeat flowerhead motifs to
harlequin borders to each end and fringeing, (complete with 148
tag) - 155 x 255cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/11 Bonhams Ref:103266/89

A cashmere long shawl, circa 1860,
woven au lancé the madder field with quarter mirrored
undulating boteh design, centred around a central flowerhead
motif enclosed by scrolling boteh and foliate borders with
harlequin ends and fringeing, bearing original paper 128 label -
155 x 255cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.1962.73/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/90

A mid 19th century square shawl,
woven with a repeat undulating boteh design to a madder
ground enclosed by repeat flowerhead border, with harlequin
ends and fringeing - 180 x 173cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.151 Bonhams Ref:103266/91

A square shawl, circa 1880,
woven in autumn colours to a brown field with repeat boteh,
enclosed by a similar border and fringed ends - 170 x 170cm
£400
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Bonhams Ref:103266/92

A cashmere long shawl, circa 1860,
woven au lancé with of field in greens, browns and blues with
undulating boteh motifs enclosed by repeat floriate medallion
border and deep harlequin ends and silk fringeing, bearing paper
label numbered 138, Kimball, NY, USA - 155 x 255cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/93

A long shawl, circa 1860,
woven in silk with an opposing design palmettes in fern green
and cream, to a madder ground, enclosed by a naturalistic border,
to a harlequin end and fringeing, bearing Kimball, NY, USA - 128
x 305cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/94

A mid 19th century square shawl,
woven in coloured silks with foliate trailing motifs to a striped
ground, enclosed by a repeat palmette and lozenge border, with
silk fringing to two ends - 140 x 155cm
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1965.172/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/95

A collection of five printed paisley type shawls,
each with wool grounds, various sizes
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1966.172/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/96

A mid 19th century shawl of cotton silk mix,
the outer border with fringeing, all round - 180 x 180cm
£400
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Customer Ref:SH.A978/10 Bonhams Ref:103266/97

A mid 19th century cashmere long shawl,
the plain beige field with woven repeat boteh border and deep
red with fringeing - 155 x 255cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/98

A mid 19th century wool long shawl,
the cream field with undulating boteh and arches to each end,
the whole enclosed by a similar border - approximately 155 x
255cm
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1963.142/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/99

A mid 19th century cashmere long shawl,
the cream field embroidered in coloured silks with a border, and
boteh motifs to each carved and fringeing - 138 x 85 x 4cm
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1964.56/16 Bonhams Ref:103266/100

A shawl of fine cream wool, first half 19th century,
the edge and borders woven with repeat boteh motifs - 260 x 64
cm
£400

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/101

A mid 19th century cream wool square shawl,
woven in red and green wools with an all over pattern of floral
sprig motifs - 140 x 155cm
£400
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.16 Bonhams Ref:103266/103

A mid 19th century cream wool shawl,
woven au lance with foliate sprigs and fringeing - 142 x 150cm
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1971.26/68 Bonhams Ref:103266/104

A square shawl of fine taupe wool,
woven with meandering off over sprig motifs design in greens,
blues, reds and browns, to a similar border and fringeing - 150 x
150cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/12 Bonhams Ref:103266/105

A mid 19th century long shawl,
the quarter mirrored undulating boteh field imaging a central
flowerhead motif to a red field with similar border and harlequin
ends, fringed - 320 x 162cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/8 Bonhams Ref:103266/106

A reversible square wool shawl, second half of the 19th
century,
woven with undulating boteh, enclosed by a similar border,
bearing label "132" - 168 x 152cm
£400

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/7 Bonhams Ref:103266/107

A cashmere long shawl, circa 1860,
the mirror three-fold design of undulating boteh design, enclosed
by a repeat flowerhead border and harlequin ends, bearing paper
label 130 - 325 x 162cm
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.A.978/9 Bonhams Ref:103266/108

A wool long shawl, circa 1865,
the central flowerhead motif, mirroring three guls and boteh,
enclosed by a repeat border and harlequin ends, to fringeing, 304
x 152cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.60/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/332

A pair of ivory kid leather dance boots,
circa mid 19th century,
with fitted elastic insertions, square toes and flat leather soles
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1978.65/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/333

A pair of ivory satin court shoes,
circa 1890
kid leather lined, with Louis type heels and floral embroidered
detailing to toes and bows to vamps, (worn)
£600

Customer Ref:64/56/8ASH.1964.56/8A Bonhams Ref:103266/334

A pair of gentleman's black leather slippers,
circa 1850,
with embroidered and cutwork detailing to toes, pink ribbon to
vamps kid lined and flat soles
£600
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.67/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/335

A pair of mid 19th century black leather boots,
with square toes, button side details and tapered block heels, blue
silk lined, leather soles
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1981/138 Bonhams Ref:103266/336

A pair of black satin dance boots,
circa 1840
with leather toes, side laces and slightly raised block heals cream
velvet lined and another similar pair lined in linen
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1963.116/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/337

A pair of cream satin court shoes,
early 20th century,
with straps and button fastening the painted toes with applied
diamantê to vamp and Louis heels
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1988/194 Bonhams Ref:103266/338

A pair of black satin court shoes,
circa 1910-1920,
with colourless paste buckles, high Louis heels and another pair
without buckles (2)
£350

Customer Ref:SH.1964.71/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/339

A pair of Parisian white kid leather dance slippers,
with square toes, slightly block heels and cream satin ruches to
vamps
£300
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Customer Ref:SH.1961/63 Bonhams Ref:103266/340

A pair of black leather court shoes,
early 20th century,
with button fastening twin bars, cut steel buckles to the vamps,
painted toes and Louis heels, kid lined;
and a pair of black leather court shoes, with pointed toes black
beadwork to vamps and buttoned straps, Louis heels, circa 1910
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1981.55/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/341

A pair of salmon pink satin covered dance shoes,
the button fastening T-bars vamps and pointed toes ornately
embroidered in coloured silks having high Louis heels, bearing
internal label, stamped J Pinot, Paris, circa 1920s;
and a pair of bronzed black leather court shoes, the pointed toes,
vamps, and three bar straps with cut steel beaded detailing on
Louis heels
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1964.56/8B Bonhams Ref:103266/342

A pair of mid Victorian black satin covered dance boots
glazed linen lined, with square toes, lace up sides, flat soles;
and a pair of red/burgundy copper effect day boots, with stitched
detailing to toes, elasticated insertions to ankles and tapered
block heels
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1964.6/72 Bonhams Ref:103266/343

A pair of silk black satin covered dance slippers,
circa 1850
the square toes flat leather soles, bows to vamps, ribbon
fastening, kid lined, and another pair of wool silk mix
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.116/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/344

A pair of eau-de-Nil silk satin evening shoes, circa 1910,
with pointed toes, elasticated satin covered straps (satin
shortened) and Louis heels;
and a pair of ivory satin evening shoes, the semi pointed toes,
with bows to vamps and Louis heels, circa 1890-1900
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1963.110/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/345

A pair of bronzed black leather court shoes, circa 1890s,
the rounded square toes with fawn satin and machine lace bows
to vamps kid lined, low Louis heels
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1962.164/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/346

An early 19th century Canton export pierced wooden brisé
fan, circa 1810,
central cartouche initialled CA, pierced with Chinese motifs,
similar guards, 27cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.291/61 Bonhams Ref:103266/347

An early 19th century French pierced wood brisé fan,
the central vignette entitled 'Morté dun General Tarc battle pas
Emporeur', 28cm
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/348

On a collection of late 19th century fans, including
SH.1964.72/5
An Edwardian fan, the vellum leaf, painted in watercolour with
18th Century figures, on pierced and gilt mother of pearl sticks
and guards, 20cm
£1,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.72/11 Bonhams Ref:103266/349

A mid 19th century Canton Export fan,
the paper leaf, painted in bodycolour with figures in interiors, the
faces of painted ivory the costume applied with figured silks, on
lacquered sticks decorated in gilt with figures in landscapes similar
guards, with tassel fringeing, circa 1870, 28cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:64/72/8SH.1964.72/8 Bonhams Ref:103266/350

A late 18th century fan,
the paper leaf painted in bodycolour with a central cartouche
depicting a girl approached by a warrior, with boats in the
distance, having pierced bone sticks and guards 28cm high
£800

Customer Ref:64/72/41964.72/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/351

A mid 19th century pierced and carved brisé fan,
the oval cartouche carved and heightened in gilt with Chinese
figures, to a pierced foliate ground with rounded terminals and
figurative carved sticks, 19cms
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.156/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/352

A late 18th century fan,
the paper leaf painted in bodycolour with Chinoiserie figures, on
pierced and painted Canton Export ivory sticks, with tortoiseshell
inlaid guards, 27cm
£2,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.101 Bonhams Ref:103266/359

A mid 19th century carriage parasol,
with imitation Chantilly lace cover, over silk inner cover and
carved ivory handle in the form of a serpent to terminal
£500

Customer Ref:SH.191951/5B Bonhams Ref:103266/360

A mid 19th century parasol,
with brown satin cover and cream silk interior on carved wooden
stick, the terminal carved as a domestic cat seated on a stool;
and a green lace trimmed satin parasol with turned ivory stick,
with turquoise and silver filigree terminal
£1,400

Customer Ref:SH.1964/75/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/361

A mid 19th century folding carriage parasol,
the navy black cover with beading and turquoise silk lining
ornately carved ivory folding handle, carved with twisted ropes
£600
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Bonhams Ref:103266/362

Approximately twenty six late 19th/early 20th century
parasols

£2,600

Customer Ref:SH.1965/198/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/371

A faux rosewood sewing box of canted rectangular form,
with inlaid honeysuckle border, the central oval printed with a
Regency mother and child, the silk lined fitted interior paper lined
bearing paper label, Dilles Dressing Case maker, 5 Chandos
Street, Covent Garden, with carved ivory and mother of pearl
cotton reels and implements, 29cm wide
£1,200

Bonhams Ref:103266/363

On a large collection of wooden and bone lace making
bobbins, including:
Leopards and Tigers, named examples, 'Spirals', 'Tinsels' and
'Bitted' examples, mainly 19th century
£2,500
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Customer Ref:SH.1983.13 Bonhams Ref:103266/364

An 18th century wooden bust stay,
carved with love heart, lozenge and ten flowerhead motifs,
bearing date 1794, SK RM, 31cm high
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1962/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/372

A sampler worked by Emma Blenkarne, aged nine and dated
March 3 1825
worked with coloured silks to a wool ground, with a house and
girl beneath verse, and further spot motifs, enclosed by a trailing
strawberry border, 43 x 34cm (some darned areas and some
holes) mounted on original stretcher
£3,600
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.260a Bonhams Ref:103266/109

A sampler worked by Frances Kelsey and dated 1820,
worked in coloured silks to a linen ground, with alphabets above
a flower motif, 40 x 28cm
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1960.87/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/110

A sampler worked by Mary Cotton aged 9, and dated April
30, 1836,
worked in coloured silks to a wool ground with rows of alphabets,
above spot motifs enclosed by coloured borders
33 x 37cm
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1949.17 Bonhams Ref:103266/373

A sampler by Elizabeth Newform, aged ten years and dated
1809,
worked in coloured silks on wool with verse above spot motifs
and rows of alphabets, enclosed by a trailing strawberry border,
32 x 30cm
£1,500
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Bonhams Ref:103266/374

A sampler by Ann Smith, aged eleven and dated December
1st 1821,
worked in coloured silks on wool, with rows of alphablets, above
spot motifs including Adam and Eve, over verse, enclosed by a
trailing strawberry border, (some colour movement, darned areas
and moth damage)
32 x 29cm
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1958.19/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/375

A sampler worked by Elizabeth Tawe, born Oct 13 1780,
finely worked in coloured silks on wool with rows of alphabets
above spot motifs, including trees and flowering jardinieres,
enclosed by a trailing strawberry border, (minor colour
movement), 33 x 33cm
£3,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/376

A sampler worked by Catherine Palmer, of Spratton, August
1816,
worked in black silks with rows of alphabets and verse above spot
motifs, enclosed by a wave scroll border, (all over surface
discolouration), mounted, 33 x 29cm
£1,500

Customer Ref:SH.1950.81 Bonhams Ref:103266/377

A sampler by Ann Nevill aged ten and dated April 28th
1842,
worked in coloured silks on fine wool, with verse above spot
motifs including flowering jardiniérès, (some moth damage), 34 x
34cm
£1,800
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Customer Ref:SH.1958.19/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/378

A sampler by Mary Mellaber
first half 19th century,
worked in coloured silks on wool with rows of alphabets and
verse above spot motifs enclosed by a trailing strawberry border,
33 x 31cm
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1958.87/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/379

A sampler worked by Mary Fowler finished October 24th
1753,
worked in coloured silks to a fine wool ground,
with verse
'A Divine Poem from the Spectator Vol VI'
(some moth damage), 42 x 31.5cm
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1958.87/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/380

A sampler by Hannah Fowler, dated November 10, 1751
worked in coloured silks on fine wool with verse,
'The Law was given by Moses Exodus, Chapter XX'
(discolouration and water marks)
50 x 29.5cm
£2,500
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Customer Ref:SH.1976/36 Bonhams Ref:103266/381

A sampler by Mary Ann Tidye, aged 11 and dated 1813,
worked in coloured silks on wool with verse
'An Address to God'
(some colour movement)
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1965/152 Bonhams Ref:103266/382

A sampler by Sophia Avers and dated 1846,
worked in coloured silks, to a wool ground, with verse above
spot motifs, (some discolouration), 38 x 30cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.A/410 Bonhams Ref:103266/383

A sampler by Jemima Shakespear dated 1804,
worked in coloured silks to a wool ground, with verse, enclosed
by a stylised trailing strawberry border, (some moth damage), 48 x
32cm
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.9 Bonhams Ref:103266/384

A sampler by Ann Bray, aged ten years and dated March 29
1825
worked in coloured silks to a wool ground, with rows of alphabets
and verse, above spot motifs including trees and flowering
jardiniérès
(discoloured, loss of pink silks)
45 x 34cm
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1951.4/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/385

A Sampler by Ann Maria Phillips, aged ten years,
circa 1810,
worked in coloured silks on wool, with verse and spot motifs,
enclosed by a trailing strawberry border, 44 x 33cm
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1965.233/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/390

A sampler by Ann Ingham aged nine years and dated 1839
worked with coloured silks on a linen ground, with a cat motif
reserved against further spot motifs, (some dye movement)
41 x 43cm
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1966.222 Bonhams Ref:103266/389

A sampler by Mary Shipley and dated 1797
worked in coloured silks on wool, with rows of alphabet and verse
above spot motifs, including flowers, shepherd and shepherdess
and a basket of fruit, enclosed by a trailing floral border, 28 x
20cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.1993/109 Bonhams Ref:103266/386

On the remaining samplers held in the collection,
approximately thirty-eight examples,
mainly 19th century, including;
a sampler by Alice Ann Monk aged eight years, circa 1850
worked in coloured wools to a canvas ground, 59 x 60cm
£8,500

Customer Ref:SH.A.884/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/1

'The Bath of Psyche' Stevengraph,
A woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
STG No. 90, mounted in card and another unmounted example,
each 38.00 cm deep x 21.00 cm wide.
£1,600
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Customer Ref:SH.1971.101, SH.1995.60/1, A86185 Bonhams Ref:107697/2

British royalty, 'Queen Victoria and her Premiers'
Stevengraph, woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
17 cm high x 11 cm wide card mount 26.0cm high by 19.3cm
wide;
an another unmounted example;
a Stevengraph of Queen Victoria facing right, circa 1897,
unmounted;
and another of the Queen facing left, unmounted (4)
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1950.67/3 Bonhams Ref:107697/3

'British royalty', 'Victoria, Queen of an Empire on which the
sun never sets'
Stevengraph, woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens.
17cm high x 11cm deep, mounted;
and six further examples, each mounted
£700

Customer Ref:Various references SH.1986.77/18 Bonhams Ref:107697/4

British royalty, a collection of ten portrait Stevengraphs
Woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens.
depicting H.R.H. Princess of Wales, including portrait facing half
right, with flags and without flags; two uncut and unmounted,
and four further examples unmounted
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/5

British royalty, a collection of portrait Stevengraphs,
woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
including His Majesty King Edward VII facing left, also bearing
coat of arms, flowers and views of Windsor Castle and Parliament
below
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1960.10/30 Bonhams Ref:107697/6

'The late Fred Archer'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens
(STG No. 27), in Lord Falmouth's colours, with black body (to
jacket), white sleeves and red cap, and another example, each
mounted in original mounts
£600
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Customer Ref:SH.1962.21 Bonhams Ref:107697/7

'The Late Fred Archer'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
(STG No. 26), circa 1887, The considerable detail in GA
Godden's book (page 178) in Duke of Westminster colours,
primrose jacket, black cap with primrose sleeves, and another,
each mounted in original card sleeves, 13.25cm x 17.5cm (2)
£700

Customer Ref:SH.1965.170/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/8

'The Late Fred Archer'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens
in Prince of Wales colours, with blue jacket, scarlet sleeves and
black cap, unmounted;
and another example in Mr Peck's colours, with turquoise hat and
jacket and orange sleeves, mounted in original card mount,
approximately 13.25cm x 17.5cm (2)
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1968.101/2 Bonhams Ref:107697/9

'Tom Cannon'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens
in white & scarlet hooped colours and white cap, bearing
signature, and another example, both in original card mounts (2)
£460

Bonhams Ref:107697/10

A large collection of military portrait Stevengraphs,
woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens, including:
General Buller, circa 1900-1902
Field Marshall Sir John French, circa 1900 - 1914
Baden Powel, circa 1908-1914
Sir Kitchener of Khartoum, circa 1910 - 1914
(18)
£1,500
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Bonhams Ref:107697/11

A large collection of Politician related portrait Stevengraphs,
woven silk portraits by Thomas Stevens, including:
Rt. Hon. John Bright, MP, circa 1880
The Late Earl of Beaconsfield, circa 1888
Rt. Hon. Lord R. Churchill, circa 1890-1900
Rt. Hon. W.E. Gladstone, circa 1880
(23)
£2,300

Customer Ref:SH.1959.185 Bonhams Ref:107697/12

'Dr W. G. Grace'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens
'W.G. Grace visits Coventry in 1873'
(STG number 75), 12 x 7cm, later mounted on card;
and another similar example, unmounted (2)
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962/17 Bonhams Ref:107697/13

'Notable Sportsmen', 'R. Howell, Champion of the World'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
in original card mount;
and another unmounted (2)
£400

Bonhams Ref:107697/14

A collection of four sporting related Stevengraphs,
Woven silk portraits by Thomas Stevens, late 19th century,
'Jake Kilrain', (STG No. 80);
'G Mitchell' (STG No. 81);
two examples depicting Jem Smith' (STG No. 82) (4)
£1,600

Bonhams Ref:107697/15

'Leda' after Tony Robert-Fleury
Stevengraph, a woven silk by Thomas Stevens
(STG No. 91), 13 x 9cm, unmounted
£500
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Customer Ref:SH.1969.176, SH.1969.177, SH.1958.2001/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/16

Religious portraits 'Ecco Homo'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens,
head and shoulders portrait of Christ with crown of thorns and
red cloak, in original card mount;
and two examples of 'Mater Dolorsa, one example unframed (3)
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1957.30 Bonhams Ref:107697/17

'Sandell Stevens and Prince'
Stevengraph, a woven silk by Thomas Stevens,
Head and shoulder portrait of Thomas Stevens grandson Sandell
and his dog Prince, circa 1900, mounted as one in original card,
20 x 28cm;
and duplicate, similarly mounted (2)
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1949.153/3 Bonhams Ref:107697/18

'Ye Peeping Tom of Coventre'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens,
in original card mount;
and another example, unmounted (2)
£500

Customer Ref:SH.A.884/3 Bonhams Ref:107697/19

Famous Americans, a collection of eight Stevengraphs,
woven silks pictures by Thomas Stevens, late 19th century,
including:
W.F. Cody (Buffalo Bill)
President Cleveland
Mrs Cleveland (Queen of 60 Millions of Free People)
Sergt. G.H. Bates. The American Standard Bearer
£1,600
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Customer Ref:SH.1961.220/244 Bonhams Ref:107697/20

European Figures', a collection of eight portrait
Stevengraphs,
woven silk portraits by Thomas Stevens, including;
Empress Alexandra (The Tzarina of Russia)
Nicholas II (the Tzar of Russia)
Friedrich III, Kaiser von Deutschland
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1968.45/5 Bonhams Ref:107697/21

'A Present from the Edinburgh International Exhibition
1886'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens
in original card mount; and a further collection of four exhibition
related Stevengraph silks, each mounted
£800

Bonhams Ref:107697/22

'Castles and Historic Buildings', a collection of twenty
Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens, including:
Balmoral Castle
Crystal Palace
Houses of Parliament
Kenilworth Castle
Windsor Castle
(mostly in original card mounts, some produced as calendars)
£4,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:107697/23

'The Lady Godiva Procession'
Stevengraph, woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1880,
(STG No. 150), a collection of seventeen similar examples in
original card mounts, and two further examples unmounted, each
approximately 20.4cm x13.6cm, one larger (19)
£3,800

Customer Ref:SH.1949.153/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/24

'Ye Lady Godiva'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1900,
(STG No. 151), a collection of five examples in original card
mounts, each approximately 18cm x 14cm; and two further
unmounted examples (7)
£1,600

Customer Ref:SH.1967.242/3, SH.1959.88/6, SH.1960.248/2
SH.1960.248/2SH.1960.248/2 Bonhams Ref:107697/25

'The Death of Nelson'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1890,
after a painting by Daniel Maclise, (STG No. 152), 6cm x 17.5cm,
within original card mounts, and two similar examples, in original
card mounts (3)
£600

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1977.156 Bonhams Ref:107697/26

'Phoebus and Aurora'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1890,
(STG No. 153), within original card mount and another
unmounted example (2)
£1,500

Customer Ref:SH.1960.248/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/27

'Wellington and Blucher meeting at the Battle of Waterloo',
a collection of four Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures by Thomas
Stevens, circa 1893,
6.4cm x 18.4cm, in original card mounts (4)
£500

Customer Ref:SH.A.872/3 Bonhams Ref:107697/28

'William, Prince Of Orange Crossing The Boyne'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens,
unmounted
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1950.61 Bonhams Ref:107697/29

'The Start', 'The Water Jump', 'The Struggle' and 'The
Finish',
a collection of thirteen Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures by
Thomas Stevens circa 1880-1890,
within original card mounts, 'The Water Jump' examples
unmounted (13)
£3,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1961.215/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/30

'Iroquois, winner of the Derby 1881, owned by P. Lorillard,
Esq., ridden by Fred Archer'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1880,
(STG162), with red vest, red-and-black sleeves and black cap,
unmounted;
and another smaller example, unmounted (2)
£3,500

Bonhams Ref:107697/31

A collection of twenty Hunting related, Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens, including:
'The Slip', 'The First Point', 'The Meet', 'Full Cry' and 'The Death',
in original card mounts, two examples unmounted (20)
£4,200

Customer Ref:SH.1963.121/2, SH.1961.220/291, SH.1971.103 Bonhams
Ref:107697/32

'God Speed the Plough'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1900
(STG No. 168), a collection of three examples within original card
mounts, one further example unmounted (4)
£2,400

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1950.50/1, SH.1966.85, SH.1961.204/2,SH.1950.74 Bonhams
Ref:107697/33

'Ye Olde Crown House'
A collection of six Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures by Thomas
Stevens, circa 1879-1886,
(STG No. 135), depicting a black & white old Tudor building in
Birmingham, each within original card mounds, each 18cm x
13.5cm (6)
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1949.148/12 Bonhams Ref:107697/34

Bridges
A collection Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens
'The Tower of London and Tower Bridge', four examples, each
within original card mounts;
three examples of 'Forth Bridge', all unmounted and another 'Ye
Old Tyne Bridge', within original card mount (8)
£1,600

Customer Ref:SH.1950.85/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/35

' Present from Blackpool'
a collection of four Stevengraphs, woven silks by Thomas Stevens,
circa 1887
in original card mount, and another unmounted example; and
two 'Winter Gardens Blackpool' both unmounted (4)
£800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.A.872/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/36

'Columbus Leaving Spain, 1492'
Stevengraph, woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1983.
(STG No. 92), 6 cm x 17cm, within original card mount; two
similar examples mounted; and three examples 'Landing of
Columbus', (STG No. 274) (6)
£2,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/37

'Signing of Declaration Of Independence July 4th 1776'
Stevengraph, woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa
1893-1910
three examples, each within original mounts
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/38

A collection of railway related Stevengraphs
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including 'The first train built by George Stephenson in 1825',
'The Mersey Tunnel Railway', 'the First Train Ran on Set 1825',
'from Stockton to Darlington' and 'Present Time', mostly within
original card mounts (19)
£3,800

£
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Bonhams Ref:107697/39

A collection of miscellaneous Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures, by Thomas Stevens,
including, 'The Good Old Days', 'Niagara Falls', 'Dick Turpin Rides
to York', 'For Life or Death, Heroism on Land'
£4,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/40

A collection of Stevengraphs, Heroism series,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens
'For Life or Death, Heroism on Land', 'For Life or Death, Heroism
at Sea', mostly within original card mounts (12)
£2,400

Bonhams Ref:107697/41

A collection of railway related Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens
including 'The Mersey Tunnel Railway', 'The First Train',
'Stephenson's Triumph' and 'The Present Time', mostly within
original card mounts (17)
£3,500

£
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Bonhams Ref:107697/42

A collection of three composite Stevengraph of two silks in
single card-mounts,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including; 'Stephenson's Triumph - Sixty Miles an Hour and 'First
Train from Stockton to Darlington' (3)
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.1949.168/5 Bonhams Ref:107697/43

A collection of five monochrome Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including 'Oxford Martyrs 1555 - 1556', and 'Queen Victoria',
each unmounted
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/44

A collection of four rowing related Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including 'Are You Ready' and 'The Final Spurt', mostly contained
within original card mounts (4)
£1,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:107697/45

A collection of four sporting related Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including 'The First Touch' and 'Home Straight', 'First Set', 'First
Innings' and 'Last Lap' mostly contained within original card
mounts (4)
£3,600

Bonhams Ref:107697/46

An Album presented to the Alfred Herbert Museum by the
family of Henry James Stevens,
containing a variety of Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures, book
marks and ribbons by Thomas Stevens, circa 1868 to 1960
£65,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.142 Bonhams Ref:107697/47

A French ribbon sample book, circa 1810
containing a wide selection of woven silk ribbons in different
colours and patterns, many with dates and annotations written in
black ink signed J F Cramp, quarter calf bound
£6,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1952.41/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/48

A note book containing ribbon samples
circa 1830
complete with notes in black ink regarding the state of the
ribbon weaving industry in Coventry between 1827 and 1832
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1955.2/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/49

A silk ribbon sample pattern book,
Messrs William Lee & Son Ribbon Weavers of Priory Row, circa
1840,
including silks of various different patterns and colours, and four
loose samples of Rd 206659 and 10 of 256502 in differing
colours and another circa 1860s (2)
£1,500

Customer Ref:AH.A.612/1/2/3/4 Bonhams Ref:107697/50

A collection of four ribbon and plaid sample books,
Rylands and Sons Ltd, circa 1870s
including patterns, ribbons and plaid samples contained within
four paper portfolios, some with annotations, complete with
some loose pages dated 1877, 1878 and 1879 (4)
£2,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/51

A mid 19th century folder containing ribbon samples
William Andrews, circa 1850s,
containing patterned, checked, striped and tartan ribbons, circa
1858-9
£1,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.A.213 Bonhams Ref:107697/52

A large collection of ribbon sample books, pattern books
and portfolios,
late 19th to 20th century,
including a collection of sample ribbons mounted in a book,
including brocades, moirés and lace, circa 1860s; a sample book
containing ribbon samples from Dalton and Barton and William
Andrews; and various sample books for Franklin and Sons circa
1900s
£10,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/53

A large collection of ribbon samples,
circa 18th century to 20th century,
including, a piece of Coventry ribbon to celebrate the coronation
of George III, circa 1760;
a silk ribbon worked in flowers, made by Miss Susan Frances Pars,
circa 1850;
and a handloom woven silk ribbon made in Coventry to celebrate
the visit of the Prince of Wales in 1863
£30,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/54

A large collection of 20th century samples and ephemera,
J and J Cash Ltd,
including silk pictures; and miscellaneous silks including William
Franklin and Sons Ltd, Nuneaton; and W. H. Grant and Co. silks
£2,000

£
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Toys £15,750

Textiles £449,360

Final total £465,110

£
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Customer No. 15498502

Report No. 23536

This valuation certificate is issued in conjunction with Bonhams Valuation Service Descriptions and
Terms.

We value on the basis of Insurance the specified items in the foregoing valuation report making a
total sum of

Four Hundred and Sixty Five Thousand One Hundred and Ten Pounds

£465,110

Signed and dated
for and on behalf of Bonhams

101 New Bond Street
London
W1S 1SR

+44 (0)8700 273611
+44 (0)8700 273612 fax
valuations@bonhams.com
www.bonhams.com
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Insurance valuation for

Coventry City Council

Date of valuation
February 1st 2007
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Bonhams Ref:110227/1

A 16th/17th century oak panel back armchair,
the cresting carved with elephant and castle motif, above leaf
carved uprights, with solid seat on turned front supports
£12,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/2

A late 18th/early 19th century oak panel back armchair
with elephant and castle cresting above polyfoil back and solid
seat on turned front supports
£7,500

Bonhams Ref:110227/3

A 15th century carved oak bench or 'Gild' Chair
with foliate carved frieze above three panel trefoil back with
lion,elephant and paired castle finials, above downswept foliate
carved arms with solid seat and carved tracery, on column
supports, 114cm wide
£70,000

apparently part of a larger chair or bench

Bonhams Ref:110227/4

An 18th/19th century oak armchair
with carved cresting and scroll arms, on column supports,united
by stretchers
£2,800

Bonhams Ref:110227/5

An 18th/19th century oak panel back side chair
with leaf carved uprights, on column suports
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/6

A 17th century oak armchair
with later carved cresting, extended panel back, solid arms with
twin strapwork moulded panels, on plain moulded supports
united by stretchers
£8,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/7

A pair of mid-18th century
oak framed triple back settles, each with solid splat and scrolling
open arms on plain supports with uniting front stretcher
£7,500

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/8

An oak lowboy
with fret carved apron 84cm wide
£800

Bonhams Ref:110227/9

A 16th century oak centre table
with continuous leaf carved moulded frieze on fluted column
supports with moulded stretchers 217 x 85 cm
£40,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/10

A set of six early 19th century bobbin turned oak dining
chairs
with five arched top bobbin turned splats
£2,500

Bonhams Ref:110227/11

An oak corner pew in the late Gothic style
with carved strawberry leaf finials to the scroll moulded ends, with
arcaded panel backs
£7,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/12

An iron bound oak coffer
with three locks and substantial strap hinges on block feet with
brackets , possibly Gothic but with extensive recent restoration
£30,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/13

A late 17th century
oak chest with panelled front and contrasting banding above twin
panelled doors
£6,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/14

An oak side table, early 17th century style
the frieze drawer carved with quatrefoil motifs,on square panelled
legs with carved detail
£8,000

top possibly replaced

Bonhams Ref:110227/15

Remaining items in this room
including a wrought iron Gothic-style lampstand and a 19th
century pierced corner stand
£1,500

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/17

An 18th century oak triple back settle
matching those in the Old Council Chamber, 191 cm wide, and a
set of three of similar form with double splat, 124 cm wide
£9,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/18

An oak side cupboard with arched panel back,
relief carved with historical figures and symbols, above a carved
and panelled lower section, apparently partly constructed from
17th century timber,the carving mainly later
£2,500

Bonhams Ref:110227/19

An oak refectory table with plank top and trestle end
supports,
made circa 1935 using old wood with presentation inscription
dated 1937, 242 x 81 cm
£2,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/16

A group of seven relief carved wooden figures
comprising God the Father,The Virgin and Child,St John the
Baptist,St Michael,St Catherine,an angel and an eagle, proably
English and 15th/16th century and later mounted for wall display
£28,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/26

Lady Godiva
by William Calder Marshall, plaster 162cm high
£20,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/27

Two 16th century carved stone figures of Saints,
approximately 3/4 life size
£15,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/29

A group of ten polychrome carved figures of angels
fitted to the roof, based on earlier figures destroyed in the Second
World War
£30,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/30

A group of circa 77 carved and polychrome ceiling bosses
in the form of maskheads and mythical beasts, some restored and
others replaced following the destruction of the roof in the
Second World War
£40,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/31

A set of eight base metal cluster column twin branch wall
sconces
now fitted for electricity
£8,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/61

A presentation figure of a workman,
Soviet Russian 46cm high
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/60

A carved marble figure of Lady Godiva,
circa 1920,entitled and unsigned 103cm high
£7,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/34

A Morion with two piece skull, breastplate with pronounced
central ridge and companion backplate

late 16th century
£1,800

Bonhams Ref:110227/35

A Cabasset, breastplate and backplate

circa 1600
£1,200

Bonhams Ref:110227/36

A Burgonet (lacking ear-pieces), peascod breastplate and
backplate

late 16th century
£1,700

Bonhams Ref:110227/37

A Morion, breastplate and backplate

circa 1600
£1,800

Bonhams Ref:110227/38

A Burgonet (lacking ear-pieces), a peascod breastplate and
backplate

circa 1600
£1,200

Bonhams Ref:110227/39

A Morion with two piece skull,pikeman's breastplate with
attached tassets and backplate

Early 17th century
£2,300

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/40

A Composite Armour comprising:-

type tassetsproduction helmet, pikemans breastplate with
attached tassets,associated backplate, full arm defences,
cuirassiers type tassets and reproduction greaves
Mainly late 16th century/early 17th century
£4,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/41

A Morion, pikemans breastplate with attached tassets and
backplate

Early 17th century
£2,300

Bonhams Ref:110227/42

A Burgonet (lacking ear-pieces), a peascod breastplate and
backplate

circa 1600
£1,800

Bonhams Ref:110227/43

A Cabasset, breastplate retaining two tassets and backplate

circa 1600
£1,400

Bonhams Ref:110227/44

A Cabasset, peascod breastplate and backplate

circa 1600
£1,600

Bonhams Ref:110227/45

A Morion (poor condition), breastplate and backplate

circa 1600
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/46

A Morion, breastplate and backplate
£1,400

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/47

A Halbard of plain form

circa 1700 on later wood haft
£350

Bonhams Ref:110227/48

A Bill

circa 1500 on later wood haft
£500

Bonhams Ref:110227/49

A Halbard

circa 1700 on later wood haft
£350

Bonhams Ref:110227/50

A Halbard

circa 1700 on later wood haft
£350

Bonhams Ref:110227/51

A Halbard with pierced axe blade

circa 1650 on later wood haft
£500

Bonhams Ref:110227/52

A Halbard with pierced axe blade and fluke

circa 1600 on later wood haft
£700

Bonhams Ref:110227/53

A Halbard

circa 1700 on later wood haft
£350

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/54

A Bill

circa 1500 on later wood haft
£500

Bonhams Ref:110227/55

A Halbard

circa 1700 on later wood haft
£350

Bonhams Ref:110227/56

A Halbard

circa 1700 on later wood haft
£350

Bonhams Ref:110227/57

A Bill

circa 1500 on later wood haft
£500

Bonhams Ref:110227/58

A Halbard

circa 1700 on later wood haft
£350

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/32

A pair of early 18th century tapesties, probably Brussels,
depicting classical subjects within solomnic columns
700 x 220 cm (approx total)
£15,000

condition poor, worn & faded

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/28

A rare and highly important tapestry circa 1500, probably
Tournai
depicting six scenes in two registers, the central lower
compartment portraying the Assumption of the Virgin, with the
kneeling Henri II to the left accompanied by courtiers and with
apostles and saints above,to the right Elizabeth kneels, attended
by courtiers and with female saints above, the central upper
compartment a figure of Justice, probably added in the
Commonwealth Period to replace the original scene of the Holy
Trinity, all within a border of flowers
1200 x 250 cm(approx)
£5,000,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/33

A cabinet of excavated ceramics,
mainly Mediaeval including tiles,jugs and pottery fragments
£1,000

£
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Customer Ref:VA.1950.0019 Bonhams Ref:110227/20

British School,(circ 1700)
King William III, portrayed full length
oil on canvas
£20,000

Customer Ref:VA.1951.0017 Bonhams Ref:110227/21

Ellis,'the Limner'
King Charles II, portrayed full length
oil on canvas
£20,000

Customer Ref:VA.1950.0018 Bonhams Ref:110227/22

Ellis, 'the Limner',
King James II, as the Duke of York, portrayed full length
oil on canvas
£20,000

Customer Ref:VA.1950.0002 Bonhams Ref:110227/23

After Sir Godfrey Kneller
Queen Caroline, portrayed full length
oil on canvas
£25,000

Customer Ref:VA.1950.0021 Bonhams Ref:110227/24

School of John Shackleton
King George I, portrayed full length
oil on canvas
£20,000

Customer Ref:VA.1950.0024 Bonhams Ref:110227/25

Studio of Sir Thomas Lawrence
King George IV, portrayed full length
oil on canvas
£40,000

£
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Customer Ref:VA.1955.0528 Bonhams Ref:110227/73

Dame Laura Knight
Princess Elizabeth Opening the New Broadgate
oil on canvas
184 x 230cm
£80,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/74

William A Dring
Portrait of Alderman Mrs Pearl Hyde, three quarter length, in
robes of office
oil on canvas
£5,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/75

Bernard Fleetwood-Walker
Alderman Cresswell, portrayed three quarter length in mayoral
robes
oil on canvas
£5,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/76

H E Cox
A collection of 70 views of Coventry
watercolour
25 x 18 cm (approx)
£800

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/59

John Alsford
HMS Coventry
signed & dated '78 oil on canvas
85 x 119cm
£1,500

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/62

A set of twelve trumpet shaped goblets, gilded beneath,

each with armorial on shaped foot by Stuart Devlin.
£5,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/63

A presentation lobed dish
possibly Stuart Devlin circa 1974
with inscribed rim, the central parcel gilt stem surmounted by a
figure of an elephant,.
£4,500

Bonhams Ref:110227/64

A presentation footed bowl

with undulating border and embossed foliate decoration.
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/65

A white metal presentation footed bowl

with twin handles, engraved Sports Town 77, taken as
electroplate.
£450

Bonhams Ref:110227/66

A rose bowl
Elkington & Co. Birmingham 1911
with twin fluted and cast handles, lobed surbase and circular
spreading foot.
£1,500

Given to the 606 Suadron in 1953

Bonhams Ref:110227/67

The LMC Championship Cup
London 1897
A trophy cup with twin auricular handles, embossed cartouche
with festoons, acanthus surbase and slender stem on spreading
foot, height 40cm.
£2,200

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/68

A tea and coffee set of baluster form,
James Dixon & Sons Sheffield 1954
with embossed decoration and foliate handles, all on leaf and
berry feet, comprising:-
tea pot,coffee pot, hot water jug, milk jug and sugar bowl.
£2,500

Bonhams Ref:110227/69

A pair of three light candelabra
Walker & Hall Sheffield 1908
with twin asymmetrical branches on tapering stem of shaped
lozenge section on matching foot, height 51cm.
£3,500

Bonhams Ref:110227/70

A presentation inkstand
by RC
of oblong tray form with rounded corners and twin drum
receivers on snail scroll feet, length 25cm.
£1,250

Bonhams Ref:110227/71

A twin handled trophy cup
Adie Brothers Birmingham
with twin angular handles, on circular foot, height 22.5cm.
£1,400

presented to the 7th Batallion Royal Warwickshire Regiment

Bonhams Ref:110227/72

A presentation rose bowl
Henry Adams Sheffield
of plain bellied form with twin handles with presentation
inscription dated 1911, diameter 22cm.
£1,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/77

A Victorian silver and parcel gilt equestrian group of Lady
Godiva,

on naturalistic base, signed E.J.Jeannest fecit 1856, height 49cm,
length 45cm.
£25,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/78

A mid-17th century silver gilt mace

with embossed foliate decoration , the headwith beaded corona ,
cross finial and crenellated fleur de lys with cruciform motifs
above embossed caryatids and symbols of the Home Nations , on
triple knopped shaft with flared knopped terminal and strapwork
decoration, length 108cm.
£150,000

purported to date from circa 1651

Bonhams Ref:110227/79

A silver gilt mace of office of small size, probably late 17th
century

with pierced crenellations, City armorial and rose and shamrock
motifs, on slender knopped stem with lozenge decorations, length
47cm.
£25,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/80

A small silver gilt mace of office, probably mid-17th century

surmounted by a corona, matted and embossed with alternating
rose and harp motifs on plain knopped stem with fluted terminal,
the shaft possibly 16th century, length 38cm.
£25,000

Bonhams Ref:110227/81

A ceremonial bearer's sword, probably late 15th century

the silver gilt hilt with cross guard and baluster pommel, housed
in late Restoration scabbard (restored, adorned with silver gilt
lockets, length 128cm.
£150,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:110227/82

A silver and parcel gilt circular plaque
Garrard & Co designed by A.G.(Archie)Styles
with radiating design and central boss entitled CAMERA PRINCIPIS
with presentation inscription by Coventry Boy Foundation 'as
Tribute to the Women of our City', diameter 40cm.
£5,000

£
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Furniture £218,100

Works of Art £149,000

Arms and Armour £28,650

Textiles £5,015,000

Ceramics £1,000

Pictures £237,300

Silver £404,300

Final total £6,053,350

£
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Customer No. 15838412

Report No. 37687

This valuation certificate is issued in conjunction with Bonhams Valuation Service Descriptions and
Terms.

We value on the basis of Insurance the specified items in the foregoing valuation report making a
total sum of

Six Million Fifty Three Thousand Three Hundred and Fifty Pounds

£6,053,350

Signed and dated
for and on behalf of Bonhams

101 New Bond Street
London
W1S 1SR

+44 (0)8700 273611
+44 (0)8700 273612 fax
valuations@bonhams.com
www.bonhams.com
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Insurance valuation for

Herbert Art Gallery & Museum

Date of valuation
June 27th 2007

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1989.30 Bonhams Ref:103266/1

An open robe of puce, cream and brown striped silk satin,
circa 1780,
the square neckline and three-quarter length sleeves to front
opening bodice, with V-shaped back and petticoat, complete with
draw buttons, lined in wool and linen, (all over wear to fabric,
darning areas, general poor condition)
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1964.60/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/2

A dress of undyed cotton gauze, circa 1805,
woven with all over blue floral sprig motifs above a band of
Chinese figures and floral motifs to hemline, the v-shaped
neckline with back button fastening, with draw-string high waist
and soft pleated skirt
£3,600

Customer Ref:SH.1963.142/8 Bonhams Ref:103266/3

A day dress of striped muslin, printed in puce with circles
and dots, circa 1815,
the back opening bodice with draw-string neckline, and hussar
type braiding lined with linen, with draw-string high waistline,
full-length sleeves and self fabric ruches to cuffs and hemline
£2,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/4

A two-piece dress of blue and gold silk woven with vertical
stripes, circa 1820,
the front opening high waisted jacket with self fabric trim to the
front panels, with deep collar and full-length slightly puffed
sleeves gathered around the wrists with self fabric tabs and
covered buttons, and full-length skirt with self fabric trimming
£3,200

Customer Ref:SH.1963.138/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/5

A pelisse of ecru silk, circa 1820,
the front opening piped bodice lined in cream silk, with rounded
collar applied with self fabric floral piped detailing, capped
sleeves, applied with long narrow loose epaulettes fastening
under the arm over full-length sleeves with piping to cuffs, over
an integral skirt, softly pleated at waistline, with piped detailing
the front opening padded hemline
£3,600

Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/6

A two-piece out wear of taupe wool silk, circa 1820,
the front opening linen lined bodice with shaped collar, satin
applied panels, the capped sleeves trimmed with taupe satin, over
full-length sleeves to cuffs applied with self-fabric trim, the high
waisted full-length skirt with padded satin bands to trailed
hemline, complete with self-fabric belt
£3,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/8

A pelisse of copper silk shot with blue, circa 1820,
the front opening bodice with ribbed rounded collar, and
self-fabric detailing, to capped sleeves, above full-length sleeves
with self-fabric blades, integral belt, to full-length skirt with
padded hemline, ivory silk lined throughout, pleated back
£3,200

Customer Ref:SH.1964.61/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/7

A pelisse, of salmon pink/beige ribbed silk, circa 1825,
the sailor type collar with cream satin lining, to front opening and
self-fabric piping to front bodice, tied at the high waist band with
pink satin ribbon, full-length leg of mutton sleeves with self-fabric
trim and buttons to the cuffs, padded fabric trim to the front
opening and hemline, full cream silk lining, pleated back, (some
surface discolouration, shattering to later silk)
£3,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/9

A two-piece gown of taupe wool silk,
in the early 19th century style (alterations)
£450

Customer Ref:SH.1963.138/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/13

A young girl's trained pelisse of pale gold silk satin, circa
1820,
fastened with silk covered buttons to the front opening, the stand
collar trimmed with wool and satin braid, with full-length puff
sleeves gathered at centre back to trained skirt
£2,800

Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/11

A one-piece cotton summer gown, circa 1835,
printed with feather and flower sprig motifs, the front opening
pleated bodice, with gigot sleeves, and integral band, on gathered
full-length skirt, cotton lined to hems, (some damages and repairs)
£1,400

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.142/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/12

A day gown of grey zig-zagged ribbed silk circa 1830,
figured with dots, the back opening high waisted bodice with
v-shaped pleated detailing and machine lace trim to front, sloping
capped sleeves, with piping to shoulders over gigot sleeves
pleated at the wrists and soft pleated skirt, lined in glazed linen
£2,800

Customer Ref:SH.1965.108/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/10

A day gown of mustard silk, circa 1830,
the back opening linen lined bodice with high round neckline,
fabric ruching to front bodice, neckline, front skirt and hemline,
with softly pleated leg-of-mutton full-length sleeves pleated at
cuffs, the skirt with slightly padded hemline and matching belt
£2,400

Customer Ref:SH.1967.98 Bonhams Ref:103266/14

A young lady's belted day gown of cream silk mix, circa
1840,
woven with wavy and dot motifs and printed in green and sepia
with floral sprigs, the front opening linen lined bodice with
full-length sleeves, pleated at the shoulders, with attached skirt,
gathered at the waist and lined in silk
£1,200

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.106 Bonhams Ref:103266/15

A one-piece bodice of taupe silk, circa 1840,
figured with a zig-zag design, applied with self-fabric piped floral
trim to bodice, lacking sleeves; and a matching gown circa 1840,
with fringed full-length sleeves, fitted pointed bodice and full
skirt, with padded hemline, lined, (later alterations and some
repairs)
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1963.85/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/21

A day dress of beige striped silk, circa 1840s,
the V-shaped neckline softly pleated bodice, self-fabric with
eau-de-Nil and shot with blue pleated neckline to a pointed waist,
full-length sleeves with self-fabric frills to full skirt, with small soft
pleats at waistline, lined (alterations, some damage to front
bodice and underarms)
£1,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.105 Bonhams Ref:103266/32

A one piece evening dress of eau-de-Nil striped silk, circa
1840s,
brocaded in gold thread with all over sprig motifs, the back
opening bodice laced, the square neck with pleated neckline,
(with later alterations)
£800

Customer Ref:SH.A/529 Bonhams Ref:103266/367

A Victorian baby's christening dress of pink/purple silk
overlaid with net and Duchess appliqué to front skirt and bodice
insertion, complete with short sleeves
£700

Customer Ref:SH.1962/52/12 Bonhams Ref:103266/369

An early Victorian hooded cape of petrol coloured silk,
trimmed with black cut silk velvet ribbon, the interior with quilted
puce silk lining and tasselled detailing;
a dark purple silk cape, circa 1830s, with deep collar and front
tabs lined with ribbed cotton hook and eye fastening and piped
detailing;
and a grey figured wool cape, applied with black velvet cut
ribbon, the short collar, fastening under chin with ribbons, glazed
cotton lined, circa 1860
£1,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.110/3 and SH.1963.110/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/68

A one-piece gown of cream striped silk taffeta, circa 1840,
the boat shaped neckline applied boat shaped bertha of net and
silk ribbon, the boned bodice with lacing to back, short flared
sleeves with machine lace trim, shaped waistline applied with a
silk bow, above softly pleated trained skirt, (possibly later
alterations)
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.60/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/23

A day gown of fine cream wool mix, over a cotton
foundation, circa 1845,
printed in orange, red and green with zig-zags and floral motifs,
the back opening bodice with V-pleated bodice and neckline,
full-length sleeves, over two-tiered full skirt, gathered at the waist,
bodice and hem, lined
£900

£
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Customer Ref:SH1963.73 Bonhams Ref:103266/353

A mid Victorian ensemble,
of fine ivory wool striped with cream silk and printed in yellows,
greens and reds with an all over roundel motif, comprising a
boned bodice with V-shaped soft pleating, terminating in a
pointed waistline the flared three-quarter sleeves with silks fringed
detailing, fringed detail to front opening, (all over repairs), full
skirt with self-fabric flouncing and fringing; and an evening
bodice trimmed with Blonde bobbin lace

£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1964.68/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/20

A two-piece gown of cream wool striped with cream silk
and printed in colours with floral stripes, circa 1850,
the V-shaped panelled fitted bodice with pink ribbon waistband,
inserted full sleeves and full trained skirt; and another sleeved
bodice of matching fabric, (each with alterations)
£900

Customer Ref:SH.1960.13/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/30

A gown of blue and salmon pink striped shot silk, circa 1850,
the front opening fitted bodice, with V-shaped neckline, trimmed
with imitation Chantilly lace, with capped sleeves and integral full
length puffed sleeves, on soft pleated waist band, the full skirt
trimmed with Chantilly, each partially lined at the hem
£800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1967.5/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/31

A one-piece day gown of aubergine silk, circa mid 19th
century,
the high necked front opening bodice with soft pleats gathered at
the shaped waistband, full length sleeves, trimmed with black
velvet ribbon and imitation Chantilly lace
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1969.116/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/22

A summer gown of checked linen, circa 1855,
and printed in maroon, the front opening fitted and lined bodice,
with V-shaped panel, flared three-quarter length sleeves, slightly
pointed waist, and flared two-tier skirt, lined to hemline
£800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.7 Bonhams Ref:103266/24

A winter day gown of striped blue satin, shot with purple,
circa 1855,
the front opening bodice, with lace collar, full length sleeves,
applied indigo pleated satin ribbon from shoulders to waist and
cuffs, over to trained skirt, softly gathered at the waist, lined with
glazed linen
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.18/A Bonhams Ref:103266/16

A one-piece day gown of brown, magenta and beige
checked wool, circa 1860,
the front opening bodice with fringing, wide layered sleeves,
tabbed skirt to bodice, over full skirt
£800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1958.50/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/40

A day gown of finely ribbed black silk taffeta, circa 1860,
the front opening bodice trimmed with black velvet ribbon and
fastened with black velvet covered buttons, full length sleeves
trimmed at the cuffs with balck velvet ribbon, over softly pleated
full length skirt, lined
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1983.2/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/25

A one-piece day gown of of Wedgwood blue and grey
striped silk, circa 1860,
the back opening bodice with high round neckline, V-shaped
pleated fitted bodice, tapering to a point at the waistline,
full-length sleeves, the full skirt gathered at the waist; and
matching full sleeved bolero jacket
£1,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.7 Bonhams Ref:103266/17

A one-piece gown of deep purple ribbed silk, circa 1860,
the front opening bodice fastened with self fabric covered
buttons, V-shaped fabric trim, waistband, self fabric soft pleat
ribbed hemline, lined with glazed linen
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.67 Bonhams Ref:103266/67

A two-piece gown of royal blue silk, circa 1860s,
applied with blue ruched cut velvet ribbon, the high neck boned
bodice with front button detailing lined in cream silk, applied with
black floral motifs, the full skirt further applied with velvet ribbon
£1,800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.68/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/64

A two-piece gown of peacock blue taffeta, circa 1860,
the boned front opening bodice with full length sleeves, blue silk
trim to front opening fastening with buttons, over a full skirt,
with long train, lined in muslin
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1957.46/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/41

A two-piece day dress of fawn and grey printed silk, circa
1860,
the fronted opening high necked bodice, with full length sleeves,
trimmed with brown velvet ribbon and silk fringing, over trained
skirt softly gathered at the waistline, trimmed with brown velvet
ribbon to the hemline, lined
£500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1967.138/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/19

A mid Victorian day gown of green brown checked wool,
circa 1860,
the front opening boned bodice with high neck, shaped detailing
puff sleeves, applied with pleated ribbon, integral skirt, with soft
pleats to waist, trim to hemline, lined with glazed linen
£700

Customer Ref:SH.1966.19/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/26

A day gown of navy silk satin, circa 1860
embroidered in coloured silks with floral sprigs in chain stitch, the
high neck fitted bodice, with three-quarter length sleeves,
terminating in self-fabric engageantes, over full skirt gathered at
the waist with black satin panels to the front, in the 18th century
style
£800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.63/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/39

A one-piece day gown, of grey heavy cotton flecked with
black, circa 1865,
the front opening bodice with fringed detailing to form square
yoke, full length sleeves with self fabric capped integral sleeves,
trimmed at the cuffs integral trained skirt, (lacking pannier skirt)
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1962.68 Bonhams Ref:103266/18

A two-piece day gown of eau-de-Nil silk taffeta, circa 1865,
figured with leaves, the front opening boned bodice, trimmed
with turquoise velvet ribbon to yoke and cuffs, with dark blue
fringing from shoulder seams to waist, the bustle skirt with
integral apron, to trained skirt with navy braiding to hemline,
(some fading)
£1,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1961.76/1-7 Bonhams Ref:103266/38

A one-piece gown of purple and white striped wool, circa
1868,
the front opening fitted bodice, with V-shaped pleated detailing
from shoulders to waistline, soft pleating to integral capped
sleeves, over full length sleeves, trimmed at the cuffs with cording
and beads, over pleated full skirt, (faded and some moth
damage)
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.86/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/33

A two-piece walking gown, of grey wool silk, circa 1875,
the front opening jacket with button detailing, full-length sleeves
and self-fabric, the back bustle trimmed with self-fabric pleated
flounces (trained, lined with some damages)
£400

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.284/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/35

A two-piece afternoon gowns, of cream and brown striped
silk circa 1870,
trimmed with brown satin and machine made lace, the front
opening bodice, with V-shaped waistline and full length sleeves,
over bustle skirt, trimmed with brown satin lined
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1971.42 Bonhams Ref:103266/36

A three-piece gown of blue striped silk, circa 1870,
the front opening fitted bodice with button detailing trimmed
with machine lace, with full-length sleeves applied with bows,
trimmed skirt and over skirt trimmed with machine lace
£1,200

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.96 Bonhams Ref:103266/37

A two-piece gown of eau-de-Nil ribbed taffeta, circa 1870,
the front opening boned V-shaped bodice fastened with buttons,
with pleated eau-de-Nil satin to long sleeves, trimmed with lace,
the trained bustle skirt with magenta swags and bows applied
with silk flowers and blossom
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.86/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/42

A two-piece part afternoon gown of lavender/grey moiré
silk,
mid 19th century, the front opening fitted bodice, with full length
sleeves, with self-fabric covered button detailing, silk fringeing to
yoke and cuffs, over bustle pannier skirt, lacking full-length skirt
£400

£
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Bonhams Ref:103266/48

A two-piece day gown of peacock blue ribbed silk, circa
1870,
the front opening bodice with self- fabric trim to neckline, bodice
and cuffs, complete with matching trained skirt
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1959.142/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/50

A two-piece afternoon suit of tartan corduroy circa 1875,
the front opening bodice, with full-length sleeves and lace trim to
collar, over trained and panelled bustle skirt
£600

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.160/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/62

A formal gown, possibly wedding, of blue velvet and taffeta
circa 1878,
the front opening high neck bodice, with long sleeves, trimmed
and cuffs and neckline with lace and organdie, the pleated skirt
with integral long train and self-fabric bows
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1959.142/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/34

A two-piece afternoon outfit of beige checked silk, circa
1880,
the front opening jacket fastening with brown satin covered
buttons, with stand collar, full length sleeves and cuffs, further
trimmed brown satin ribbon, complete with ruched bustle skirt,
and with brown satin insertion and trimmed with brown fringeing
£800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1958.50/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/49

A two-piece day gown of brown wool and satin, circa 1880,
the front opening boned bodice with full-length sleeves, over a
layered and trained bustle skirt
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1964.60/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/61

A two-piece gown, of petrol blue satin, circa 1880,
the front opening bodice, with silk covered button detailing
full-length sleeves, trimmed with eau-de-Nil satin, black satin and
lace, the self-fabric pleated skirt with deep train and self- fabric
fringeing the train further applied with muslin and lace
£2,300

Bonhams Ref:103266/66

A bodice of ivory taffeta, circa 1880,
trimmed to the square neckline, elbows and cuffs with imitation
Chantilly lace, and five further mid 19th century ladies bodices (6)
£600

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.59 Bonhams Ref:103266/47

A two-piece promenade gown of grey silk, circa 1880,
trimmed with gold fringeing, front opening bodice with button
detailing long sleeves and cuffs, over a trained skirt, with similar
fringeing and self-fabric flounces to hemline, lined
£350

Customer Ref:SH.1970.6/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/65

A one-piece gown of pale yellow fine wool, circa 1880,
the back opening bodice trimmed with brown cord, to square
neckline, hemline and three-quarter length sleeves in the sailor
fashion, further applied with cream satin to collar and ruched
plastron, the trained skirt with pleated detailing and applied with
brown cord
£1,800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1971.18 Bonhams Ref:103266/52

A day dress of printed cotton, circa 1880,
the front opening bodice, with buttoned detailing, full length
sleeves, complete with trained bustle skirt, with self-fabric
flounces to hemline
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1963.107/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/51

A one-piece day gown of navy satin striped with watered
taffeta, circa 1885,
the high neck front opening bodice and matching underskirt, the
skirt with navy silk insertion, trimmed with lace
£400

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1959.163/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/43

A two-piece promenade gown of burgundy wool, circa
1890,
the front opening bodice, with a central panel of white lace over
ivory silk, from waist in front to back of neck, further trimmed
with brown lace and brown velvet strapping, having gathered
gigot type sleeves, trimmed at the cuffs with further braid, over
bell shaped skirt, pleated at the hemline to form flounces
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1959.178/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/44

A two-piece promenade gown of fawn worsted wool, circa
1895,
the front opening bodice with vertical tucks gathered at
waistband with cream satin insertion overlaid with net and
applied with brown velvet panels, softly pleated full sleeves, with
trim to straight cuff, another similar bodice applied with
embroidered flowers to yoke; and matching pleated skirt
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1962.72/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/74

A two-piece wedding dress of ivory satin, circa 1895,
the bodice overlaid with machine lace and net and applied with
wax flowers and sequins to full length sleeves and matching cuffs,
with similar trained skirt, (all over foxing and discolouration)
£800

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.18/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/55

A two-piece wedding gown of ivory satin, circa 1895,
the high neck collar and front opening bodice, applied
asymmetrically with imitation Blonde lace, the puffed full length
sleeves trimmed with lace, over trained skirt and overlaid with lace
and flowers
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1962.191 Bonhams Ref:103266/56

An evening gown of yellow silk satin, circa 1895,
applied with lace floral bands and sprigs the back opening boned
bodice with square neckline and yellow satin puffed sleeves, on
trained skirt, (alterations to both bodice and skirt hemming)
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1989.150 and SH.1962.63/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/58

A day gown of black satin figured leaf motifs, circa 1895,
the front opening high necked bodice with pleated plastron and
applied with chemical lace, full length sleeves and trained skirt;
and a late Victorian two-piece day gown of black satin, the front
opening high necked bodice applied with black beads, with backs
point bobbin lace, and full length trained skirt
£500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1987.48/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/71

A cream silk two-piece wedding gown, circa 1890,
the high necked bodice, fitted lace yoke full-length trained skirt,
with lace insertions, (some damage), complete with silk net veil
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1963.86/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/366

A boned back lacing corset of black cotton sateen,
circa 1895, embroidered in crimson cotton and trimmed with
embroidered trim; and a boned corset, of black cotton sateen,
embroidered in taupe silks and trimmed with chocolate coloured
machine made lace, stamped to interior *** Oxford Street,
Manchester,
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1959.178/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/45

A two-piece gown of bottle green and brown taffeta, circa
1895,
the front opening boned bodice with high neck and full length
sleeves, softly pleated from the shoulders to waistline and applied
with machine lace motifs; over a skirt gathered at the waist and
self fabric flounce to hemline
£450

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.56 Bonhams Ref:103266/356

A matched green satin two-piece evening gown,
circa 1895,
the boned satin bodice figured with floral sprays, and applied with
chemical lace, puffed sleeves, bow detailing integral belt and full
length skirt with lace flounces, Woodland and Brothers,
Knightsbridge
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.1957.46/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/59

A two-piece gown, of floral printed fawn cotton sateen,
circa 1895,
the front opening bodice, applied with integral brown velvet
bolero, and puffed sleeves on back bustle trained skirt trimmed
with brown silk
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1959.163/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/29

A two-piece day gown of mauve silk, circa 1900,
the bodice with pleated satin insertions, further applied with silk
floral motifs, with long sleeves, over full-length skirt
£500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1957.46/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/54

An afternoon two-piece gown, circa 1900,
the front opening high necked boned bodice of purple silk with
stand collar, (altered), with golden satin trained skirt applied with
purple and white silk flowers
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1959.178/5 and SH.1963.112/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/60

A two-piece day gown of fine maroon wool silk, circa 1900,
the high necked back opening bodice with purple satin pleated
plastron insertion full-length sleeves and pleated cuffs, applied
with fabric flower motifs matching belt and buttoned brown skirt;
and a two-piece day gown of pink crêpe, circa 1900, the front
opening sleeved bodice and trimmed skirt with lace trimmed
detailing
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1962.172/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/73

A tea gown, of eau-de-Nil silk chiffon circa 1900,
the high neck collar with cream/green satin ribbon to waist and
full-length pleated sleeves, on full trained skirt; and eau-de-Nil
satin under dress
£500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.13/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/46

A two-piece day gown of gold damask, further brocaded in
gold, circa 1900,
the bodice with square neckline, three-quarter length sleeves,
applied with imitation black Chantilly lace complete with trained
skirt, overlaid with imitation black Chantilly lace
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1964.72/13 Bonhams Ref:103266/63

A one-piece trained evening/wedding gown of ivory satin,
circa 1905,
the back opening bodice with lace insertion and lace trimmed
sleeves, applied with bugle beads in a design of ostrich feathers,
complete with self-fabric belt, (conservation work carried out,
fabric stabilized)
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.77/44 Bonhams Ref:103266/28

An Edwardian two-piece gown of pink and black striped
organdie,
the high neck back opening bodice, with pleated and lace thread
black satin plastron, trimmed at cuffs with black satin and
imitation Chantilly lace, complete with trimmed skirt to match
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1962.77/44 Bonhams Ref:103266/53

A pair of wood and leather 'Chopin' type shoes,
in the 17th century style

*Subject to further research
£500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.150/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/57

An early 20th century gown of ivory ribbed silk,
the round neckline applied with a deep collar of machine lace,
gathered back opening bodice to waist band and full length skirt,
trimmed with further lace and self fabric
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1965.106/56 Bonhams Ref:103266/69

An evening dress of cream silk overlaid with black net, circa
1912,
the V-shaped loose bodice with short sleeves and layered skirt,
pea green silk ribbon sash and belt, full-length cream skirt
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1964.67 Bonhams Ref:103266/70

An evening gown of cream satin overlaid with beads and
black and white chiffon, circa 1915,
the square neckline with short sleeves and lace modesty, purple
velvet bow to waistline, above embroidered front skirt panel and
painted cream satin train, (some overall damage and
discolouration to train)
£500
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.106/34 Bonhams Ref:103266/72

A tea gown of bottle green chiffon, circa 1920,
with beaded detailing short sleeves, front pleats
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1965.106/12 Bonhams Ref:103266/358

A sleeveless full-length cocktail dress of salmon pink devoré
velvet, circa 1920s,
applied all over with clear glass beads in a zig-zag pattern, further
applied with dark glass beads forming a front plastron in
flowerhead motifs, drop waist band and twin hemline, complete
with lace insertions, embroidered in metal thread
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.187/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/357

A beaded net dress circa 1920s,
beaded with the sleeveless drop waisted bodice with scalloped
hemline;
and a 1920s full length sequinned on net dress, applied with floral
motifs, with circular neck aperture, black net sleeves and velvet
bows to each hip
£1,300
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.113 Bonhams Ref:103266/355

An evening dress of black chiffon, circa 1927,
ornately beaded all over with fruiting vine, the shallow neckline,
with sleeveless apertures and bud sleeve to left hand arm, applied
with a beadwork tassel in the four setting on the hip in the shape
of grapes;
and an evening dress, of black net, circa 1912
£1,400

Customer Ref:SH63.43/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/354

A Charleston type gingham dress,
with drop waist and insertions at hips and fringeing to the
hemline; and a beaded cocktail dress of silvered red, ornately
beaded all over, circa 1930
£1,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1972.48 Bonhams Ref:103266/76

An evening dress of Wedgwood blue crêpe/chiffon, circa
1950,
the crossover bodice with sash shoulders and beaded detailing on
soft garter full skirt, bearing internal label Mandell Model
£400
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.148/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/75

A collection of late 19th/early 20th century ladies' day wear,
including:
SH.1963.148/3
An afternoon dress of brown velvet, circa 1920, full-length
sleeves, with self fabric frills drop waist

SH.1966.204/2
A wool crepe dress, circa 1910, with printed satin frontis and
stand collar the front opening bodies with beaded details full
length cuff sleeves and pleated waistband and three-quarter
length layered skirt

SH.1965.106/4
A day dress of blue and white check wool mix, circa 1910-1915,
the back opening bodice with borders, collar and faux pockets
floral weave frontis, cuffs and skirt, red modesty

SH.1963.116/2
A wedding dress, circa 1912, of ivory satin overlaid with imitation
Blonde lace to the short sleeved bodice and waist with blue satin
belt

SH.1965.203/3
A black satin day gown, circa 1910, the full-length sleeves,
V-shaped bodice and short collar with back lappets, with beaded
detailing and net trim, applied self-fabric net to full length skirt

SH.1959.163/1
A day gown of grey alpaca, circa 1910, the lace trimmed bodice
with stand collar, with black satin insertions short sleeves over full
length net sleeves to ankle length A-line skirt with piped and
button detailing
£5,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.106/28 Bonhams Ref:103266/77

An evening gown of salmon pink chiffon and mauve silk,
circa 1950,
overlaid with mauve satin and applied with beads
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1967/224A Mary Quant Alligator black PVC raincoat with gilt
buttons and PVC belt synthetic lined Bonhams Ref:103266/370

On a large collection of 1960s and later street fashion,
including a Mary Quant Alligator type black PVC raincoat with gilt
buttons and PVC belt synthetic lined
£10,000

Customer Ref:SH.1992/80 Bonhams Ref:103266/368

A Biba black wool jersey dress,
cowl pear shape neckline with gathered full length sleeves, front
button detailing and three-quarter length skirt, (black Biba label);
a camel coloured wool jersey dress, with roll neck collar full length
sleeves and A-line skirt, with Biba label;
and a Biba Wedgwood blue and white shaped wool maxi trouser
suit, the single breasted jacket with outer pockets and belt, fluted
turn up trousers
£1,200
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Bonhams Ref:103266/365

On the collection of whitework and coloured under
garments, including:
a red cotton hooped waist petticoat, with internal hooping and
frilled hemline
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1963.108 Bonhams Ref:103266/27

'THEATRICAL COSTUME'
an 18th Century style gown of early 20th Century Chinese satin,
embroidered in blues with floral meandering floral marks, the
back opening square neckline with V-shaped panel and
stomacher, frilled capped sleeves, with machine lace engageantes,
on full skirt trimmed with navy and eau-de-Nil satin
£400

Bonhams Ref:107697/55

A large collection of ladies', gentlemen's and children's
costume and accessories,
including leather shoes and boots
£10,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/86

On the remaining collection of 19th century women's
whitework costume, including:
camisoles, chemises and petticoats
£8,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.142/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/83

A gentleman's waistcoat of ivory satin, circa 1750,
embroidered in black silks and metal threads with stylised floriate
motifs to the front opening and pocket flaps, embroidered
buttons and wool back, complete with later wool insertion (wear
to underarms, pockets and neck aperture)
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.990/121 Bonhams Ref:103266/82

A gentleman's waistcoat of cream ribbed silk, circa 1780
the collar, front openings, hem and faux pocket flaps
embroidered in coloured silks with trailing roses, shamrocks and
thistles to a sprigged ground, (some staining)
£1,500

Customer Ref:SH.1969.48/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/78

A 35th Brigade of the Royal Artillery Regimental tunic, circa
1912,
of navy wool broadcloth, complete with belt.
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1956.15/1-2 Bonhams Ref:103266/79

Warwickshire Yeomanry uniform, including
a jacket of navy wool broadcloth, with cream stand collar and
cuffs, cotton padded lined; and a waistcoat of crimson wool
broadcloth
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1961.129 Bonhams Ref:103266/80

A 1st World War Royal Warwickshire Regiment uniform
of brown wool, complete with cap; and a further collection of
20th century regimental uniform
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/81

A gentleman's two-tone jacket of red and petrol blue wool
broadcloth, possibly a town crier's outfit,
with silvered buttons and full skirt, complete with soft pleats lined
with matching coloured coarse wool and a matching red wool
cloth broad cloth waistcoat
£1,500
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Bonhams Ref:103266/84

On the remaining 19th century gentlemens' costume;
including waistcoats, shirts and trousers
£10,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/85

On the remaining 20th century gentlemens' costume;
including suits, shirts, ties, blazers and trousers
£6,000

Customer Ref:SH.1971.72/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/387

A late 16th/early 17th century blackwork embroidered linen
cap,
worked in black threads with all over meandering foliate motifs,
(conserved, some all over fading and loss of threads)
£8,000

Customer Ref:SH.1971.72/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/102

A late 16th/early 17th century blackwork on linen cap,
worked in black and metal threads with meandering foliate
motifs, applied to the rim with silver lace
£35,000

Customer Ref:SH.1958.154/69 Bonhams Ref:103266/388

A Flemish bobbin lace insertion, circa 1600,
formed into a lady's cap, (restorations); and a collection of further
handmade lace costume, trimmings and edgings, including
Valencinnes
Bucks Point, machine made by a
Honiton appliqué examples/bertha,
and Honiton guipure
£2,300
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.56/14 Bonhams Ref:103266/87

A Beige silk stole, circa 1820s,
woven to each end with a flowering jardinière, enclosed by a
floral swag border, and silk fringeing to each end - 45 x 228cm
£400

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/88

A cashmere long shawl, circa 1860,
woven au lancé with repeat undulating foliate and boteh field
enclosed by a cream inner border woven with repeat foliate
motifs and orange border with repeat flowerhead motifs to
harlequin borders to each end and fringeing, (complete with 148
tag) - 155 x 255cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/11 Bonhams Ref:103266/89

A cashmere long shawl, circa 1860,
woven au lancé the madder field with quarter mirrored
undulating boteh design, centred around a central flowerhead
motif enclosed by scrolling boteh and foliate borders with
harlequin ends and fringeing, bearing original paper 128 label -
155 x 255cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.1962.73/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/90

A mid 19th century square shawl,
woven with a repeat undulating boteh design to a madder
ground enclosed by repeat flowerhead border, with harlequin
ends and fringeing - 180 x 173cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.151 Bonhams Ref:103266/91

A square shawl, circa 1880,
woven in autumn colours to a brown field with repeat boteh,
enclosed by a similar border and fringed ends - 170 x 170cm
£400
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Bonhams Ref:103266/92

A cashmere long shawl, circa 1860,
woven au lancé with of field in greens, browns and blues with
undulating boteh motifs enclosed by repeat floriate medallion
border and deep harlequin ends and silk fringeing, bearing paper
label numbered 138, Kimball, NY, USA - 155 x 255cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/93

A long shawl, circa 1860,
woven in silk with an opposing design palmettes in fern green
and cream, to a madder ground, enclosed by a naturalistic border,
to a harlequin end and fringeing, bearing Kimball, NY, USA - 128
x 305cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/94

A mid 19th century square shawl,
woven in coloured silks with foliate trailing motifs to a striped
ground, enclosed by a repeat palmette and lozenge border, with
silk fringing to two ends - 140 x 155cm
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1965.172/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/95

A collection of five printed paisley type shawls,
each with wool grounds, various sizes
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1966.172/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/96

A mid 19th century shawl of cotton silk mix,
the outer border with fringeing, all round - 180 x 180cm
£400
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Customer Ref:SH.A978/10 Bonhams Ref:103266/97

A mid 19th century cashmere long shawl,
the plain beige field with woven repeat boteh border and deep
red with fringeing - 155 x 255cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/98

A mid 19th century wool long shawl,
the cream field with undulating boteh and arches to each end,
the whole enclosed by a similar border - approximately 155 x
255cm
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1963.142/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/99

A mid 19th century cashmere long shawl,
the cream field embroidered in coloured silks with a border, and
boteh motifs to each carved and fringeing - 138 x 85 x 4cm
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1964.56/16 Bonhams Ref:103266/100

A shawl of fine cream wool, first half 19th century,
the edge and borders woven with repeat boteh motifs - 260 x 64
cm
£400

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/101

A mid 19th century cream wool square shawl,
woven in red and green wools with an all over pattern of floral
sprig motifs - 140 x 155cm
£400
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Customer Ref:SH.1973.16 Bonhams Ref:103266/103

A mid 19th century cream wool shawl,
woven au lance with foliate sprigs and fringeing - 142 x 150cm
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1971.26/68 Bonhams Ref:103266/104

A square shawl of fine taupe wool,
woven with meandering off over sprig motifs design in greens,
blues, reds and browns, to a similar border and fringeing - 150 x
150cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/12 Bonhams Ref:103266/105

A mid 19th century long shawl,
the quarter mirrored undulating boteh field imaging a central
flowerhead motif to a red field with similar border and harlequin
ends, fringed - 320 x 162cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/8 Bonhams Ref:103266/106

A reversible square wool shawl, second half of the 19th
century,
woven with undulating boteh, enclosed by a similar border,
bearing label "132" - 168 x 152cm
£400

Customer Ref:SH.A.978/7 Bonhams Ref:103266/107

A cashmere long shawl, circa 1860,
the mirror three-fold design of undulating boteh design, enclosed
by a repeat flowerhead border and harlequin ends, bearing paper
label 130 - 325 x 162cm
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.A.978/9 Bonhams Ref:103266/108

A wool long shawl, circa 1865,
the central flowerhead motif, mirroring three guls and boteh,
enclosed by a repeat border and harlequin ends, to fringeing, 304
x 152cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.60/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/332

A pair of ivory kid leather dance boots,
circa mid 19th century,
with fitted elastic insertions, square toes and flat leather soles
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1978.65/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/333

A pair of ivory satin court shoes,
circa 1890
kid leather lined, with Louis type heels and floral embroidered
detailing to toes and bows to vamps, (worn)
£600

Customer Ref:64/56/8ASH.1964.56/8A Bonhams Ref:103266/334

A pair of gentleman's black leather slippers,
circa 1850,
with embroidered and cutwork detailing to toes, pink ribbon to
vamps kid lined and flat soles
£600
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.67/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/335

A pair of mid 19th century black leather boots,
with square toes, button side details and tapered block heels, blue
silk lined, leather soles
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1981/138 Bonhams Ref:103266/336

A pair of black satin dance boots,
circa 1840
with leather toes, side laces and slightly raised block heals cream
velvet lined and another similar pair lined in linen
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1963.116/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/337

A pair of cream satin court shoes,
early 20th century,
with straps and button fastening the painted toes with applied
diamantê to vamp and Louis heels
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1988/194 Bonhams Ref:103266/338

A pair of black satin court shoes,
circa 1910-1920,
with colourless paste buckles, high Louis heels and another pair
without buckles (2)
£350

Customer Ref:SH.1964.71/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/339

A pair of Parisian white kid leather dance slippers,
with square toes, slightly block heels and cream satin ruches to
vamps
£300
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Customer Ref:SH.1961/63 Bonhams Ref:103266/340

A pair of black leather court shoes,
early 20th century,
with button fastening twin bars, cut steel buckles to the vamps,
painted toes and Louis heels, kid lined;
and a pair of black leather court shoes, with pointed toes black
beadwork to vamps and buttoned straps, Louis heels, circa 1910
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1981.55/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/341

A pair of salmon pink satin covered dance shoes,
the button fastening T-bars vamps and pointed toes ornately
embroidered in coloured silks having high Louis heels, bearing
internal label, stamped J Pinot, Paris, circa 1920s;
and a pair of bronzed black leather court shoes, the pointed toes,
vamps, and three bar straps with cut steel beaded detailing on
Louis heels
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1964.56/8B Bonhams Ref:103266/342

A pair of mid Victorian black satin covered dance boots
glazed linen lined, with square toes, lace up sides, flat soles;
and a pair of red/burgundy copper effect day boots, with stitched
detailing to toes, elasticated insertions to ankles and tapered
block heels
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1964.6/72 Bonhams Ref:103266/343

A pair of silk black satin covered dance slippers,
circa 1850
the square toes flat leather soles, bows to vamps, ribbon
fastening, kid lined, and another pair of wool silk mix
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1963.116/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/344

A pair of eau-de-Nil silk satin evening shoes, circa 1910,
with pointed toes, elasticated satin covered straps (satin
shortened) and Louis heels;
and a pair of ivory satin evening shoes, the semi pointed toes,
with bows to vamps and Louis heels, circa 1890-1900
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1963.110/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/345

A pair of bronzed black leather court shoes, circa 1890s,
the rounded square toes with fawn satin and machine lace bows
to vamps kid lined, low Louis heels
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1962.164/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/346

An early 19th century Canton export pierced wooden brisé
fan, circa 1810,
central cartouche initialled CA, pierced with Chinese motifs,
similar guards, 27cm
£800

Customer Ref:SH.291/61 Bonhams Ref:103266/347

An early 19th century French pierced wood brisé fan,
the central vignette entitled 'Morté dun General Tarc battle pas
Emporeur', 28cm
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/348

On a collection of late 19th century fans, including
SH.1964.72/5
An Edwardian fan, the vellum leaf, painted in watercolour with
18th Century figures, on pierced and gilt mother of pearl sticks
and guards, 20cm
£1,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.72/11 Bonhams Ref:103266/349

A mid 19th century Canton Export fan,
the paper leaf, painted in bodycolour with figures in interiors, the
faces of painted ivory the costume applied with figured silks, on
lacquered sticks decorated in gilt with figures in landscapes similar
guards, with tassel fringeing, circa 1870, 28cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:64/72/8SH.1964.72/8 Bonhams Ref:103266/350

A late 18th century fan,
the paper leaf painted in bodycolour with a central cartouche
depicting a girl approached by a warrior, with boats in the
distance, having pierced bone sticks and guards 28cm high
£800

Customer Ref:64/72/41964.72/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/351

A mid 19th century pierced and carved brisé fan,
the oval cartouche carved and heightened in gilt with Chinese
figures, to a pierced foliate ground with rounded terminals and
figurative carved sticks, 19cms
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1962.156/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/352

A late 18th century fan,
the paper leaf painted in bodycolour with Chinoiserie figures, on
pierced and painted Canton Export ivory sticks, with tortoiseshell
inlaid guards, 27cm
£2,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.101 Bonhams Ref:103266/359

A mid 19th century carriage parasol,
with imitation Chantilly lace cover, over silk inner cover and
carved ivory handle in the form of a serpent to terminal
£500

Customer Ref:SH.191951/5B Bonhams Ref:103266/360

A mid 19th century parasol,
with brown satin cover and cream silk interior on carved wooden
stick, the terminal carved as a domestic cat seated on a stool;
and a green lace trimmed satin parasol with turned ivory stick,
with turquoise and silver filigree terminal
£1,400

Customer Ref:SH.1964/75/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/361

A mid 19th century folding carriage parasol,
the navy black cover with beading and turquoise silk lining
ornately carved ivory folding handle, carved with twisted ropes
£600
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Bonhams Ref:103266/362

Approximately twenty six late 19th/early 20th century
parasols

£2,600

Customer Ref:SH.1965/198/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/371

A faux rosewood sewing box of canted rectangular form,
with inlaid honeysuckle border, the central oval printed with a
Regency mother and child, the silk lined fitted interior paper lined
bearing paper label, Dilles Dressing Case maker, 5 Chandos
Street, Covent Garden, with carved ivory and mother of pearl
cotton reels and implements, 29cm wide
£1,200

Bonhams Ref:103266/363

On a large collection of wooden and bone lace making
bobbins, including:
Leopards and Tigers, named examples, 'Spirals', 'Tinsels' and
'Bitted' examples, mainly 19th century
£2,500
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Customer Ref:SH.1983.13 Bonhams Ref:103266/364

An 18th century wooden bust stay,
carved with love heart, lozenge and ten flowerhead motifs,
bearing date 1794, SK RM, 31cm high
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1962/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/372

A sampler worked by Emma Blenkarne, aged nine and dated
March 3 1825
worked with coloured silks to a wool ground, with a house and
girl beneath verse, and further spot motifs, enclosed by a trailing
strawberry border, 43 x 34cm (some darned areas and some
holes) mounted on original stretcher
£3,600
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.260a Bonhams Ref:103266/109

A sampler worked by Frances Kelsey and dated 1820,
worked in coloured silks to a linen ground, with alphabets above
a flower motif, 40 x 28cm
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1960.87/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/110

A sampler worked by Mary Cotton aged 9, and dated April
30, 1836,
worked in coloured silks to a wool ground with rows of alphabets,
above spot motifs enclosed by coloured borders
33 x 37cm
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1949.17 Bonhams Ref:103266/373

A sampler by Elizabeth Newform, aged ten years and dated
1809,
worked in coloured silks on wool with verse above spot motifs
and rows of alphabets, enclosed by a trailing strawberry border,
32 x 30cm
£1,500
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Bonhams Ref:103266/374

A sampler by Ann Smith, aged eleven and dated December
1st 1821,
worked in coloured silks on wool, with rows of alphablets, above
spot motifs including Adam and Eve, over verse, enclosed by a
trailing strawberry border, (some colour movement, darned areas
and moth damage)
32 x 29cm
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1958.19/4 Bonhams Ref:103266/375

A sampler worked by Elizabeth Tawe, born Oct 13 1780,
finely worked in coloured silks on wool with rows of alphabets
above spot motifs, including trees and flowering jardinieres,
enclosed by a trailing strawberry border, (minor colour
movement), 33 x 33cm
£3,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/376

A sampler worked by Catherine Palmer, of Spratton, August
1816,
worked in black silks with rows of alphabets and verse above spot
motifs, enclosed by a wave scroll border, (all over surface
discolouration), mounted, 33 x 29cm
£1,500

Customer Ref:SH.1950.81 Bonhams Ref:103266/377

A sampler by Ann Nevill aged ten and dated April 28th
1842,
worked in coloured silks on fine wool, with verse above spot
motifs including flowering jardiniérès, (some moth damage), 34 x
34cm
£1,800
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Customer Ref:SH.1958.19/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/378

A sampler by Mary Mellaber
first half 19th century,
worked in coloured silks on wool with rows of alphabets and
verse above spot motifs enclosed by a trailing strawberry border,
33 x 31cm
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1958.87/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/379

A sampler worked by Mary Fowler finished October 24th
1753,
worked in coloured silks to a fine wool ground,
with verse
'A Divine Poem from the Spectator Vol VI'
(some moth damage), 42 x 31.5cm
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1958.87/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/380

A sampler by Hannah Fowler, dated November 10, 1751
worked in coloured silks on fine wool with verse,
'The Law was given by Moses Exodus, Chapter XX'
(discolouration and water marks)
50 x 29.5cm
£2,500
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Customer Ref:SH.1976/36 Bonhams Ref:103266/381

A sampler by Mary Ann Tidye, aged 11 and dated 1813,
worked in coloured silks on wool with verse
'An Address to God'
(some colour movement)
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1965/152 Bonhams Ref:103266/382

A sampler by Sophia Avers and dated 1846,
worked in coloured silks, to a wool ground, with verse above
spot motifs, (some discolouration), 38 x 30cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.A/410 Bonhams Ref:103266/383

A sampler by Jemima Shakespear dated 1804,
worked in coloured silks to a wool ground, with verse, enclosed
by a stylised trailing strawberry border, (some moth damage), 48 x
32cm
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.9 Bonhams Ref:103266/384

A sampler by Ann Bray, aged ten years and dated March 29
1825
worked in coloured silks to a wool ground, with rows of alphabets
and verse, above spot motifs including trees and flowering
jardiniérès
(discoloured, loss of pink silks)
45 x 34cm
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1951.4/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/385

A Sampler by Ann Maria Phillips, aged ten years,
circa 1810,
worked in coloured silks on wool, with verse and spot motifs,
enclosed by a trailing strawberry border, 44 x 33cm
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1965.233/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/390

A sampler by Ann Ingham aged nine years and dated 1839
worked with coloured silks on a linen ground, with a cat motif
reserved against further spot motifs, (some dye movement)
41 x 43cm
£800
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Customer Ref:SH.1966.222 Bonhams Ref:103266/389

A sampler by Mary Shipley and dated 1797
worked in coloured silks on wool, with rows of alphabet and verse
above spot motifs, including flowers, shepherd and shepherdess
and a basket of fruit, enclosed by a trailing floral border, 28 x
20cm
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.1993/109 Bonhams Ref:103266/386

On the remaining samplers held in the collection,
approximately thirty-eight examples,
mainly 19th century, including;
a sampler by Alice Ann Monk aged eight years, circa 1850
worked in coloured wools to a canvas ground, 59 x 60cm
£8,500

Customer Ref:SH.A.884/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/1

'The Bath of Psyche' Stevengraph,
A woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
STG No. 90, mounted in card and another unmounted example,
each 38.00 cm deep x 21.00 cm wide.
£1,600
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Customer Ref:SH.1971.101, SH.1995.60/1, A86185 Bonhams Ref:107697/2

British royalty, 'Queen Victoria and her Premiers'
Stevengraph, woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
17 cm high x 11 cm wide card mount 26.0cm high by 19.3cm
wide;
an another unmounted example;
a Stevengraph of Queen Victoria facing right, circa 1897,
unmounted;
and another of the Queen facing left, unmounted (4)
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1950.67/3 Bonhams Ref:107697/3

'British royalty', 'Victoria, Queen of an Empire on which the
sun never sets'
Stevengraph, woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens.
17cm high x 11cm deep, mounted;
and six further examples, each mounted
£700

Bonhams Ref:107697/5

British royalty, a collection of portrait Stevengraphs,
woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
including His Majesty King Edward VII facing left, also bearing
coat of arms, flowers and views of Windsor Castle and Parliament
below
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.21 Bonhams Ref:107697/7

'The Late Fred Archer'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
(STG No. 26), circa 1887, The considerable detail in GA
Godden's book (page 178) in Duke of Westminster colours,
primrose jacket, black cap with primrose sleeves, and another,
each mounted in original card sleeves, 13.25cm x 17.5cm (2)
£700
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Customer Ref:SH.1965.170/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/8

'The Late Fred Archer'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens
in Prince of Wales colours, with blue jacket, scarlet sleeves and
black cap, unmounted;
and another example in Mr Peck's colours, with turquoise hat and
jacket and orange sleeves, mounted in original card mount,
approximately 13.25cm x 17.5cm (2)
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1968.101/2 Bonhams Ref:107697/9

'Tom Cannon'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens
in white & scarlet hooped colours and white cap, bearing
signature, and another example, both in original card mounts (2)
£460

Bonhams Ref:107697/11

A large collection of Politician related portrait Stevengraphs,
woven silk portraits by Thomas Stevens, including:
Rt. Hon. John Bright, MP, circa 1880
The Late Earl of Beaconsfield, circa 1888
Rt. Hon. Lord R. Churchill, circa 1890-1900
Rt. Hon. W.E. Gladstone, circa 1880
(23)
£2,300

Customer Ref:SH.1959.185 Bonhams Ref:107697/12

'Dr W. G. Grace'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens
'W.G. Grace visits Coventry in 1873'
(STG number 75), 12 x 7cm, later mounted on card;
and another similar example, unmounted (2)
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962/17 Bonhams Ref:107697/13

'Notable Sportsmen', 'R. Howell, Champion of the World'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens,
in original card mount;
and another unmounted (2)
£400
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Bonhams Ref:107697/14

A collection of four sporting related Stevengraphs,
Woven silk portraits by Thomas Stevens, late 19th century,
'Jake Kilrain', (STG No. 80);
'G Mitchell' (STG No. 81);
two examples depicting Jem Smith' (STG No. 82) (4)
£1,600

Bonhams Ref:107697/15

'Leda' after Tony Robert-Fleury
Stevengraph, a woven silk by Thomas Stevens
(STG No. 91), 13 x 9cm, unmounted
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1969.176, SH.1969.177, SH.1958.2001/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/16

Religious portraits 'Ecco Homo'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens,
head and shoulders portrait of Christ with crown of thorns and
red cloak, in original card mount;
and two examples of 'Mater Dolorsa, one example unframed (3)
£400

Customer Ref:SH.1957.30 Bonhams Ref:107697/17

'Sandell Stevens and Prince'
Stevengraph, a woven silk by Thomas Stevens,
Head and shoulder portrait of Thomas Stevens grandson Sandell
and his dog Prince, circa 1900, mounted as one in original card,
20 x 28cm;
and duplicate, similarly mounted (2)
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1949.153/3 Bonhams Ref:107697/18

'Ye Peeping Tom of Coventre'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens,
in original card mount;
and another example, unmounted (2)
£500
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Customer Ref:SH.A.884/3 Bonhams Ref:107697/19

Famous Americans, a collection of eight Stevengraphs,
woven silks pictures by Thomas Stevens, late 19th century,
including:
W.F. Cody (Buffalo Bill)
President Cleveland
Mrs Cleveland (Queen of 60 Millions of Free People)
Sergt. G.H. Bates. The American Standard Bearer
£1,600

Customer Ref:SH.1961.220/244 Bonhams Ref:107697/20

European Figures', a collection of eight portrait
Stevengraphs,
woven silk portraits by Thomas Stevens, including;
Empress Alexandra (The Tzarina of Russia)
Nicholas II (the Tzar of Russia)
Friedrich III, Kaiser von Deutschland
£800

Customer Ref:SH.1968.45/5 Bonhams Ref:107697/21

'A Present from the Edinburgh International Exhibition
1886'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens
in original card mount; and a further collection of four exhibition
related Stevengraph silks, each mounted
£800

Bonhams Ref:107697/22

'Castles and Historic Buildings', a collection of twenty
Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens, including:
Balmoral Castle
Crystal Palace
Houses of Parliament
Kenilworth Castle
Windsor Castle
(mostly in original card mounts, some produced as calendars)
£4,000
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Bonhams Ref:107697/23

'The Lady Godiva Procession'
Stevengraph, woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1880,
(STG No. 150), a collection of seventeen similar examples in
original card mounts, and two further examples unmounted, each
approximately 20.4cm x13.6cm, one larger (19)
£3,800

Customer Ref:SH.1977.156 Bonhams Ref:107697/26

'Phoebus and Aurora'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1890,
(STG No. 153), within original card mount and another
unmounted example (2)
£1,500

Customer Ref:SH.1960.248/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/27

'Wellington and Blucher meeting at the Battle of Waterloo',
a collection of four Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures by Thomas
Stevens, circa 1893,
6.4cm x 18.4cm, in original card mounts (4)
£500

Customer Ref:SH.A.872/3 Bonhams Ref:107697/28

'William, Prince Of Orange Crossing The Boyne'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens,
unmounted
£300
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Customer Ref:SH.1950.61 Bonhams Ref:107697/29

'The Start', 'The Water Jump', 'The Struggle' and 'The
Finish',
a collection of thirteen Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures by
Thomas Stevens circa 1880-1890,
within original card mounts, 'The Water Jump' examples
unmounted (13)
£3,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/31

A collection of twenty Hunting related, Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens, including:
'The Slip', 'The First Point', 'The Meet', 'Full Cry' and 'The Death',
in original card mounts, two examples unmounted (20)
£4,200

Customer Ref:SH.1963.121/2, SH.1961.220/291, SH.1971.103 Bonhams
Ref:107697/32

'God Speed the Plough'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1900
(STG No. 168), a collection of three examples within original card
mounts, one further example unmounted (4)
£2,400
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Customer Ref:SH.1950.85/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/35

' Present from Blackpool'
a collection of four Stevengraphs, woven silks by Thomas Stevens,
circa 1887
in original card mount, and another unmounted example; and
two 'Winter Gardens Blackpool' both unmounted (4)
£800

Customer Ref:SH.A.872/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/36

'Columbus Leaving Spain, 1492'
Stevengraph, woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1983.
(STG No. 92), 6 cm x 17cm, within original card mount; two
similar examples mounted; and three examples 'Landing of
Columbus', (STG No. 274) (6)
£2,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/37

'Signing of Declaration Of Independence July 4th 1776'
Stevengraph, woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa
1893-1910
three examples, each within original mounts
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/10

A large collection of military portrait Stevengraphs,
woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens, including:
General Buller, circa 1900-1902
Field Marshall Sir John French, circa 1900 - 1914
Baden Powel, circa 1908-1914
Sir Kitchener of Khartoum, circa 1910 - 1914
(18)
£1,500
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Bonhams Ref:107697/38

A collection of railway related Stevengraphs
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including 'The first train built by George Stephenson in 1825',
'The Mersey Tunnel Railway', 'the First Train Ran on Set 1825',
'from Stockton to Darlington' and 'Present Time', mostly within
original card mounts (19)
£3,800

Customer Ref:Various references SH.1986.77/18 Bonhams Ref:107697/4

British royalty, a collection of ten portrait Stevengraphs
Woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens.
depicting H.R.H. Princess of Wales, including portrait facing half
right, with flags and without flags; two uncut and unmounted,
and four further examples unmounted
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1960.10/30 Bonhams Ref:107697/6

'The late Fred Archer'
Stevengraph, a woven silk portrait by Thomas Stevens
(STG No. 27), in Lord Falmouth's colours, with black body (to
jacket), white sleeves and red cap, and another example, each
mounted in original mounts
£600

Customer Ref:SH.1967.242/3, SH.1959.88/6, SH.1960.248/2
SH.1960.248/2SH.1960.248/2 Bonhams Ref:107697/25

'The Death of Nelson'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1890,
after a painting by Daniel Maclise, (STG No. 152), 6cm x 17.5cm,
within original card mounts, and two similar examples, in original
card mounts (3)
£600
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Customer Ref:SH.1949.148/12 Bonhams Ref:107697/34

Bridges
A collection Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens
'The Tower of London and Tower Bridge', four examples, each
within original card mounts;
three examples of 'Forth Bridge', all unmounted and another 'Ye
Old Tyne Bridge', within original card mount (8)
£1,600

Bonhams Ref:107697/41

A collection of railway related Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens
including 'The Mersey Tunnel Railway', 'The First Train',
'Stephenson's Triumph' and 'The Present Time', mostly within
original card mounts (17)
£3,500

Bonhams Ref:107697/40

A collection of Stevengraphs, Heroism series,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens
'For Life or Death, Heroism on Land', 'For Life or Death, Heroism
at Sea', mostly within original card mounts (12)
£2,400
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Bonhams Ref:107697/45

A collection of four sporting related Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including 'The First Touch' and 'Home Straight', 'First Set', 'First
Innings' and 'Last Lap' mostly contained within original card
mounts (4)
£3,600

Customer Ref:SH.1950.50/1, SH.1966.85, SH.1961.204/2,SH.1950.74 Bonhams
Ref:107697/33

'Ye Olde Crown House'
A collection of six Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures by Thomas
Stevens, circa 1879-1886,
(STG No. 135), depicting a black & white old Tudor building in
Birmingham, each within original card mounds, each 18cm x
13.5cm (6)
£1,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/46

An Album presented to the Alfred Herbert Museum by the
family of Henry James Stevens,
containing a variety of Stevengraphs, woven silk pictures, book
marks and ribbons by Thomas Stevens, circa 1868 to 1960
£65,000
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Bonhams Ref:107697/39

A collection of miscellaneous Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures, by Thomas Stevens,
including, 'The Good Old Days', 'Niagara Falls', 'Dick Turpin Rides
to York', 'For Life or Death, Heroism on Land'
£4,000

Customer Ref:AH.A.612/1/2/3/4 Bonhams Ref:107697/50

A collection of four ribbon and plaid sample books,
Rylands and Sons Ltd, circa 1870s
including patterns, ribbons and plaid samples contained within
four paper portfolios, some with annotations, complete with
some loose pages dated 1877, 1878 and 1879 (4)
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.142 Bonhams Ref:107697/47

A French ribbon sample book, circa 1810
containing a wide selection of woven silk ribbons in different
colours and patterns, many with dates and annotations written in
black ink signed J F Cramp, quarter calf bound
£6,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1952.41/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/48

A note book containing ribbon samples
circa 1830
complete with notes in black ink regarding the state of the
ribbon weaving industry in Coventry between 1827 and 1832
£3,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/44

A collection of four rowing related Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including 'Are You Ready' and 'The Final Spurt', mostly contained
within original card mounts (4)
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.213 Bonhams Ref:107697/52

A large collection of ribbon sample books, pattern books
and portfolios,
late 19th to 20th century,
including a collection of sample ribbons mounted in a book,
including brocades, moirés and lace, circa 1860s; a sample book
containing ribbon samples from Dalton and Barton and William
Andrews; and various sample books for Franklin and Sons circa
1900s
£10,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1955.2/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/49

A silk ribbon sample pattern book,
Messrs William Lee & Son Ribbon Weavers of Priory Row, circa
1840,
including silks of various different patterns and colours, and four
loose samples of Rd 206659 and 10 of 256502 in differing
colours and another circa 1860s (2)
£1,500

Customer Ref:SH.1961.215/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/30

'Iroquois, winner of the Derby 1881, owned by P. Lorillard,
Esq., ridden by Fred Archer'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1880,
(STG162), with red vest, red-and-black sleeves and black cap,
unmounted;
and another smaller example, unmounted (2)
£3,500

Bonhams Ref:107697/42

A collection of three composite Stevengraph of two silks in
single card-mounts,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including; 'Stephenson's Triumph - Sixty Miles an Hour and 'First
Train from Stockton to Darlington' (3)
£1,200

Bonhams Ref:107697/54

A large collection of 20th century samples and ephemera,
J and J Cash Ltd,
including silk pictures; and miscellaneous silks including William
Franklin and Sons Ltd, Nuneaton; and W. H. Grant and Co. silks
£2,000

Bonhams Ref:107697/51

A mid 19th century folder containing ribbon samples
William Andrews, circa 1850s,
containing patterned, checked, striped and tartan ribbons, circa
1858-9
£1,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1949.153/1 Bonhams Ref:107697/24

'Ye Lady Godiva'
Stevengraph, a woven silk picture by Thomas Stevens, circa 1900,
(STG No. 151), a collection of five examples in original card
mounts, each approximately 18cm x 14cm; and two further
unmounted examples (7)
£1,600

Bonhams Ref:107697/53

A large collection of ribbon samples,
circa 18th century to 20th century,
including, a piece of Coventry ribbon to celebrate the coronation
of George III, circa 1760;
a silk ribbon worked in flowers, made by Miss Susan Frances Pars,
circa 1850;
and a handloom woven silk ribbon made in Coventry to celebrate
the visit of the Prince of Wales in 1863
£30,000

Customer Ref:SH.1949.168/5 Bonhams Ref:107697/43

A collection of five monochrome Stevengraphs,
woven silk pictures by Thomas Stevens,
including 'Oxford Martyrs 1555 - 1556', and 'Queen Victoria',
each unmounted
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1989.42 Bonhams Ref:130182/96

A banner-Amalgamated Society of Toolmakers
(Not Seen)
£5,000
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/97

A banner-High Trinity Church, Attleborough
(Not Seen)
£5,000

Customer Ref:SH.1952.24.1 Bonhams Ref:130182/98

A banner-Nottingham Imperial Order of Bedfellows
(Not Seen)
£5,000

Customer Ref:SH.1989.41 Bonhams Ref:130182/101

A banner-Amalgamated Society of Engineers
(Not Seen)
£6,000

Customer Ref:SH.1956.59.1 Bonhams Ref:130182/105

A banner-Drapers Company
(Not Seen)
£7,500

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/107

A banner-'Peace & Unity'-Roe Buck Friendly Society
(Not Seen)
£10,000

Customer Ref:SH.1971.62.1 Bonhams Ref:130182/87

A banner for the Coventry Philanthropic Institute
(Not seen)
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1983.5.1a Bonhams Ref:130182/88

A banner for Methodist Sunday School
(Not Seen)
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/92

A banner-"Weave Truth with Trust"
(Not Seen)
£4,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1969.114 Bonhams Ref:103266/327

A composition shoulder head doll, circa 1850,
with moulded and black painted ringletted hair, painted features,
on a cloth body with cloth limbs, dressed in a printed cotton
gown, 38cm high
£400

Bonhams Ref:103266/331

A mid 19th century painted wooden Noah's arc,
the pitched roof painted with a dove, the facade painted with
windows, to flat base, complete with painted animals
£2,200

Bonhams Ref:103266/318

A Japanese composition doll,
early 20th century,
the moulded features with inset brown glass eyes, closed mouth
and real hair pâte, on cloth body enclosing and squeeze action
mechanism with moulded composition arms and legs, later
dressed in a suit of brown cut velvet, trimmed with ochre ribbed
silk, a blue striped bow tie and sandals, (some wear to
composition head and one toe)
£200
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Customer Ref:63/105/3SH.1963.43/25 Bonhams Ref:103266/329

Schoenau & Hoffmeister bisque doll 'Hanna',
with weighted brown glass eyes, brown mohair wig, on
composition five-piece bent limb body, later dressed, 33cm
£450

Customer Ref:SH.1959.56/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/319

A wax over composition shoulder-head doll, circa 1860,
with inset blue glass eyes, closed mouth, brown real hair
ringletted wig on a cloth body with wax over composition lower
limbs, dressed in a red wool gown, three-quarter length sleeves
with V-shaped pleated detailing to the bodice central waistband,
full skirt, net apron, wool underskirt and whitework
undergarments, 58cm high, (damage to one foot, cracking and
crazing to limbs and head, wear to nose)
£400

Bonhams Ref:103266/330

A mid 19th century straw-work, Noah's arc,
complete with straw-work windows, 52cms wide, (some damage)
£2,000
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Customer Ref:SH.1997/75 Bonhams Ref:103266/312

An early 19th Century Peabody Doll's house,
circa 1830,
the three storey faux red brick town house, in the Georgian style,
with flat roof, the hinged front opening façade with a central
upper ground level door and chinoiserie chimney flanked by two
sash windows, three sash windows to the second and third floors,
the façade opening to reveal three floors, inset with fireplaces
and kitchen furniture to the lower level, the whole on a
mahogany stand, 75cm wide x 111cm high x 39cm deep
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1952.2 Bonhams Ref:103266/313

A wax over composition, shoulder-head doll, 'Mad Alice'
circa 1849,
with inset blue glass eyes, white blonde mohair wig, on a cloth
body with red leather lower arms and cloth legs, dressed in a
spotted linen gown with pink velvet ribbon piping and pink silk
ribbon sash and undergarments, 51cm high (crazing to face)
£500

Customer Ref:SH.1967/41 Bonhams Ref:103266/314

A late 19th century wax over composition shoulder-head
doll,
with inset painted blue glass eyes, later painted smiling mouth,
blonde real hair wig, on a cloth body with painted composition
lower arms and painted composition moulded socks and shoes
dressed in original blue velvet bonnet, tied under the chin with
pink silk ribbon, dressed in a brushed cotton over dress with back
bustle, applied with lace to the front opening and matching
pleated skirt, wool underskirt and cotton broderie anglais trimmed
bloomers, 46cm high
£300
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.105/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/315

A painted 'Peg Wooden' doll, mid 19th century,
with carved nose and painted eyes, hair and rosy cheeks, carved
wooden body and carved and painted wooden lower limbs, socks
and shoes, 43cm high;
and another similar smaller example
£300

Customer Ref:SH.1966.126/2/ 3 4 Bonhams Ref:103266/316

A collection of three mid 19th century 'Peg Wooden' doll's
house dolls,
each with painted faces and embroidered silk dresses, each
approximately 3cm high
£300

Customer Ref:SH.A.306 Bonhams Ref:103266/317

A wax over composition shoulder-head doll,
with weighed blue glass eyes, closed mouth, real brown hair
ringletted wig, on a cloth body with wax over composition lower
limbs dressed in a white cotton broderie anglais trimmed gown,
wool underskirt, and whitework bloomers, complete with socks
and pink leather square toed shoes, (some all over cracking to
wax eyes not moving), 51cm high
£650
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Bonhams Ref:103266/320

A Jules Steiner key-wound clockwork walking doll, circa
1880,
the composition head turning from side to side, with inset brown
glass eyes, open mouth, four teeth, pierced ears, on a metal
frame body with kid leather arms and wooden legs, to a green
painted metal frame raised on wheels, dressed in a lace trimmed
straw hat, eau-de-Nil wool gown and cotton over gown, 27cm
high
£2,300

Customer Ref:SH.1960.180 Bonhams Ref:103266/321

An Autoperipatetikos mechanical walking doll, mid 19th
century,
the bisque shoulder-head with moulded blonde ringletted type
hair and painted features, on a fabric covered card and wood
torso with integral skirt, enclosing mechanism to stamped metal
skating boots, dressed in a maroon velvet gown with metal thread
trim and bow to reverse, complete with kid leather hands, 22.5cm
high
£750

Customer Ref:SH.1961.250 Bonhams Ref:103266/322

An Edwardian wax over composition shoulder-head doll,
with fixed blue glass eyes open mouth four upper teeth, blonde
mohair wig, on a cloth body with composition lower arms and
composition moulded socks and shoes, dressed in 'Coats' blue
school uniform
£250
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Customer Ref:SH.1967.138/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/323

A papier-mâché shoulder-head doll, circa 1860s,
with moulded black hair and painted features, on a cloth body
with leather lower arms, later dressed in a silk check gown, 35cm
high (damage to hair)
£400

Bonhams Ref:103266/324

A poured wax doll, circa 1850,
with inset blue glass eyes, moulded, features, blonde mohair wig,
on socket shoulders, to cloth body, waisted torso, with fabric
lower limbs and composition arms, dressed in broderie anglaise
trimmed whitework gown, 38cm high
£600

Customer Ref:SH.A446 Bonhams Ref:103266/325

A wax over composition shoulder-head doll, by Cuno & Otto
Dressel,
late 19th century, on cloth body, stamped Holzmasse D, the
weighted blue glass eyes, real ash blonde hair wig, the waisted
cloth body with wax over, composition limbs, dressed in
whitework undergarments 42cm high
£350
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Customer Ref:SH.A159 Bonhams Ref:103266/326

A mid Victorian composition doll, of a Scottish soldier in
highland regimental uniform,
with painted features and moulded hat, on kid body with painted
wooden limbs, dressed in a tartan jacket, matching kilt and
sporran (some restoration to legs and hat), 43cm high
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.56/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/328

A Grogënthal doll,
with moulded hair, painted features, on a painted wooden joint
limb body, later dressed, 25cm high
£400
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Customer Ref:A/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/112

A Cavalry troopers sabre,

the blade engraved Solingen and dated 1783, later fitted with
1796 pattern stirrup hilt, the steel scabbard signed Woolley as
Deakin
£600

Customer Ref:55/100/3 Bonhams Ref:103266/113

A French Cuirassiers sword
dated 1822,
steel scabbard
£500

Customer Ref:A/1031/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/121

A Warwickshire Rifles leree sword,

etched blade, regimental pattern hilt, steel scabbard
£600

Customer Ref:A/1031/5 Bonhams Ref:103266/122

A Japanese Katana in military mounts,

the 71cm blade with four holes in the tang and inlaid in gold with
a Tamashagiri (cutting test) by Shigetsuna and dated 1675
£3,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/123

A Japanese Military Katana
£500

Bonhams Ref:103266/124

A Japanese Military Katana

with grooved blade
£750

Customer Ref:A/964 Bonhams Ref:103266/125

Warwickshire Yeomanny Cavalry prize sword
dated 1844
£600

£
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Customer Ref:SS/100/2 Bonhams Ref:103266/126

A Northumberland fusileers pattern levee sword

with steel scabbard
£600

Customer Ref:A/1032/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/120

A Georgian Presentation Sabre

by J. Reid, Dublin, the blade decorated with foliage, stands of
arms, G.R. cypher and the Royal Arms, gilt hilt with helmet
pommel, the cross guard in the form of and eagle's head and
claw, the knudle guard incorporating a blue enamel plaque
decorated with a crown, copper mounted red leather scabbard,
the locket engraved "A mark of esteem Presented by the Officers
Commanding of Yeomanny Corops in the County of Mayo to
Leonard Cutting Esq., Brigade Major of Yeomanny Corps, 24rh
August 1807".
£8,000

Customer Ref:A965 Bonhams Ref:103266/114

Warwickshire Yeomary Cavalry Prize Sword,
1870,
with steel scabbard
£600

Bonhams Ref:103266/115

The remaining swords and bayonets
£4,500

Customer Ref:SH.1955.84 Bonhams Ref:130182/91

A shotgun by J.Breoul

No.73
(Not Seen)
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1949.28.2 Bonhams Ref:130182/95

A wheel lock sporting rifle by Heinrich Reimer

(Not Seen)
£4,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1964.44.9 Bonhams Ref:130182/119

A six shot revolver,

probably Webley-Fosberry
(Not Seen)
£6,000

Customer Ref:SH.1949.28.5 Bonhams Ref:130182/120

A muzzle loading wheel lock rifle
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1949.28.3 Bonhams Ref:130182/121

A wheel lock carbine pistol
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1949.28 Bonhams Ref:130182/90

A Brescian wheel lock holster pistol

(Not Seen)
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/184

The remaining pistols, rifles and other firearms

(Not Seen)
£30,000

Bonhams Ref:103266/116

A Stonebow

with gun shaped stock
£750

Customer Ref:A/990/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/117

A Crossbow,

brassmounted with gun shaped stock, 18th Century
£750

Customer Ref:A/281/1 Bonhams Ref:103266/118

A Stonebow

in poor condition
£350

£
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Customer Ref:A/990/6 Bonhams Ref:103266/119

A Crossbow,

probablly German, the tiller inlaid in horn with animals and
hunters, 17th Century
£1,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/44

The Coventry Sallet
circa 1460-90
steel and copper alloy, with high pointed skull and half visor
28 cm high
£35,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1967.134 Bonhams Ref:130182/35

The Ancient Baronial drop dial wall clock,
oak cased with 30" dial in octagonal hood
£1,400

From Baginton Hall

Customer Ref:SH.1959.173 Bonhams Ref:130182/1

Bradshaw, Coventry
A wall clock with gilt and gesso dial,Roman numerals with outer
ring marked at five minute intervals, case painted to resemble
lacquer
£4,000

Customer Ref:SH.1990.130 Bonhams Ref:130182/2

E Rotherham, (retailer)
A French mid-19th century bronze and gilt triple spire mantel
clock, on twin marble columns and rectangulr marble pedestal
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1954.8 Bonhams Ref:130182/3

S C Wooton
A mahogany cased wall clock , the single fusee movement with
painted dial, 42 cm diameter on integral carved bracket,92 cm
high
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.1043 Bonhams Ref:130182/4

An 18th Century French 'boulle' cased bracket clock
in the Louis XV taste with hunting figures, and enamel dial, 29
cm diameter,104 cm high, (case in poor condition)
£4,500

Customer Ref:SH.1977.71 Bonhams Ref:130182/5

J Hawley, Coventry
A wall clock with five and a half day movement, in mahogany
case, 137 cm high
£1,000

Customer Ref:A.1042.1 Bonhams Ref:130182/6

Samuel Vale, Coventry
An eight day longcase clock with brass dial , silver chapter ring,
seconds dial and date plate, in inlaid case, the hood with swan
neck pediment and fluted pilasters
£4,200

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1978.38 Bonhams Ref:130182/7

William Parker, Coventry
An eight day longcase clock in oak and mahogany banded case
with swan neck pediment, the movement with painted dial with
scenes of St Michael's Hall and Kenilworth Castle
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1965.287 Bonhams Ref:130182/8

J Carter & Co, Coventry
A longcase clock with painted dial, secondary seconds and date
aperture, in banded mahogany case with swan neck pediment
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1968.145 Bonhams Ref:130182/9

J Asken, Coventry
A longcase clock with painted dial, in mahogany case with split
baluster mouldings, the hood with sawn neck pediment and
turned pendant finials, eight day movement?
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH.1956.87 Bonhams Ref:130182/10

William Bradshaw, Coventry
A longcase clock with eight day movement, painted enamel dial,
the case with figured mahogany trunk and fluted brass capped
pilasters
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1961.259 Bonhams Ref:130182/11

D Moore, Coventry
An oak and banded longcase clock with inlaid case and painted
dial, assuming eight day movement
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1951.16 Bonhams Ref:130182/12

W Hammond
An eight day longcase clock with enamel dial, Subsidiary seconds
and date in mahogany case with swan neck pediment
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.1042.2 Bonhams Ref:130182/13

Samuel Vale, Coventry
A thirty hour longcase in opak case with swan neck pediment,
silvered chapter ring and brass dial
£1,200

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1968.141 Bonhams Ref:130182/14

Mann & Wall, Coventry
A thirty hour longcase clock with painted dial, in oak case
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1963.177 Bonhams Ref:130182/15

Simon Warley
A stained wooden cased longcase clock with thirty hour
movement
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.2004.104.1 Bonhams Ref:130182/16

Samuel Vale
An oak case longcase clock with thirty hour movement
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.1964.123 Bonhams Ref:130182/17

Duffield
A mahogany case longcase clock with painted dial and barley
twist details
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.X.1516 Bonhams Ref:130182/18

An oak longcase clock
with swan neck pediment
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.183 Bonhams Ref:130182/19

James Clowes
A mid-17th century weight driven mantel clock
£4,000

Customer Ref:SH.1959.20 Bonhams Ref:130182/20

A gilt brass and porcelain mantel clock ,
probably Victorian, (damaged dial)
£900

Customer Ref:SH.1966.147 Bonhams Ref:130182/21

A brass skeleton clock
on splayed supports with silvered chapter ring, surmounted by a
bell
£1,200

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1960.122 Bonhams Ref:130182/24

Samuel Watson, Coventry and later London
A marquetry cased longcase clock of unusual shaped form
elaborately worked with a design of birds, foliage and an urn,
with eight day three train movement, striking on the hours and
chiming the quarters, 20" brass dial
£200,000

Customer Ref:SH.1965.285 Bonhams Ref:130182/202

Samuel Watson, Coventry
A late 17th century ebony cased bracket clock with gilt copper
basket top, the eight day quarter striking movement with verge
escapement, bell strike 43 cm high
£65,000

Customer Ref:SH.1986.179 Bonhams Ref:130182/42

William Henry & Frank William Smith
An early 20th century regulator longcase movement with electric
impulse seconds, the case of brass and glass construction, on
mahogany plinth
£3,500

Used at Standard Motor Co.

Customer Ref:SH.1993.62 Bonhams Ref:130182/89

A keyless chronometer deck watch
with lever escapement and freesprung karrusel in a silver open
faced case, dating from 1896. Admiralty arrow mark and blue
steel hands. 52.5 minute revolving carriage. Probably made by the
son of Joseph Player, inscription on dial "J Player & Son 30233",
and plaque inside saying "Capt O M Watts Ltd Yacht Equipment
London W1".
£6,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/127

The collection of pocket watches,
many by Coventry makers, based on list provided
£52,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/126

The collection of watchmaker's tools
£16,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/186

The collection of printed material,books and ephemera
(Based on list provided),
£22,000
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/193

The collection of photographic items
including cameras, films and slides
(based on list provided)
£6,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/185

The photographs within the collection
(Based on list provided)
£20,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1990.129 Bonhams Ref:130182/26

The Ellice Cup
Terry
A silver gilt campagna shape two handled cup and cover by Terry,
with vine leaf decoration, presentation inscription to Edward
Ellice, 1826, height 48cm.
£9,000

Customer Ref:SH.2000.20 Bonhams Ref:130182/28

The Alice Arnold May Day Cup

presented by the Mayor of Coventry, height 30cm.
£1,600

Customer Ref:SH.1990.129 Bonhams Ref:130182/30

A presentation centrepiece as a childs cradle
P & J S
with glass liner, on ebonised stand, presented to Councilor
Webb-Flower by Members and Officers of the Council, 43 cm.
£4,500

Customer Ref:SH.1959.179.3 Bonhams Ref:130182/93

George II silver Town Crier's Arm Badge
Edward Bennett 1743, height 14cm.
£5,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.745.1.2 Bonhams Ref:130182/32

Francis Skidmore

A pair of white metal candlesticks with gilt copper and applied
copper work, height 31cm.
£10,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.745 Bonhams Ref:130182/33

Francis Skidmore

A white metal ciborium of bulbous form, the domed cover (finial
lacking) with applied bosses and foliate decoration
15 cm diameter, height 15cm.
£4,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.A.745.12 Bonhams Ref:130182/108

Francis Skidmore white metal bible cover
mid-19th century
decorated with filigree copper work.
£10,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.745 Bonhams Ref:130182/34

Francis Skidmore

A white metal chalice.
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/29

A collection of early motoring trophies

awarded to Muriel Hinds.
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/187

Remaining trophies- silver and other materials

(Based on list provided).
£5,500

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/31

The remaining collection of silver

not otherwise specified mainly hollowwares.
£5,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/200

The quantity of electroplated items

not otherwise specified
(Based on list provided).
£6,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/100

Stephen/Matilda(Anarchy Period) Silver Penny
(Not Seen-value depending on variant)
£5,000

Customer Ref:SH.1981.68.1 Bonhams Ref:130182/115

An Edward IV gold Angel
F/VF
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH.1960.178 Bonhams Ref:130182/116

An Edward IV gold Royal,1465
F/VF
£900

Customer Ref:SH.1954.80 Bonhams Ref:130182/117

An Edward IV gold Royal, 1465
F/VF
£900

Bonhams Ref:130182/124

The remaining collection of coins
(based on list provided-Not Seen)
£16,000

Customer Ref:SH.1965.182.26 Bonhams Ref:130182/99

Philemon Holland token-Interior of the Free School
(Not Seen)
£5,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.122 Bonhams Ref:130182/122

A case of 18 Coventry Building tokens
designed by Wyon and manufactured by Kempson
(Not Seen)
£4,500

Customer Ref:SH.1954.87 Bonhams Ref:130182/123

A set of 18 Coventry Building Tokens
designed by Wyon and manufactured by Kempson
(Not Seen)
£3,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/125

The remaining collection of tokens
(Based on list provided-not seen)
£5,500

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/178

The collection of medals
(based on list)
£23,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/189

Jewellery items
(Based on list provided)
£2,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130182/73

A 19th century hurdy-gurdy

£3,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/63

Four upright pianos and a grand piano

£8,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1957.54 Bonhams Ref:130182/129

John Broadwood A square piano
circa 1807-20
(recently restored)
£17,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130182/84

A 17th century carved oak bible box
with stop fluted and fret carved front panel
£1,200

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1982.9 Bonhams Ref:130182/51

A Victorian carved oak pedestal sideboard
with mirrored back
£1,800

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/53

Remaining furniture including
an oak corner cupboard,
a pedestal desk,
an oak bureau,
a Victorian papier mache table,
various 1920s/30s oak etc. furniture
£7,100

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/45

A Victorian parquetry table
of polygonal form on carved tripod base
£3,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/50

A 17th century carved oak livery cupboard
with panel doors
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/46

An oak coffer
probably 16th century, not fully visible
£1,000

Customer Ref:SH.1961.23 Bonhams Ref:130182/52

A Victorian walnut bowfront chiffonier
with marble top, with mirror (not seen)
£1,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/64

A set of fifteen carved oak choir stalls
with carved strawberry leaf finials
£30,000
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Customer Ref:SH.2004.56 Bonhams Ref:130182/106

A George III demi-lune sideboard or serving table
(Not Seen)
£8,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/181

The remaining furniture
not specified elsewhere
£3,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.60.110B Bonhams Ref:130182/41

An 18th century terrestrial globe
(16" diameter) on turned oak six column table stand
£6,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/40

A pair of 18th century table globes, terrestial and celestial,
John Senex
16" diameter, on turned oak six column table stand and bun feet
£30,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/39

A celestial globe,
(12" diameter),on turned ebonised table stand
£2,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130182/82

The J L Baird 'televiser'
with metal case
£20,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/68

An ebony quadrant
inscribed Brown Maker, London, Robert Carson, in original case
£1,200

Customer Ref:SH.1960.135 Bonhams Ref:130182/69

A monocular microscope by Gutteridge exhibited Coventry
1867
in Gothic style display case
£2,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/75

£3,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/70

A collection of mine rescue equipment

£1,500

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/72

An Eastman Kodak No 1 photostat machine

£1,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/57

A Nairne type electrostatic machine

£2,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/56

Various Domestic Machinery

£3,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/183

£4,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1962.127 Bonhams Ref:130182/22

W Tansley,16 High Street, Coventry
A penny in the slot automata depicting street vendors, dancers,
musicians etc.in glazed mahogany case 60 x 66 cm
£12,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/23

W.Tansley, 16 High Street, Coventry
A penny in the slot automata operating a band of five musicians
in glazed mahogany case(some damage) 87 x 67 cm
£6,500

£
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Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/136

A small collection of prehistoric stone tools, including axe heads
£3,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/180

A small collection of antiquities and ethnographical items
including seven ushabtis
£3,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/66

A scratch built London Midland Railway 2-4-0 model
locomotive

£2,500

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/62

A 19th century oak standing silk loom

£6,000

Customer Ref: SH.1962.199.1/2 Bonhams Ref:130182/67

Lady Godiva
Brass and enamel locomotive nameplates from the Patriot Class
locomotive
£60,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/58

A Concorde wheel with Dunlop rubber tyre
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/54

Industrial machinery to include
A Coventry gauge & tool thread grinder
A Herbert capstan lathe and another Herbert lathe
A Herbert automatic screwing machine
A Societe Genevoise precision thread measurer
A bobbin winder(ex-Courtauld)
A warping machine(ex Courtauld)
A pair of furnace bellows(probably Victorian)
An American lathe
Various machinery from Whitley Mill
£30,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/55

Capes, London
An Albion Printing Press,1829
£6,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/59

A Bristol Siddeley Olympus Mark 102 turbojet engine
serial no. 102/057
£8,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/60

A Stanhope printing press
£3,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1994.155.1 Bonhams Ref:130182/49

John Glossop
A scale model of HMS Coventry
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.1962.143 Bonhams Ref:130182/48

A German upright disc polyphon
in walnut two part case with scrolls and columns, playing 15"discs
(with spare discs)
£6,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/179

Music boxes,gramophones, music boxes and recorded music

£3,500

Customer Ref:SH.1966.109 Bonhams Ref:130182/110

A brass locomotive nameplate
from the Princess Coronation Class locomotive "City of Coventry"
£40,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/114

A group of seven early bicycles
£12,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/36

The Stereo & Photographic Co.,Regent Street
A walnut cases stereoscopic viewer with folding top,presentaion
inscription, 1879
£1,500

Customer Ref:SH.1961.22 Bonhams Ref:130182/38

W.C.Hughes
A magic lantern in mahogany case with separate box of slides
£900

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/43

Wilkinson's, Coventry
A silk weaving eight space jacquard loom circa 1840, the jacquard
mechanism by Devoge & Co., Manchester
£32,000

Ex Courtauld Collection

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/83

Three Imperial bell metal measures:-
Peck,Half Bushel and Bushel
£600

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/188

Militaria, equestrian and shooting related items
£4,300

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/182

A collection of items related to the Police and Fire Service
£2,100

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/192

The collection of sporting items not specified elsewhere
£2,400

Bonhams Ref:130182/194

The collection of tools and measuring equipment
not otherwise specified (Based on list provided)
£23,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/195

The collection of aircraft and engineering components
Not otherwise specified and based on list provided
£4,500

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/190

The collection of material related to George Eliot
including a Broadwood Grand Piano
(Items on loan)
£40,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/201

Remaining Social History items
not otherwise specified (Based on list provided)
£57,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH.A.903 Bonhams Ref:130182/94

A Minton pate sur pate vase and cover
of baluster form decorated witha child and putto by A.Birks 38.5
cm high
£6,000

Customer Ref:SH.X.1459/60 Bonhams Ref:130182/102

A pair of Chinese porcelain baluster vases
with figural decoration, probably 18th century 37 cm high
£6,000

(Not Found)

Customer Ref:SH.60.271 Bonhams Ref:130182/104

A blue dashed tin glaze charger
circa 1700
painted with tulips, cornflowers, poppy heads and seed pods, in
copper blue, dark blue and yellow 35 cm diameter
£7,000

Customer Ref:SH.1949.227 Bonhams Ref:130182/199

A late 17th century Staffordshire slip decorated dish
in the manner of Thomas and Ralph Toft,depicting a portrait of a
king 20.5 cm diameter Damaged and restored
£3,000

Customer Ref:SH.1962.174.50 Bonhams Ref:130182/109

A Nottingham saltglazed earthenware bear baiting jug and
cover
18th century
the tethered bear grasping the dog 27 cm high
£12,000

minor faults, chain probably a replacement

Customer Ref:SH.1958.90 Bonhams Ref:130182/130

A Minton dessert service
comprising 12 plates and a comport each decorated with scenes
of Coventry, within a gilt and turquoise border
£2,500

Customer Ref:SH.2004.33.1,2 Bonhams Ref:130182/25

A pair of Continental porcelain figures of women
39 cm high
£900

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1967.58 Bonhams Ref:130182/27

A cut glass goblet
inscribed 'MAY THE ADDRESSERS OF COVENTRY BE
REMEMBERED WITH INFAMY' surmounted by a domed cover
inscribed 'MAY MAGNA CHARTA AND THE BILL OF RIGHTS BE
ALWAYS SUPPORTED' 30 cm high
£6,500

Bonhams Ref:130182/191

The collection of First Period Worcester and Caughley
porcelain
(Based on list provided)
£75,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/196

The collection of ceramics not otherwise specified
to include a large quantity of Staffordshire earthenwares, mostly
19th century but with some 17th and 18th century examples
(Based on list provided)
£72,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/197

The collection of glassware
not otherwise specified and including wine glasses,decanters etc.,
18th century and later
(Based on list provided)
£30,000

Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/198

The collection of bottles
17th century and later(Based on list provided)
£7,500

£
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Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/171

A group of approximately 40 14th century tiles
and tile fragments
£6,000

£
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Customer Ref:A.49.220.1 Bonhams Ref:130182/131

The Coventry Face Jug
A 14th century Nuneaton green mottle glaze twin handled "face
jug" of baluster form modelled with figures 40 cm high
£15,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/132

A 14th century Nuneaton green mottle glazed jug
of baluster form modelled with three figures
£4,000

lower half restored

£
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Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/133

A collection of circa 70 Mediaeval earthenware "pots"
complete or near complete, many 14th century, including a slip
decorated Nuneaton baluster jug and another with green mottle
glaze
£25,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/134

A collection of circa 40 complete or near complete Roman
"pots"
mainly from the Lunt Roman Fort
£20,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/135

The remaining collection of ceramics in this area
including Bronze Age, Roman, Anglo-Saxon and Mediaeval
£20,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/142

A small quantity of Roman glass vessels
£2,200

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/156

A large quantity of decorated vessels
and funerary vessels (mainly incomplete or damaged) housed in
24 boxes, from Baginton Cemetry
£12,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/148

Three cinerary urns
from Baginton
£4,500

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/157

A large quantity of bulk finds
Baginton and Roman
£10,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/159

A large quantity of mainly 14th century encaustic tiles
and tile fragments, including approximately 50 complete examples
£15,000

£
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Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/160

A quantity of circa 20 vessels,
Roman,Mediaeval, and later, including a repaired Roman
amphora, 50 cm high
£8,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/161

A quantity of circa 250 boxes of ceramic fragments
Roman to 19th century, but mostly 16th century
Notional Value
£12,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/162

Thirty bays of Mediaeval fragments
(tiles,other ceramics and bulk finds)
£15,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/165

20 bays of finds from Bayley Lane
(Notional value)
£20,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/168

A 'Midlands Purple' 15th century jug,
An early 16th century tyg
A mortar shaped tyg,late 16th century
A 'Midlands Purple' cylindrical jug, 25 cm high
A 17th century 'Midlands Yellow' pan
£5,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/170

A 14th century Benedictine Priory tile
with central foliate design ringed by an inscription
£2,500

£
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Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/172

An early 13th century "Running Man" boss
£3,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/173

A section of vaulted ceiling
£3,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/174

The lower section of a 14th century statue of a saint
(traces of poychrome)
£2,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/176

A copper and enamel book clasp
12th century?
£3,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/175

A Romanesque 12th century ceiling intersection
and seven Mediaeval corbel heads
£15,000

£
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Customer Ref:A.T698.1 Bonhams Ref:130182/113

The Apocalypse Stone,
in two sections; wall paintings, circa 1340-60, depicting scenes
from the Apocalypse, one at the Priory Visitor Centre,one at
Whitefriars
£80,000

Customer Ref:A.1031/1 Bonhams Ref:130182/111

The Baginton Bowl
Anglo-Saxon
£32,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/128

The Coundon Pendant
A late 15th or early 16th century gold pendant of rectangular
form withprojecting pins at three of the corners, engrave with the
head of Christ on one side and Christ as the Man of Sorrows on
the other 12 x 10 cm
£6,000

£
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Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/163

A 15th or 16th century lower section of a carved figure or
effigy
£2,500

£
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Customer Ref:A and SH Bonhams Ref:130182/177

A large collection of carved stonework
Romanesque, Mediaeval and later
£80,000

£
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Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/169

A quantity of painted and or limed sandstone architectural
and statuary fragments

£25,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/158

A quantity of Mediaeval and later carved stones
including three 19th century carved corbels
£5,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/137

A large collection of Mediaeval leather items
including bags,shoes,knife scabbards, an archer's tab and brater
£20,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/138

Two Mediaeval pewter dishes
24 and 26 cm diameter
£3,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/139

A quantity of 15th/16th century pewter spoons
£1,500

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/140

A collection of pewter ampullae and pilgrim's badges
£3,500

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/141

A small alabaster cross pendant and six others
£1,800

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/143

A bronze crossbow belt and two bronze torqs
£2,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/144

A collection of base metal rings
£1,500

£
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Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/145

Five iron cannonballs, various sizes and two others, stone
£1,500

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/146

A Mediaeval lead woolweight
of tapering form with heraldic shield decoration
£5,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/147

A 12th century gold and amethyst set ring
£3,600

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/149

Assorted boxes of keys, Mediaeval and later
£3,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/150

A quantity of Roman copper alloy brooch fragments
and other fittings
£4,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/151

A group of Mediaeval bone needles
£800

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/152

A Bronze Age socketed axe head
and a Prehistoric Palstave
£4,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/153

An Iron Age boss
and five others (one with silver studs)
£1,600

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/154

A Roman carved limestone head
10cm high
£2,500

£
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Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/164

A group of three Anglo Saxon square headed brooches
from Baginton, one gilt with elaborate scrollwork
£38,000

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/166

A 15th century pewter patten
13.5 cm diameter
£700

Customer Ref:A Bonhams Ref:130182/167

A carved 'sphinx' relief
£2,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130182/47

A carved and polychrome figure
with flat back, possibly 16th century
£8,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/76

Two carved barge boards
one carved with a dragon, the other with a hare, with arcaded
details
£5,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/77

A carved barge board
with relief decoration of roses
£2,500

Bonhams Ref:130182/78

An 18th century carved cartouche
£2,500

Bonhams Ref:130182/80

A collection of eleven carved oak misericords
including one of Justice,71 cm wide
another with a bearded head and another carved with an owl
(Marshbrook store)
£40,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/155

A Mediaeval glass panel
with two figures of saints and painted birds in lattice framework
£3,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/79

Two Gothic style fire surrounds
£4,000

Bonhams Ref:130182/81

Two 16th century oak door lintels
one carved with a head holding leaves, and another, less
elaborate
£10,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/71

A monumental carved stone Coat of Arms
in two parts
£5,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/65

A life size carved stone figure of Henry II
£50,000

£
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Customer Ref:SH Bonhams Ref:130182/74

A collection of bargeware
£1,800

£
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Bonhams Ref:130182/61

A quantity of stained glass
in eight wooden cases, approximately 25 panels
£15,000

Customer Ref:SH.1982.8 Bonhams Ref:130182/85

Manner of Kendall
A set of four Warwick School carved foliate reliefs in octagonal
frames 38 cm diameter
£5,500

Bonhams Ref:130182/86

A carved fruitwood figure of a bishop saint
on reliquary base, possibly 18th century
£1,500

£
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Customer Ref:SH.1993.94 Bonhams Ref:130182/112

St George and the Dragon
A carved and polychrome group of the mounted saint , sword
raised, about to slay the fallen dragon, mid/late 15th century 42.5
wide, 72.5cm high
£50,000

Customer Ref:SH.X.555 Bonhams Ref:130182/103

Thomas Kendall
Carved group of a boar hunt in the manner of P J Mene,with glass
display dome
£6,000

Customer Ref:SH.A.745 Bonhams Ref:130182/118

A collection of base metal work by Francis Skidmore
including two decoarative iron scrolls, two iron sconces, a brass
light fitting , brass door plates etc.
£8,000

Customer Ref:SH.X.458 Bonhams Ref:130182/37

A set of Italian Grand Tour plaster cameos
housed in twelve boxes
£3,500

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/28

A fine Victorian collection of glass miscroscope slides,
contained within a 29-drawer mahogany table cabinet with gilt
brass carrying handle and glazed door
£7,500

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/1

A mixed collection of British mammals, including:
pine marten, wild cat, red squirrel, vole, red fox, and muntjac;
together with some exotic species including coypu, rock hyrax,
platypus and wallaby, (mixed condition, mostly unmounted)
(approx. 200)
£2,000

Bonhams Ref:130197/2

A collecton of rare British birds of prey, including:
white tailed sea eagle, bald eagle, harriers (6 various) golden eagle
(3), peregrine falcon (3), goshawk (2), merlin, hobby (by spicer),
red kite and gyr falcon, (mostly unmounted) (20)
£9,000

Bonhams Ref:130197/3

A collection of British owls, including:
hawk owl, long eared owl, short eared owl and scops owl (mixed
condition, mostly unmounted) (approx. 25)
£5,000

Bonhams Ref:130197/4

A collection of exotic birds, including:
lesser spotted Kiwi, brown Kiwi (3, two of which may be rare
colour variants), little blue penguin, megellamic penguin, satin
bower bird, regent bower bird, tawny frog mouth, greater
hornbill (approx. 27)
£7,500

Bonhams Ref:130197/5

On the remaining comprehensive collection of British birds
and migrants, including:
rare Baltimore oriole, and little bustard, (mixed condition, mostly
unmounted) (approx. 1100)
£35,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/6

A good collection of Victorian and modern cased fish,
including:
carp in bowfront case (J. Cooper), brown trout in bowfront case
(J. Cooper), perch (P. Spicer), rare barbel (P. Spicer), pike (P.
Spicer) and group of 2 bream and a tench (P. Spicer) (6)
£7,100

Bonhams Ref:130197/7

A collection of Victorian and modern cased birds, including:
a pair of peregine falcons on a rock (R. Ward), barn owl and
sparrow hawk (Hutchings of Aberystwyth), pair black grouse
(Hutchings of Aberystwyth, rough legged buzzard with prey (M.
Winston-Smith), red kite (M. Winston-Smith), pair of bittern,
honey buzzard and pair great chested grebe and heron
£8,600

Bonhams Ref:130197/8

On the remaining collection of cased birds and fish

£4,500

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/9

On the collection of modern and Victorian specimens, to
include:
a group of mounted examples by Gerrard: pigeon, frog, carp,
dog, rabbit, lizard and pole cat; unmounted mammalian, birds
and reptile skulls, and other skeletal bones
£3,200

Bonhams Ref:130197/10

A Victorian white rhino skull,
a Victorian black rhino skull both with horns, 22 in and 27in long
(4)
£4,000

Bonhams Ref:130197/11

Three extinct moa femurs,
all about 20-23in long
£3,000

Bonhams Ref:130197/12

A Victorian hippo skull
and a Victorian Indian elephant skull with mandible
£1,800

Bonhams Ref:130197/13

Two large 19th century narwhal tusks,
both with right hand twists, 93 & 89in. respectively
£40,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/14

A comprehensive collection of Indo Pacific and other exotic
species
(approx. 3000)
£5,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/15

Other terrestrial molluscs
in glass specimen boxes, pill boxes, old match boxes and buttons
cut from commerical trochus, abalone etc.
£5,000

Bonhams Ref:130197/16

On the remaining reserve collection of shell including
a freshwater mussel collection, and a 12-drawer pine cabinet of
British species
£2,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/17

On the collection of rocks and minerals, including:
specimens of green fluorite (Weardale), precious opal in matrix,
polished agates, large polished labradorite, landscape limestone
(Cotham), dolomite, septarian nodules; together with a Victorian
pine specimen box commercially produced to accompany Dana's
Minerology, by James Gregory (approx. 1100)
£6,000

Bonhams Ref:130197/18

A rare 412g L6 chondrite fragment of the Bouwell
meteorite,
the largest British meteorite recorded (approx. 46 kg), which fell
over the Leicestershire village in 1965, known free nickel-iron, but
containing olivine and hypersthene, it is thought a possible parent
body is 433 Eros
£8,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/19

A collection of petrified wood, Carboniferous era,
both British and exotic species, polished and unpolished (approx.
150)
£2,800

Bonhams Ref:130197/20

E. F. Nichols ichthyosaur head and bill,
Jurassic era (some repairs)
£5,000

Bonhams Ref:130197/21

On the remaining collection of predominantly Jurassic and
carboniferous fossils, including:
a fine pteridosperm leaf frond, on large aurochs skull and horns,
(approx 4000)
£25,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/22

The Dr Greenwood collection of exotic butterflies and
British moths,
the former group displayed within 130 drawers and six storage
boxes, the latter in a single 40-drawer mahogany cabinet (all
excellently preserve) (approx. 20,000 specimens)
£35,000

Bonhams Ref:130197/23

The H W Daltry collection of British insects, including:
some type specimens, (Diptera not represented), displayed within
a number of cabinets, including a single 40-drawer mahogany
cabinet (all excellently preserved) (140 drawers)
£3,200

Bonhams Ref:130197/24

Five cabinets of 'main series' exotic butterflies, spiders,
beetles and moths,
including the Raven collection, in a number of cabinets (mixed
condition) (75 drawers)
£4,500

Bonhams Ref:130197/25

A collection of mainly British, and some European butterflies
and moths,
contained within 21 cabinets (210 drawers)
£9,500

Bonhams Ref:130197/26

The remaining collection of insects (moths and butterflies
not represented)
contained within 30 cabinets including a single 40-drawer
mahogany cabinet (330 drawers)
£3,000

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/27

A large Victorian collection of eggs including:
examples from many rare British and exotic species (approx.
12000)
No Insurance Value
£1

£
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Bonhams Ref:130197/29

The remaining collection of natural history,
including wasps nests, corals, freeze dried plant material, seeds,
insect pests and damage, sediment examples, models etc.;
together with a large selection of contraband items seized by
Customs & Excise as detailed by CITES legislation
£10,000

£
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Textiles £520,860

Toys £15,750

Arms and Armour £110,600

Clocks and Watches £388,600

Printed Books, Maps and Manuscripts £22,000

Photography £26,000

Silver £65,300

Coins £65,800

Jewellery £2,000

Musical Instruments £28,000

Furniture £58,100

Collectors Scientific £75,700

Mechanical & Music £18,500

Antiquities £6,500

Collectors General £350,800

Ceramics £424,600

Works of Art £578,300

Natural History £262,201

Final total £3,019,611

£
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Customer No. 15498502

Report No. 23536

This valuation certificate is issued in conjunction with Bonhams Valuation Service Descriptions and
Terms.

We value on the basis of Insurance the specified items in the foregoing valuation report making a
total sum of

Three Million Nineteen Thousand Six Hundred and Eleven Pounds

£3,019,611

Signed and dated
for and on behalf of Bonhams

101 New Bond Street
London
W1S 1SR

+44 (0)8700 273611
+44 (0)8700 273612 fax
valuations@bonhams.com
www.bonhams.com

£
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